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Roman Catholicism 

 and the New Perspective on Paul 

Part 4 

Dr. Mike Stallard 

Dean of Baptist Bible Seminary 

Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania 

Ecumenical dialogue has as one of its goals the identification 

of shared language that can serve as common ground between 

ecclesiastical parties that are divided from each other by 

doctrine and tradition. In recent times, the development of the 

New Perspective on Paul (NPP) has provided such shared 

language for discussions between Roman Catholics and some 

versions of Protestant theology. The particular doctrinal 

formulations that supply the shared terminology involve the 

concepts of justification and imputation. 

A detailed summary and evaluation of the NPP has been 

amply supplied in numerous other forums so it will not be 

provided here.1  It is sufficient to note that the general outline of 

the NPP is that the Reformation fathers (Luther, Calvin, etc.) 

misread Paul by viewing him as teaching a forensic justification 

apart from the works of the law.2  In this view, the Reformers 

                                                 
1 For example, see Douglas C. Bozung, “The New Perspective on 

Paul:  A Survey and Critique—Part I,” JMAT (Fall 2005): 96-114 and 

“The New Perspective on Paul: A Survey and Critique—Part II,” JMAT 

(Spring 2006): 22-43; D. A. Carson, “Introduction” in Justification and 

Variegated Nomism, Vol. I—The Complexities of Second Temple Judaism, 

ed. D. A. Carson, Peter T. O’Brien, and Mark A. Seifrid (Grand Rapids: 

Baker, 2001), 1-5; Stephen Westerholm, “The ‘New Perspective’ at 

Twenty-five” in Justification and Variegated Nomism, Vol. II—The 

Paradoxes of Paul, ed. D. A. Carson, Peter T. O’Brien, and Mark A. Seifrid 

(Grand Rapids: Baker, 2004), 1-38. 

2  It is best to understand that there are many new perspectives on 

Paul rather than one monolithic approach which bears the label. 

However, there is enough commonality to the various writers such as 

E. P. Sanders, James D. G. Dunn, and N. T. Wright so that the issue can 
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thought wrongfully that Paul was refuting a works-

righteousness. Instead, the NPP suggests that Paul was simply 

affirming that the works which Paul has in mind are ceremonial 

(and perhaps other elements of the law) which the Jews had 

overemphasized. However, the scheme does involve the concept 

that one is brought into the covenant community by faith but 

stays in the community by good deeds. Such an approach does 

not sound all that different from traditional Wesleyan teaching 

and is certainly much closer to Roman Catholic dogma than the 

traditional understanding of the Reformation. What is different 

is that the alleged support for the understanding of Paul’s 

teachings comes from Second Temple literature which 

supposedly highlights the Jewish understanding of works of the 

law with which Paul was dealing. In the minds of some, this 

perspective can be harmonized with Roman Catholic 

understandings. 

 
DIALOG BETWEEN CATHOLICS AND THE NEW PERSPECTIVE 

As Horton notes, “The main point of the Reformation was to 

stress the distinction between justification and other gifts of 

salvation. It was Rome’s confusion of justification and 

sanctification that the Reformers challenged.”3  On the other 

hand, recent statements by other Protestants have 

demonstrated a softer stance toward the Catholics: 

 
The gaping divide between evangelicals and Catholics is 

ecclesiology and authority, not justification and salvation, as 

important as that debate remains….There is enough commonality 

                                                                                                      
be dealt with in an almost singular fashion in spite of nuances of 

differences in the details. See Carson, “Introduction,” 1. Note also how 

James Dunn argues that E. P. Sanders sees too much of a difference 

between Paul and the Judaism of Paul’s day (Jesus, Paul and the Law: 

Studies in Mark and Galatians [Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox, 

1990], 183-214). 

3 Michael Horton, “Justification and Ecumenism,” Tabletalk, 

February 2010, 17. 
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that evangelicals and Catholics with a living faith can recognize 

one another as brothers and sisters in Jesus Christ with a common 

Lord and common grace that brought them together.4 

One can readily wonder how a Protestant could speak of 

such common ground in the important area of how one obtains 

forgiveness from God. 

However, it is possible to claim that the NPP actually 

provides the most common avenue for bridging the gap 

between evangelicals and Catholics in the matter of salvation. 

Roman Catholic Taylor Marshall notes that he recently 

converted to Catholicism as a result of reading N. T. Wright, one 

of the major proponents of the NPP. 

 
I started reading N. T. Wright at Westminster Theological 

Seminary (Philadelphia) and along the way through my hiatus as 

an Anglican priest. I believe that he provided the necessary 

paradigm shift for me to appreciate the nuances of the Council of 

Trent regarding justification. 

 

N. T. Wright is a good enough biblical theologian to realize that 

Paul didn’t teach personal salvation by way of an imputation of 

alien righteousness. That’s why the Anglican bishop has received 

so much attention – he’s a Protestant writing like a Catholic.5 

However, it is important to understand that Wright, in 

particular, has said that he has no real interest in becoming a 

Roman Catholic: 

I am sorry to think that there are people out there whose 

Protestantism has been so barren that they never found out about 

                                                 
4 Timothy George interviewed in Collin Hansen, “Not All 

Evangelicals and Catholics Together,” Christianity Today, November 

2009, 21. 

5 Taylor Marshall, “Does N. T. Wright’s Theology Lead to 

Catholicism?” The Catholic Perspective on Paul, <http://pauliscatholic 

.com/2009/07/does-n-t-wrights-theology-lead-to-catholicism/> 

(accessed 4 February 2010).    
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sacraments, transformation, community or eschatology. Clearly 

this person needed a change. But to jump to Rome for that reason 

is very odd. 

It reminds me of the fine old German NT scholar Heinrich Schlier, 

who found that the only way to be a Protestant was to be a 

Bultmannian, so, because he couldn’t take Bultmann, became a 

Roman Catholic; that was the only other option in his culture. 

Good luck to him; happily, most of us have plenty of other 

options.6 

Thus, it is important to be fair to Wright who shows no 

movement in the direction of Rome other than spiritual 

kinship.7  

Many other major proponents of the NPP seem to be content 

to stay in their own denominations although they are 

sometimes involved in ecumenical dialogue. For example, James 

Dunn laments: 

 
But behind the Catholic-Protestant debate, and obscured by it, was 

the more fundamental issue of Christianity’s relation to Judaism, 

in particular the relation of Paul’s gospel and theology to his 

ancestral religion. Two factors made it impossible for that 

situation to persist. One was Vatican II, and in effect the removal of 

most of the old Catholic-Protestant agenda as no longer at issue. 

The other was the Holocaust and its continuing reverberations in 

Christian theology. If post-Vatican II theology could no longer 

                                                 
6 N. T. Wright, “N. T. Wright on Protestant-Catholic Relations,” 

Kingdom People, October 31, 2009, <http://trevinwax.com/2009/10 

/31/n-t-wright-on-protestant-catholic-relations/> (accessed 4 Febru-

ary 2010). This is the website of Trevin Wax who has posted the entire 

discussion of Wright which was quoted in snippets in Christianity 

Today. See Collin Hansen, “Not All Catholics and Protestants Together,” 

cited earlier. 

7 The Pope has been invited to speak at a conference in Durham, 

where Wright serves as Bishop (Department of Theology and Religion: 

News – Durham University; “Durham Invitation to Pope Benedict,” 30 

October 2009, <http://www.dur.ac.uk/news/newsitem/?itemno 

=894> (accessed 1 March 2010). 
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simply restate the old debate between Protestant and Catholic in 

the traditional terms, post-Holocaust theology could no longer 

stomach the denigration of historic Judaism which had been the 

dark-side-of-the-moon corollary to the Christian doctrine of 

justification.8 

 
Dunn, in a strongly worded statement, is concerned about 

Jewish-Christian dialogue as well as the changing of the debate 

between Catholics and Protestants. His wording points in the 

direction of basic doctrines which are at the center of the 

debate, namely, justification and imputation. As these are 

studied it will be seen that the reformulations of the NPP move 
in the direction of how Catholicism has traditionally handled 

these doctrines. 
 

JUSTIFICATION 

 
Traditional Protestant View 

The traditional understanding of justification based mostly 

upon Pauline thought and highlighted by the Reformers 

contains many aspects. First, it is a declaration that a person is 

not guilty of his sin. One example is found in the parable of Jesus 

in which two men come to the temple to pray (Luke 18:9-14). 

Jesus tells the parable to those who trusted in their own self-

righteousness (v. 9). One of the two men is a Pharisee who brags 

about his own accomplishments and attempts to stand before 

God on that basis. The other is a despised tax collector who 

humbly approaches God and asks him to have mercy. The exact 

wording of his prayer to God is “be merciful (be propitious) to 

me a sinner.”  Jesus proclaims that the tax collector left the place 

of prayer and went to his home “justified.”  The focus on this 

kind of justification points to a moment of conversion where an 

individual passes from a standing of guilt before God to a status 

of innocence at a point in time. 

                                                 
8 James D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids, 

MI:  Eerdmans, 1998), 354. 
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Luther echoes this teaching of Jesus in his understanding of 

Paul in Romans 3:28 (“For we maintain that a man is justified by 

faith apart from the works of the Law” [NASB]), Luther 

comments,  “What the apostle means by the ‘deeds of the law’ 

are works in which the self-righteous trust as if, by doing them, 

they were justified and so were righteous on account of their 

works. In other words, while doing good, they do not seek after 

righteousness, but they merely wish to boast that they have 

already obtained righteousness through their works.”9  In this 

way Luther sees harmony between Paul’s teaching in Romans 

and Jesus’ teaching in the Gospel of Luke concerning the concept 

of justification. 

Second, while the declaration as discussed above is one of 

“not guilty,” the concept of justification also contains within it a 

declaration of positive righteousness, not simply a lack of guilt. 

This leads to a discussion of imputation which will be dealt with 

later. For now, the entire discussion of justification as a 

declaration of right standing before God shows that the concept 

is a forensic, judicial, or legal term. This is evident from Paul’s 

teaching in Romans 4:1-9. Luther summarizes the meaning of 

Romans 4:1-12 with these words: “They [the Jews] labored 

under the delusion that their father Abraham was pictured to 

them as an example of work-righteousness. He therefore shows 

that Abraham was justified solely by faith without works.”10  In 

this section of Romans we find the ideas of justification, 

imputation, and forgiveness applied to an individual apart from 

good works or deeds. There is no earned status.  There is no 

merit on the part of the individual in the matter of justification. 

From this we know that there are no braggers in heaven. All is 

due to what God has done. 

Third, the appropriation of the right standing before God is 

by faith alone. The word alone is important in the statement. 

                                                 
9  Martin Luther, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, trans. J. 

Theodore Mueller (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1954), 64. 

10  Ibid., 65-66. See also Thomas R. Schreiner, Paul: Apostle of God’s 

Glory in Christ (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2001), 203-5. 
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Faith appropriates justification at a point in time (conversion) 

where an individual is legally declared to be right with God. This 

teaching that justification is by faith alone was at the heart of 

the Reformation (note Luther’s statement above). Faith is all 

that is needed to lead to a right standing before God.  Calvin 

noted it this way:   

 
Now the reader sees how fairly the Sophists today cavil against 

our doctrine when we say that man is justified by faith 

alone….They dare not deny that man is justified by faith because it 

recurs so often in Scripture. But since the word ‘alone’ is nowhere 

expressed, they do not allow this addition to be made. Is it so?  But 

what will they reply to these words of Paul where he contends 

that righteousness cannot be of faith unless it be free [Rom. 

4:2ff]?11  

 

 The phrase “unless it be free” shows Calvin’s correct 

understanding that Paul insisted that there was a separation of 

works and faith on this question so that there was no 

intermingling of the two. Faith is not one thing among other 

things that leads a person to be right with God. Faith is the only 

thing. As Paul says in Ephesians 2:8-9, we are saved by grace 

through faith. Our salvation is not of works. Further, in Romans 

11:6 the apostle teaches us that “if it is by grace, it is no longer 

on the basis of works, otherwise grace is no longer grace.”  Faith 

with grace is separated from good works or good deeds. The 

latter cannot lead to justification. Faith, which accommodates 

grace, stands alone. As Paul teaches, “for this reason it is by 

faith, that it might be in accordance with grace” (Rom 4:16). 

This understanding of the Reformation (traditional 

Protestant) teaching on justification as declarative, forensic, 

judicial, complete, and by faith is opposed to the perception that 

justification is transformative, partial, and by faith and works. In 

the latter scheme, an individual is made righteous in 

justification. What remains to be seen is how the Roman 

Catholic understanding of justification is expressed in the 

details and to what degree this mirrors the NPP. 

                                                 
11 John Calvin, The Institutes of the Christian Religion, III. XI.19. 
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Roman Catholic View 

In understanding how Roman Catholicism handles the issue 

of justification, there are several elements to be discussed. First, 

the role of water baptism with respect to justification must be 

overviewed. According to the Council of Trent (which is still in 

effect relative to this teaching), the sacrament of water baptism 

is the instrumental cause of justification.12  Within the Roman 

Catholic system, the moment of water baptism brings a kind of 

initial justification. According to a Vatican catechism, 

“Justification is conferred in Baptism, the sacrament of faith. It 

conforms us to the righteousness of God, who makes us 

inwardly just by the power of his mercy. Its purpose is the glory 

of God and of Christ, and the gift of eternal life.”13  However, 

such conferral of justification is not the end of the story as will 

be seen below. 

Second, the Roman Catholic understanding of justification 

affirms that the nature of justification is transformative and not 

just declarative. Man is made righteous in justification.  

Carl Henry, a prominent evangelical of a generation ago, 

summarized the Council of Trent’s response to the Reformers’ 

teaching on justification: 
 

The Council of Trent (1547) rejected the Reformers’ view of 

justification. Contrary to their teaching it held that justification is 

“not a bare remission of sins, but also sanctification and the 

renewal of the inner man.”  It contended that justification is not 

only a declarative act of the remission of sins but also a 

transformist act of inner renewal and sanctification. Justification is 

therefore viewed as an aspect of sanctification. Salvation allegedly 

depends in part on an inherent righteousness that can be lost 

                                                 
12  Council of Trent, Sixth Session:  Decree on Justification, Chapter 

7, <http://history.hanover.edu/ texts/trent/trentall.html> (accessed 2 

March 2010).  

13 Catholic Catechism, 3.1.3.2.I.1992, <http://www.vatican.va/ 

archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p3s1c3a2.htm> (accessed 1 

March 2010). 
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through deadly sins and depends also on good works that must 

accompany divine grace extended to the sinner.14 

The language of Trent, to be sure, uses such wording. Notice 

the quoted statement given earlier. God through justification, in 

this scheme, “makes us inwardly just.”  To speak of an “inward” 

action where God “makes” us into something is not the forensic 

understanding of justification envisioned by the Reformers. 

Third, justification according to Catholic theology involves 

ongoing, progressive sanctification. Henry’s statement above 

alluded to this. The teaching of Trent is clear about ongoing 

justification. In a chapter whose heading is “On the increase of 

Justification received,” we find this affirmation: 

Having, therefore, been thus justified, and made the friends and 

domestics of God, advancing from virtue to virtue, they are 

renewed, as the Apostle says, day by day; that is, by mortifying the 

members of their own flesh, and by presenting them as 

instruments of justice unto sanctification, they, through the 

observance of the commandments of God and of the Church, faith 

co-operating with good works, increase in that justice which they 

have received through the grace of Christ, and are still further 

justified, as it is written; He that is just, let him be justified still; 

and again, Be not afraid to be justified even to death; and also, Do 

you see that by works a man is justified, and not by faith only. And 

this increase of justification holy Church begs, when she prays, 

"Give unto us, O Lord, increase of faith, hope, and charity."15 

The Reformers believed that justification provided the legal 

ground upon which the progressive sanctification of the child of 

God could proceed. But for Luther and Calvin it was the truth of 

regeneration which provided the experiential or transforma- 

tional basis upon which progressive sanctification would build 

day by day. In this way, they kept a separation between legal 

                                                 
14 Carl F. H. Henry, “Justification: A Doctrine in Crisis,” JETS 38 

(March 1995): 59.  

15  Council of Trent, Sixth Session:  Decree on Justification, Chapter 

10. 
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justification and experiential progressive sanctification. 

However, as this statement of Trent shows, Catholicism 

confuses regeneration with justification.16  In the Catholic 

system, there is no distinction between justification and 

sanctification. The believer’s ongoing good works, following the 

sacramental system, form a basis for maintaining and/or 

increasing one’s justification in the sight of God. What is 

declared by God is also made continually to be true in the 

believer’s experience. However, because a believer may fail to 

execute the good deeds properly, justification is something that 

can be lost. 

Fourth, the Roman Catholic system has implicit within it the 

concept of ultimate or final justification. Geisler and Mackenzie 

state, “In that Trent understands justification in two senses (the 

second corresponding to the Reformed doctrine of 

sanctification), good works are required in the second sense as a 

condition for ultimate justification. Therefore, it is possible and 

necessary (in this second sense) to keep the law of God.”17  The 

ongoing obedience to the commands of God, especially 

expressed through the sacramental system and allegiance to the 

church, is necessary so that one can in the end have a right 

standing before God. This ultimate justification is both a 

declaration and a final “making” of righteousness in the believer. 

The Protestant tradition is more likely to use the categories of 

                                                 
16 One Roman Catholic catechism that I looked at does not even 

mention the word justification as far as I can tell (John A. Hardon, SJ, 

The Catholic Catechism: A Contemporary Catechism of the Teachings of 

the Catholic Church [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1975]). This is only 

possible because other experiential terms can be used in its place to 

discuss the process of God making men righteous. I have also found 

the minimizing of use of the word justification to be true of the 

statements of Vatican II. See Austin P. Flannery, ed., Documents of 

Vatican II (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975). 

17 Norman Geisler and Ralph MacKenzie, “Justification: The 

Catholic-Protestant Argument over Justification,” Creation Research 

Institute, <http://www.equip.org/articles/justification> (accessed 1 

March 2010). 
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justification, sanctification, and glorification to discuss the 

changes wrought in man by God in the process of salvation. 

Catholicism can be comfortable using the word justification to 

speak of all of these categories. It can only do so because it 

treats justification as a non-forensic term. 

 
New Perspective on Paul View 

The three major proponents of the NPP are considered to be 

E. P. Sanders, James Dunn, and N. T. Wright with Sanders 

serving as the fountainhead (although discussions in this area 

preceded him). Sanders argued that Second Temple Judaism 

could be characterized by covenantal nomism: “Briefly put, 

covenantal nomism is the view that one’s place in God’s plan is 

established on the basis of the covenant and that the covenant 

requires as the proper response of man his obedience to its 

commandments, while providing means of atonement for 

transgression.”18  This concept can be characterized by the 
statement that those in the elect nation of Israel entered the 

covenant community by faith. However, they stay in the 

covenant community (i.e., maintain their position in the elect 

people) by good works (keeping the law). The works that are 

done to keep the law are considered non-meritorious. Ultimate 

salvation is by God’s grace according to this scheme. 

Sanders argued that the Apostle Paul’s thought, however, 

was radically different than the Judaism of his day. The Jewish 

categories of the covenant are not sufficient to exhaust Pauline 

thought.19 

Nonetheless, the Jewish pattern found in covenantal nomism 

could be found in Paul also albeit in a different direction:   

 
Thus one can see already in Paul how it is that Christianity is going 

to become a new form of covenantal nomism, a covenantal religion 

                                                 
18 E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1977), 75. 

19  Ibid., 513. 
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which one enters by baptism, membership in which provides 

salvation, which has a specific set of commandments, obedience to 

which (or repentance for the transgression of which) keeps one in 

the covenantal relationship, while repeated or heinous 

transgression removes one from membership.20 

Although justification is not mentioned per se by Sanders, 

one can see the similarities of this approach to the Roman 

Catholic system already presented. 

James Dunn argues that Sanders focuses too much on the 

differences between Paul and Second Temple Judaism.21  

Consequently, he presses the pattern of covenantal nomism 

more strongly relative to Paul’s teaching on justification. Notice 

the explanation concerning Galatians 2:16: 

 
In talking of “being justified” here Paul is not thinking of a 

distinctively initiatory act of God. God’s justification is not his act 

in first making his covenant with Israel, or in initially accepting 

someone into the covenant people. God’s justification is rather 

God’s acknowledgement that someone is in the covenant—

whether that is an initial acknowledgement, or a repeated action 

of God (God’s saving acts), or his final vindication of his people… 

“To be justified” in Paul cannot, therefore, be treated simply as an 

entry or initiation formula…22 

                                                 
20  Ibid. Sanders restates his position in more detail in a later work 

entitled Paul, the Law, and the Jewish People (Philadelphia: Fortress, 

1983). 

21 Jesus, Paul and the Law: Studies in Mark and Galatians 

(Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox, 1990), 186-88. 

22 Ibid., 190. See also James D. G. Dunn, “The Theology of Galatians: 

The Issue of Covenantal  Nomism” in Pauline Theology, Vol. I, ed. 

Jouette M. Bassler (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994), 125-46 and James D. 

G. Dunn and Alan M. Suggate, The Justice of God: A Fresh Look at the Old 

Doctrine of Justification by Faith (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993). 
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Dunn notes that the term justify is a legal term as it is in 

Luther and Calvin.23  However, the incomplete nature of the 

concept and the need for continual ongoing justification along 

with ultimate justification or vindication is clearly counter to 

Luther and the Reformers. In the NPP justification is seen to be a 

term that covers God’s work in covenant people from initiation 

into the covenant community until final victory. Luther did not 

see the term justification in this expansive way. However, the 

teaching of the Catholic Church could be harmonized to an 

extent with such a view. 

N. T. Wright (perhaps the most famous of the NPP 

adherents), like Dunn, notes that “the doctrine of justification is 

focused on the divine law-court. God, as judge, ‘finds in favor of,’ 

and hence acquits from their sin, those who believe in Jesus 

Christ.”24  This much aligns with the Reformers. However, 

Wright separates from the Reformers by insisting, “Justification 

in this setting, then is not a matter of how someone enters the 

community of the true people of God, but of how you tell who 

belongs to that community, not the least in the period of time 

before the eschatological event itself, when the matter will 

become public knowledge.”25  Here two things emerge. First, 

Wright does not envision justification as an event that is an 

initiation as in the Catholic idea of initial justification. Logically, 

there must exist something like that, but Wright focuses on the 

ongoing aspect of justification. Those who follow Christ can 

have the assurance now (presumably through their following of 

Christ) that they will one day be vindicated. This aspect of 

knowing now is the key for Wright’s dipolar understanding of 

justification: “justification by faith is what happens in the 

present time, anticipating a verdict of the future day when God 

                                                 
23 James D. G. Dunn, The Epistle to the Galatians (Peabody, MA: 

Hendrickson, 1993), 134. 

24 N. T. Wright, Justification: God’s Plan & Paul’s Vision (Downers 

Grove, IL: IVP, 2009), 12. 

25 N. T. Wright, What Saint Paul Really Said (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1997), 119. 
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judges the world.”26  Thus, Wright can argue that there is no 

“clash between present justification by faith and future 

judgment according to works.”27  This is only possible because 

of the link between the two: “this picture of future judgment 

according to works is actually the basis of Paul’s theology of 

justification by faith.”28  Believers will be judged for their works 

at the last judgment. God will declare them to be justified on 

that basis, although it is not meritorious in Wright’s system. The 

last judgment merely vindicates the believer by demonstrating 

publicly that he is in the covenant community. This dipolar 

approach does seem to have some affinity to the language of the 

Roman Catholic approach with its own version of ongoing and 

ultimate justification. 

If the NPP presentation seems a bit obtuse, it is because the 

language spoken is an entirely different ballgame than that of 

the Reformation. Wright comments on his desire to change the 

language of the debate: 

 
What, then, is “justification” about?  Most of the difficulties of the 

ongoing debate have arisen from the fact that the word, as 

McGrath points out, has regularly been made to do duty for the 

entire picture of God’s reconciling action toward the human race, 

covering everything from God’s free love and grace, through the 

sending of the son to die and rise again for sinners, through the 

preaching of the gospel, the work of the Spirit, the arousal of faith 

in human hearts and minds, the development of Christian 

                                                 
26 N. T. Wright, Surprised by Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the 

Resurrection, and the Mission of the Church (New York: HarperCollins, 

1989), 140. 

27  Ibid. 

28  Ibid., 139. The idea of the future judgment in Wright appears to 

be a general judgment (seen in Revelation 20) common to so much of 

Christendom. This does not fit the distinctive judgments of 

dispensationalism. See also N. T. Wright, Paul In Fresh Perspective 

(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), 57, 121-22.   
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character and conduct, the assurance of ultimate salvation, and the 

safe passage through the final judgment to that destination.29 

Wright believes strongly that the term justification has 

become too much in the world of theology. However true this 

might be in some circles, I am not sure he can make such a 

charge stick with respect to the Reformers. The 

dispensationalist Lewis Sperry Chafer, who considered himself 

in harmony with the soteriology of the Reformers, lists 

justification as just one of thirty-three important theological 

concepts with respect to divine grace and its outworking in the 

believer.30  On the contrary, it is Wright who expands the 

concept of justification to make it cover too many things, now 

and in the future. The Reformers limited justification to an act of 

declaration when a person first trusted Christ as Savior. What 

followed was sanctification and glorification. However, Wright’s 

scheme actually allows for other travelers in this world, as we 

know from experience, to use his system to move to Rome even 

when it is not his desire to do so. 

 

IMPUTATION 

 
Traditional Protestant View 

The idea of imputation is generally considered to be part of 

or be related to the concept of justification as alluded to earlier. 

In fact, it is possible to assert that imputation is the way in 

which or the basis for which God declares a sinner to have a 

righteous standing in His eyes. Grudem comments: 

 
When we say that God imputes Christ’s righteousness to us it 

means that God thinks of Christ’s righteousness as belonging to us, 

or regards it as belonging to us. He “reckons” it to our account. We 

read, “Abraham believed God, and it was reckoned to him as 

                                                 
29  Wright, Justification, 86. 

30 Lewis Sperry Chafer, Systematic Theology (Dallas: Dallas 

Seminary, 3: 234-66. 
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righteousness” (Rom. 4:3, quoting Gen. 15:6). Paul explains, “To 

one who does not work but trusts him who justifies the ungodly, 

his faith is reckoned as righteousness. So also David pronounces a 

blessing upon the man to whom God reckons righteousness apart 

from works” (Rom. 4:6). In this way, Christ’s righteousness 

became ours. Paul says that we are those who received “the free 

gift of righteousness” (Rom. 5:17).31 

This approach is in harmony with the Reformers.32  Not only 

is the individual declared not guilty in justification, but there is a 

positive assessment by God in which he considers the individual 

believer to be righteous. The believer is not made righteous. The 

believer is declared righteous. But where does the 

righteousness come from?  It is not the righteousness which the 

individual possesses in and of himself. It is extrinsic to him. It 

comes from outside of the individual. 

There are a couple of interpretive options on this point. One 

is the teaching of the active obedience of Christ.33  In this view, 

the righteousness which is imputed to the believer is the specific 

righteousness earned by Christ in his incarnational life. During 

his life on earth, Jesus earned a meritorious standing that Adam 

had failed to earn in the Garden. It is this righteous standing 

before God which Jesus has earned that is laid over to the 

account of the believer. A second approach is to see that the 

righteousness of Christ is simply the righteousness which he 

naturally possessed. The believer receives the righteousness of 

God in the imputation. There does not seem to be much that is 

                                                 
31 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 

1994), 726. 

32  There are various nuances among the Reformers concerning 

the relationship of justification to other aspects of salvation such as 

regeneration. However, it is my judgment that these are minimal 

relative to this particular discussion. See Henri Blocher, “Justification 

of the Ungodly (Sola Fide): Theological Reflections” in Justification and 

Variegated Nomism, Vol. 2—The Paradoxes of Paul, 465-500. 

33 See Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology, repr. (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1982), 523. 
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pragmatically different in the two views. The righteousness that 

is imputed in either case is extrinsic to the believer. It is a simple 

matter of reckoning. 

 
Roman Catholic View 

The Roman Catholic understanding of imputation can best 

be seen in Canon XI of the Council of Trent under the article “On 

Justification.” 

 
CANON XI.-If any one saith, that men are justified, either by the 

sole imputation of the justice of Christ, or by the sole remission of 

sins, to the exclusion of the grace and the charity which is poured 

forth in their hearts by the Holy Ghost, and is inherent in them; or 

even that the grace, whereby we are justified, is only the favour of 

God; let him be anathema.34 

This statement clearly rules out imputation as an extrinsic, 

forensic concept. A declaration of righteousness is not in view. 

Men are made righteous. There is an infused grace that comes 

from the Spirit of God that is intrinsic (inherent) to the believer. 

The Catholic Encyclopedia helps us here in its definition of 

justification. There is an absence of any view of forensic 

declaration or simple court-room judgments of innocence: 

 
[Justification is] A biblio-ecclesiastical term; which denotes the 

transforming of the sinner from the state of unrighteousness to 

the state of holiness and sonship of God. Considered as an act 

(actus justificationis), justification is the work of God alone, 

presupposing, however, on the part of the adult the process of 

justification and the cooperation of his free will with God's 

preventing and helping grace (gratia praeveniens et cooperans). 

Considered as a state or habit (habitus justificationis), it denotes 

                                                 
34  Council of Trent, Sixth Session:  Decree on Justification, Chapter 

16, <http://history.hanover.edu/ texts/trent/trentall.html> (accessed 

2 March 2010). 
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the continued possession of a quality inherent in the soul, which 

theologians aptly term sanctifying grace.35 

Notice the details of this definition. First, justification 

involves transformation not forensic declaration. Second, it is 

something that, once obtained, is inherent in the individual, in 

his soul. This means that it is not something that is extrinsic to 

the person. Roman Catholics often complain about a doctrine of 

alien righteousness which the Reformation view of imputation 

implies.36  This is the idea that an imputation of righteousness is 

made which has nothing to do with the actual spiritual state of 

righteousness of the human soul. It comes from God alone. 

Third, from the aspect of ongoing justification, justification can 

also be considered to be sanctifying grace. Here again is the 

confusion of justification and sanctification in the Roman 

Catholic position that was seen earlier. 

 

The New Perspective on Paul View 

At this point I will deal primarily with N. T. Wright’s 

expression concerning the concept of imputation, although, like 

Catholicism, he rarely uses the word. However, at the outset it 

must be noted that he sticks to a declarative sense of the term 

justification rather than a moral transformational sense of the 

word: 

 
There is indeed a sense in which “justification” really does make 

someone “righteous”—it really does create the “righteousness,” 

the status-of-being-in-the-right, of which it speaks—but 

“righteousness” in that lawcourt sense does not mean either 

                                                 
35 “Justification,” Catholic Encyclopedia (New Advent), <http:// 

www.newadvent.org/cathen/08573a.htm> (accessed 2 March 2010). 

36 Notice Schreiner’s use of the term alien righteousness in Paul: 

Apostle of God’s Glory in Christ, 208. See also Anthony N. S. Lane, 

Justification by Faith in Catholic-Protestant Dialogue: An Evangelical 

Assessment (New York:  T & T Clark, 2002), 158-67. 
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“morally good character” or “performance of moral good deeds,” 

but “the status you have when the court has found in your favor.”37 

Thus, similar to the Reformers the declaration of 

righteousness in justification is forensic. However, remember 

that for Wright this is not an initial point of justification but 

something that is in the present (as we go along toward our final 

vindication).  

What about the ongoing life of the believer, the “present” in 

which he can have assurance of justification?  Is there for Wright 

an eternal security available to the believer?  Or is there a real 

chance that the declaration of righteousness or the imputation 

of righteousness can be lost?  Apparently, Wright affirms the 

doctrine of eternal security. This appears to be evident 

(although it needs to be studied further since Wright has said 

little about this doctrine) in a transcripted conversation 

between Wright and James Dunn.38  Wright speaks of agreement 

with the Reformed doctrine of perseverance while Dunn, as a 

Methodist, has his expected doubts. This means that Dunn’s 

approach would fit more neatly with Roman Catholic 

expectations that real loss of justification, status, or salvation 

can occur on the believer’s path. It would be harder to mesh 

what Wright has said on this single point with the Vatican 

position. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The survey presented here has not been exhaustive of all the 

pertinent issues that could be raised relative to the comparisons 

that have been made. The volume of literature in this area is 

daunting. Yet we have tried to give a fair but brief summary of 

                                                 
37  Wright, Justification, 92. 

38  James D. G. Dunn and N. T. Wright, “An Evening Conversation on 

Jesus and Paul,” 20-21, NTWrightPage, <http://www.ntwrightpage 

.com/Dunn_Wright_Conversation.pdf> (accessed 2 March 2010). This 

conversation occurred on 25 October 2004. Apparently an audio of the 

event is available. 
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views of justification and imputation in traditional 

Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, and the adherents of the 

New Perspective on Paul. The fact that there are many “new 

perspectives on Paul” makes the comparison a challenging one. 

However, there is enough in place to see that the NPP yields 

fertile ground for ecumenical dialogue between Protestants and 

Catholics. As a result, there is a likelihood that there may be 

more individuals who decide to go “home to Rome” as the 

Catholic slogan has it. In the eyes of this author, such a 

development would not be a positive thing. The true doctrine of 

justification by faith would be a major casualty along the way. 
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The theological and biblical basis for church planting has 

been adequately dealt with in much recent literature. 1 Thus this 

will focus its discussion on the biblical rationale for a mentoring 

internship in the training of church planters. The development 

of a sound biblical basis for mentoring church starters is vital if 

churches and educational institutions are to profitably partner 

together in the grand task of fully equipping church planters. It 

is insufficient to ground mentoring in a pragmatic judgment that 

mentoring is being popularly utilized in the business and 

educational worlds of our day.  

This article  will demonstrate that the concept of mentoring 

church planters through a well-conceived internship is not a 

novel idea. The Scriptures, in both testaments, provide many 

examples of relationships that reveal mentoring dynamics. Each 

biblical example can be profitably studied to discover principles 

for the mentoring of modern day church developers. Though the 

words “mentoring” and “mentor” do not occur in the inspired 

text, the concept is found abundantly throughout the pages of 

Scripture, both in pattern and precept.  The primary examples of 

field-based mentoring of ministers of the gospel are seen in the 

NT records, in the ministry models of Christ and his apostles. 

Yet the OT also gives us rich insights of mentoring relationships. 

If we define mentoring as “a relational experience in which one 

person empowers another person by the sharing of God given 

                                                 
1 DMin final project at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and so 

used with permission.  
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resources,”2 then wonderful illustrations of mentoring can be 

seen in the older testament.  

 

OLD TESTAMENT MENTORING    

One fine example of leadership mentoring can be seen in the 

life and contribution of Jethro to his son-in-law Moses (Exod 

18). Jethro has often been cited as an insightful OT example of 

discipleship, counseling, and encouragement, but he also 

certainly demonstrates the marks of a faithful mentor toward 

Moses. Finding Moses troubled and overworked as a leader after 

the challenge of Egypt and the arduous journey to Rephidim, 

Jethro displays excellent listening skills and genuine concern for 

his son-in-law’s welfare (vv. 7-8). He celebrates the victories 

God’s people have experienced under Moses’ leadership (vv. 9-

10) and even worships with him (v. 12). Jethro is observant and 

asks appropriate and probing questions which enable Moses to 

take a more honest look at reality (vv. 13-14). Coming alongside 

as a friend and not as an authority, he challenges unproductive 

behavior and then discerningly provides valuable wisdom as a 

resource to help Moses through his time of ministry need (vv. 

17-23). In addition to teaching his son-in-law the invaluable 

lesson of delegation, he empowers him by pointing to a 

workable plan to have others bear the burden of judging the 

people. Jethro’s wise counsel not only enhances the capacity of 

Moses and his leadership team (Aaron and the elders) but also 

ensures the future well-being of God’s people (vv. 22-26). It is 

striking that all of his solid advice is given in the context of 

genuine love for God, the work of God, and the man of God (vv. 

11-12). Jethro’s words and actions display a relational posture 

of encouragement, uphold Moses’ God-given leadership, and 

ultimately reaffirm God’s purposes for Moses and the nation. 

Good mentors do all of these things and more.  

                                                 
2 Paul D. Stanley and J. Robert Clinton, Connecting: The Mentoring 

Relationships You Need to Succeed in Life (Colorado Springs, CO: 

NavPress, 1992), 33. 
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A second OT example of life-on-life leadership mentoring is 

found in Moses with his successor Joshua (Deut 31:1-8; 34:9). 

Realizing that he would die before entry into the promised land, 

Moses commissioned and prepared Joshua to lead the Hebrew 

people into Canaan. Repeatedly he identified Joshua before the 

people as God’s future leader of the nation and encouraged him 

to find his strength not in his own abilities but in the Lord and 

the Lord’s continuing presence (Num 27:18-22; Deut 31:7, 

34:7). He also began passing on the leadership baton by 

entrusting Joshua with important responsibilities (Num 13:16). 

Joshua was expected to spend time with Moses before taking on 

the mantle of leadership. Having been taught by the Lord and 

himself mentored by Jethro, Moses was able to pass on 

important spiritual experiences to his young protégé (Exod 

24:13; 33:11). As a result of Moses’ intentional mentoring, we 

are told Joshua was “full of the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had 

laid his hands on him” (Deut 34:9). Related OT texts confirm 

that the Lord himself is the giver of wisdom and skill (Exod 

28:3; 32:3; 35:31; Mic 3:8), but significantly here we see that 

God used the veteran leader Moses to help equip Joshua for the 

leadership challenge ahead.3  In the end, Moses empowered 

Joshua by modeling leadership and giving him credibility in the 

eyes of God’s people.  

Moses’ mentoring ministry is evident as well in the 

preparation of Caleb, a young leader whom he also groomed for 

leadership, inspiring in him an unwavering faith in God’s 

promises (Num 13:1-13; 14:6-9, 34:16-19). Interestingly, Joshua 

and Caleb stand together to urge God’s people to have faith in 

God’s power and protection to bring them safely into the land of 

promise (Num 14:6-9). They properly pinpoint the people’s 

fearful reaction as rebellion against the Lord and his purposes. 

                                                 
3  “The phrase “I have filled him with the Spirit of God”  

 and similar expressions (Exod 31:3; 35:31 ,ָוֲאַמֵּלא ֹאתֹו רּוַח ֱאֹלִהים)

(such as “I have filled him with a spirit of wisdom,” Exod 28:3; cf. Deut 

34:9; Mic 3:8) are  linked to  skill, ability, intelligence and wisdom—

each time with the idea of God fitting the person for a particular 

mission to which he has called them; in each case the task serves the 

well-being of God’s people.  
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The strong confidence in God which they display, even under 

the threat of stoning (14:10), gives evidence that Moses’ 

mentoring ministry in their lives had prepared them well to be 

future leaders. God’s subsequent blessing on both of these 

young leaders shows his approval of their faith in the promises 

of God (Num 14:30, 38; 26:25).  

The prophet Elijah and his successor Elisha exemplify a 

third OT illustration of a fruitful mentoring relationship. Elijah 

not only recruited his designated successor but apparently 

tutored him in the ways of the Lord while Elisha ministered to 

the senior prophet’s needs (1 Kgs 19:16-21; 2 Kgs 2:1-16, 3:11). 

Elisha’s passion for following the Lord and his allegiance to his 

mentor is evidenced by his immediate abandonment of his 

normal employment and family ties when called by the senior 

prophet (1 Kgs 19:20-21).  

It is also noteworthy that the prophet Elijah evidently had 

some sort of “school of the prophets” where presumably he 

instructed and equipped many younger aspiring prophets of 

God. In the account of Elijah’s translation to heaven at the end of 

his earthly career, there is repeated mention of a large group of 

fifty men called “sons of the prophets” (ְבֵני־ַהְּנִביִאים) who were 

associated with the senior prophet’s ministry (2 Kgs 2:3, 5, 7, 

15). OT usage bears out that these men were not their physical 

descendents but groups of prophets normally affiliated with a 

prominent prophet like Samuel, Elijah, or Elisha (cf. 1 Sam 10:5-

10, 19:20; 1 Kgs 18:4, 20:35; 2 Kgs 4:1, 38-44; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1). 

While linguistic and textual evidence is insufficient to 

dogmatically state there was a professional training institute for 

these younger seers,4 there is evidence that they were disciples 

of the seasoned men brought together for informal and periodic 

                                                 
4 See T. Raymond Hobbs, 2 Kings, WBC 13 (Waco, TX: Word, 1985), 

25-26; and Jack Pearl Lewis, “The Schools of the Prophets,” ResQ 9, no. 

1 (1996): 1-10, in the ATLA Religion Database with ATLA serials 

<http:/search.ebsohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=rfh&A 

N=ATLA000159975&site=ehost-live> (accessed 8 April 2010).   
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training.5  The senior prophets (Samuel, Elijah, Elisha) were 

evidently preparing them to become prophets as their lifework. 

“Sons of the prophets” in these OT contexts most certainly does 

not mean “children of the prophets”6 but likely has the 

connotation of an organized occupational grouping.7  The 

Hebrew phrase “sons of” can mean “members of a guild of”8  

While Elijah’s actual mentoring of these servants of God is 

never stated in the text, it would be safe to presume that they 

learned by observation of and participation in the senior 

prophet’s ministry. Thus relational equipping and intentional 

empowerment for future ministry were taking place. This 

conclusion is borne out by earlier OT passages that indicate that 

the prophet Samuel evidently had some sort of mentoring 

                                                 
5  See Leon J. Wood, The Prophets of Israel (Grand Rapids: Baker, 

1979), 20; 164-166; cf. Lewis, Schools of the Prophets, 9. The view that 

these “sons” (ֵּבן) were actually disciples or students of the prophets is 

reinforced extra-biblically by the Targum rendering “students of the 

prophets” (ַתלִמיֵדי ְנִבַיָיא) and by Josephus who refers to Elisha as the 

“disciple” (μαθητής) of Elijah (Ant. IX. 28, 33) and later uses the same 

word for the unnamed prophet sent to anoint Jehu (2 Kgs 9:1; Ant. 
IX.106). John Calvin (Calvin’s Commentaries on the Twelve Minor 
Prophets. Trans. J. Owen. [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1950], 2:353) 

continued this teacher-student view which was then followed by most 
of the older scholars and commentators (see G. F. Oehler, Theology of 
the Old Testament [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, n.d.], 392; Keil and 

Delitzch The Books of the Kings: Biblical Commentary on the Old 
Testament. Trans. James Martin. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1950, 5:290, 

314, 323, 339). But according to Lewis, this traditional view of 

prophetic “schools” is now passé in modern studies of the prophets 

(Schools of the Prophets, 9). 

 
6  It seems highly unlikely that prophetic calling and inspiration is 

a hereditary possession.  

 
7  Lewis, Schools of the Prophets, 7-9. A parallel usage would be 

“the sons of the gatekeeper” in Ezra 2:42 

 
8  cf. J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress, 

1962), 69-70. 
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relationships with two God-designated leaders: Saul (1 Sam 9-

15) and David (1 Sam 16; 19:18-24).9   

These OT illustrations of mentoring relationships, while not 

fleshed out with inspired instructions and guidelines, do enable 

us to perceive that veteran older men of God often took 

responsibility to tutor and invest in aspiring servants of God. 

Some involved long-term relationships while others were brief. 

Mentoring was face-to-face and involved the sharing of God-

given resources (wisdom and experience) at teachable moments 

in the life and preparation of the younger leader. In each case, 

the younger leader was expected to spend quality time with his 

mentor in order to receive hands-on, on-the-job training. For 

example, the student prophets gained intellectual and spiritual 

training not by withdrawal from the world but in the context of 

ministry in the world. Thus we see the vital role that established 

leaders can have in the training of future leaders.10 

The OT book of Proverbs reminds us that all wisdom 

ultimately comes from God and yet is often received through the 

ministry of others. It is often passed on to the next generation 

through appropriate questions that encourage the emerging 

leader to reflect on his or her values and convictions. Proverbs 

speaks of the potential of relational mentoring as “iron 

sharpening iron” (27:17). It repeatedly mentions the benefit of 

listening carefully to wise counsel from those around us who 

seek to sharpen, challenge, and encourage us in order to help us 

succeed in life and vocation (10:17; 11:14; 12:15; 15:22; 20:5; 

27:9; 28:23).  

 

 

                                                 
9 That the prophet Samuel also had a “company” of younger 

prophets which he led and trained is apparent in two significant 

earlier OT passages: 1 Samuel 10:5-10 and 19:20 (see Wood, Prophets, 

164-66). 

 
10 Jonathan and David are perhaps a final mentoring example 

found in the OT. If so, theirs is a type of peer mentoring relationship (1 

Sam 18:1-4; 19:1-7; 20:1-42) according to Stanley and Clinton, 

Connecting, 171-72.  
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CHRIST’S MENTORING MODEL 

 

Mentoring also reflects the very pattern of Jesus with his 

own disciples. Robert Coleman in his classic book, The Master 

Plan of Evangelism, describes Jesus’ plan for redeeming the 

world by personally investing himself in a few key men in an 

apprenticeship/discipleship relationship. A. B. Bruce in his 

classic work, The Training of the Twelve, lays out in great detail 

all that the twelve apostles learned and experienced in their 

discipleship relationship with Jesus over three years that 

prepared them to be “apostles.” Both books capture and express 

the essential dynamic employed by Jesus in preparing his 

disciples to be leaders of an emerging church planting 

movement. 11 

The Gospel accounts reveal that Jesus related to people on 

various levels. Logan and Cole12 point to four levels of 

interpersonal relationships and roles of influence. First, was 

Jesus’ relationship to the multitudes; he taught and healed them 

(see Matt 5:1; 9:8). Second, was his relationship to his followers, 

often called “disciples.” He led them by example and later sent 

out seventy of them two by two to preach (Luke 10:1-17). 

Because many of these witnessed his death and resurrection 

and would be the core group for the early church, he lovingly 

shepherded and cared for them (Acts 1:15-26). Third, he had an 

even closer relationship with the Twelve. Uniquely chosen so 

that they might be with him constantly, he invested three years 

of his life providing personalized teaching, guidance and 

equipping for these future church leaders and Gospel preachers 

(Matt 10:2; 20:17; Mark 3:14). As the Master Discipler, he called 

them to make and multiply disciples (Matt 28:18-20). Finally, 

the Gospels show that Jesus set aside special time with the 

                                                 
11  See Robert Coleman, The Master Plan of Evangelism (Grand 

Rapids: Revell, 1993) and A. B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve 

(Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1971). 
 

12  E. Robert Logan and Neil Cole, Raising Leaders for the Harvest  

(St. Charles, IL: ChurchSmart, 1992), 2:11-12.  
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“inner three” because these three apostles would become key 

leaders in the early stages of the church he promised to build 

(Matt 16:18-19), Jesus is seen investing priority time with this 

inner circle on at least four occasions (Matt 17:1-8; 26:37; Mark 

5:37-43; 13:3). As his apprentices, he brought them into his life 

and gave then specialized hands-on training and modeling. For 

Peter, James, and John, the mentoring relationship became even 

more purposeful and strategic.  

These four levels of relationships can be pictured as a series 

of concentric circles as seen in Figure 1. Roger Martin, of The 

Alliance for Saturation Church Planting in Europe, points out,    

Those on the outside of the circle required the most from Him, but 

were least significant in terms of His investment and ministry. 

Those on the inside were less demanding of Him, but actually 

were most significant in establishing a movement to reach the 

entire world. At the heart of His three year ministry was the 

mentoring of a few.13  

 
Our Lord was effective in leadership mentoring and 

multiplication precisely because of the close relationships he 

cultivated with the Twelve, and in particular, the three. Logan 

and Cole observe, “Concentrated influence into the lives of a few 

future leaders can mean an investment that will multiply and 

outlast the [mentor’s] own life.” 14   

Significantly, Jesus called the Twelve to be “with Him” before 

he sent them out to preach and heal (Mark 3:13-15).15  His 

                                                 
13 Robert W. Martin and Regional Resource Team, Mentoring 

Guidelines for Church Planters, 2nd ed. (Budapest, Hungary: The 

Alliance for Saturation, 1998), 35. 

 
14  Logan and Cole, Raising Leaders, 2:11.  

 
15  The Gospels repeatedly record that Jesus spent quality time 

with both the Twelve and his broader band of disciples: Matthew  

26:20, 36; Mark 3:7; 8:10; 11:11; Luke 6:17; 7:11; 8:1; 9:18; John 3:22; 

6:3; 11:54; 18:1, 2. Being with Jesus was synonymous with being his 

disciple.  
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intent was a three-year “residency” whereby they were 

prepared for future ministry life-on-life. Günter Krallmann 

refers to this as the “with-ness” or “consociation” pedagogical 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 16 

 

principle.17 The essence of His instructional approach was 

association. Krallmann points out that the “with-ness” principle 

was practiced in Hebrew rabbinic tutoring and was essential for 

information (knowledge acquisition), for formation (character 

                                                 
      16  Adapted from Robert E. Logan and Neil Cole, Raising Leaders,  

2:12; and Martin, Mentoring Guidelines,  35. 

 
17 Günter Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission: A Handbook on 

Leadership Principles Exemplified by Jesus Christ (Waynesboro, GA: 

Gabriel, 2002), 50-55.  
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development), for imitation (reliable witness), and for 

multiplication (of disciples). 18  

 Consociation has the sense of being joined together with 

another in an intimate union of persons, a personal 

companionship which leads to deeper fellowship. Christ’s men 

spent time with him, lived with him, followed him almost 

everywhere he went, and observed his life and ministry. He 

intentionally made himself very accessible to his men. He let 

them see him minister in a variety of contexts to a variety of 

people.  

 Martin, summarizing the thought of Robert Coleman, states 

well Jesus’ intent: 

Jesus regarded this kind of relationship with His disciples as the 

fertile soil for ministry preparation, relative to character, 

understanding, and skill development. It was pivotal to His 

training. Truth was not taught in abstract doctrines or regulations; 

it was caught in the experience of a shared life. Jesus intended that 

His disciples discern and absorb His vision, mindset, and method. 

He desired them to become saturated with the influences arising 

from His example, teaching, attitudes, actions and anointing. 19  

 
Krallmann believes the consociation principle of mentoring is 

“the heart and secret” of Jesus’ training method and model for 

mission.20 Even Jesus’ language revealed a more intimate 

communication with the Twelve which he did not have with the 

wider band of disciples. While the word “disciple” is found in the 

Gospels around 225 times in relationship to his followers, he 

applies this term only twice to the Twelve (John 13:35, 15:8). 

Instead, he called them “my brothers” (Matt 12:49, 28:10; John 

20:17), “children” (Mark 10:24, John 21:5), “friends” (John 

                                                 
18  Ibid., 29-34. 

 
19  Martin, Mentoring Guidelines, 36. 

 
20  Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission, 53. 
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15:13-15), and “my friends” (Luke 12:4).21  This strong 

relational emphasis was inseparably linked to Jesus’ theocentric 

theology of leadership development. It was his passion to reflect 

his close relationship with the Father in all his relationships 

with his disciples (John 14:8-10; 15:9). Life transference, he 

knew, could only occur through the channel of committed 

relationships.22  

Jesus’ selection of the Twelve was not a haphazard or 

incidental process. He spent much time in prayer before 

carefully choosing His disciples (cf. Luke 6:12-19), men in whom 

he could invest his life and to whom he would entrust the task of 

world evangelization. He was apparently selective and strategic 

regarding those he wanted to be his closest disciples (cf. Mark 

3:13). Only those prepared to abandon all (occupation, family, 

and even life itself) to follow him were to be viewed as genuine 

disciples of Jesus (Luke 14:25-27, 33). He required personal 

commitment to his authority and lordship. Thus a modern-day 

internship that carefully assesses and qualifies potential intern 

candidates has biblical precedent. 

 The broad procedural structuring of the mentor-based 

internship can also be shaped after the model of Christ. Craig Ott 

points out that Jesus’ training model included four key 

elements: extended observation, verbal instruction, actual 

ministry experience, and reflective debriefing. It is noteworthy 

that the disciples spent at least nine months hearing and 

watching Christ do ministry before doing any ministry on their 

own. The majority of Christ’s personalized instruction of his 

disciples focused primarily on basic understanding of the Gospel 

(Matt 13, Luke 17-19) and the Christ-dependent life (Matt 5-7, 

John 15-16); surprisingly, there was little instruction on 

                                                 
21 To promote humility, Jesus specifically forbade his disciples to 

even allow others to call them “rabbi” or “father” (Matt  23:8-12). He 

wanted them to see that he was to be each disciple’s teacher and 

master to whom that disciple was accountable.  

 
22  Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission, 53-57. 
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precisely how the disciples were to do mission.23  Christ 

assumed they would simply emulate his example. To give them 

practical experience, Jesus repeatedly involved his disciples in 

hands-on ministry, often sending them out in pairs (Matt 10, 

Luke 10; cf. Mark 6:7-12).24 Ott points out that this “experiential 

learning” was “not in a controlled or artificial setting” and more 

than a “trial run.” “The disciples were ministering to real people 

with real needs.”  Following these ministry assignments, we see 

Christ calling his teams back for a brief period of informal 

debriefing, allowing his disciples an opportunity to both 

evaluate and reflect on their ministry experiences (Luke 9:10-

11; 10:17-24; Mark 6:30-31; 9:14-29). Ott continues, “These 

[crucial] debriefing sessions focused not merely on the 

functional development of skill but also on the total personal 

and spiritual development of the disciples.” 25  

Krallmann develops other key principles seen in Jesus’ 

leadership mentoring strategy. As noted, there was first a call to 

observation (“Come and see”-- John 1:39”), then to imitation 

(“Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men” – Matt 4:19; cf. 

Luke 6:40), later to continuation even in the midst of adversity 

(Matt 10:26-28), and finally to multiplication (Matt 28:19-20, 

Acts 1:8, John 15:16). Christ was seeking to reproduce in his 

men “replicas of Himself.” This was crucial because his purpose 

was “to launch a movement which could advance only by virtue 

of reproduction.” Our Lord often mentored in a team setting, 

                                                 
23  Two exceptions are Jesus’ task-oriented instructions before the 

sending of the Twelve (Matt 10:1-42; cf. Luke 9:1-6) and prior to 

sending out the seventy-two (Luke 10:1-16). But even these stressed 

the required commitment and total dependence upon God more than 

methodology.  
 

24  Another classic example of hands-on involvement in ministry is 

the feeding of the five thousand, where the disciples assisted Christ in 

ministering to the masses (Luke 9:10-17). 

 
25 Craig Ott, The Training of Lay Leaders in West German Free 

Churches: A Contextualized Model, (Ph.D. diss., Trinity Evangelical 

Divinity School, 1991),  31-51.  
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thereby providing mutual encouragement, stimulation, and 

challenge. They normally ministered and learned together, often 

in smaller groups. Finally, in his mentoring ministry, Jesus’ 

aspiration was not to turn the Twelve into “brilliant scholars” or 

“shrewd theologians” but to be his reliable and Spirit-

empowered witnesses (Mark 13:9; 15:27; Luke 24:48; Acts 1:8), 

continuing his mission, proclaiming his message, and 

representing his person and work accurately. They were to be 

as his faithful emissaries for global advance.26  

This then was Jesus’ leadership training approach. Instead of 

a classroom with a formal curriculum, Jesus’ training was in the 

context of real life. Craig Ott observes: 

While Jesus at times taught in the synagogues, in the temple, or in 

public gatherings with students at his feet, the training [and 

mentoring] of the Twelve took place primarily on foot, on roads, in 

homes, at dinner parties or a wedding, in fields, on a lake, and 

generally in daily intercourse with people.
27

  

Jesus clearly built his training ministry on a discipleship 

relationship. He would teach and model God’s truth and then, 

through on-the-job-training, give them practical experience 

where he later could evaluate the disciples’ ministry. He would 

“show” them before he could “send” them. Minatrea clarifies this 

principle of experiential education: “Multiplying leadership can 

only be accomplished in the context of ministry, not in isolation 

from it.”28  

Jesus’ approach was always missional, focused on equipping 

them for community impact. In The Leadership Baton, Forman, 
Jones, and Miller observe: 

                                                 
26  Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission, 49-75. 

 
27  Ott, Training of Lay Leaders,  41. 

 
28 Milfred Minatrea, Shaped by God’s Heart: The Passion and 

Practices of Missional Churches (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2004), 

119. 
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 Jesus trained his disciples through the experience of a loving 

community, but he also developed them by immersing them in the 

wider community. His was no cozy leadership development club; 

it was a community that existed for the lost, lowest, and least.29  

Though his mentoring of leaders was always in the context of 

doing ministry in order to build competence and confidence for 

missional outreach, his priority and primary concern was 

always upon building character in his men. This is most evident 

in his focus on godliness in the Sermon on the Mount (Matt 5-7). 

They had to become true disciples before they could make and 

multiply disciples.  

Jesus’ mentoring of his disciples was aimed at one overall 

training goal: to develop and mold them into devoted followers 

who would be able to be fruitful disciple makers (Matt 28:19-

20). Craig Ott points out that in order to achieve this outcome, 

Jesus pursued three objectives: (1) affective-behavioral: the 

character of the disciples had to be first formed; (2) cognitive: 

they needed to understand Christ’s core message, and (3) 

instrumental: they needed to develop practical ministry skills. 

Accomplishing this comprehensive training objective would 

empower and enable Christ’s disciples “to reproduce his life and 

work in persons who would in turn reproduce the same in 

others.” That Jesus “indeed accomplished his training objective 

of making disciples who were in turn disciple makers” is 

evidenced by “the dynamic spread of the Gospel and growth of 

the church as described in Acts.”30  It is Jesus’ “methodology” of 

mentoring and training disciples that is both the practical 

motivation and theological undergirding for a church planting 

internship program. Without a doubt, the principles and 

patterns one needs to follow as a mentor or as a ministry intern 

can be found in a straightforward study of the four Gospels and 

Jesus’ relationship with the Twelve. Krallmann goes so far as to 

                                                 
29 Rowland Forman, Jeff Jones, and Bruce Miller, The Leadership 

Baton: An Intentional Strategy for Developing Leaders in Your Church  

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2004), 91.  
 

30 Ott,  Training of Lay Leaders, 31-36, 51. 
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claim that Jesus mentoring precedent and prototype for raising 

up movement leaders is the method he expects all succeeding 

generations to follow. 31  

THE MENTORING MINISTRY OF BARNABAS 

  The mentoring ministry of Barnabas in the life of Saul/Paul 

and others is a sterling example of how one caring leader can 

shape potential leaders in such a way as to influence succeeding 

generations for Christ. Key passages in the book of Acts 

highlight Barnabas’s life and the traits that should be emulated 

by leadership mentors in every age. Initially named Joseph, he 

was renamed Barnabas or “son of encouragement” because it fit 

well his personality and disposition (Acts 4:36-37). A good and 

generous man, Barnabas was full of the Spirit and faith and so 

was selected by the Jerusalem mother church to go to Antioch to 

check into this new work among the Gentiles (Acts 11:22-24). 

Church leaders evidently were confident he would keep an open 

mind and be able to recognize where God was at work. 

Discovering God was indeed at work in Antioch, Barnabas 

determined to work alongside of those the Lord of harvest was 

raising up in order to encourage this exciting multiethnic church 

body to be true to Christ and his mission. Soon he became the 

acknowledged leader. 

After Saul’s dramatic conversion, it was Barnabas who 

showed great discernment by both recognizing God’s work in 

Saul before others and observing in this young convert great 

potential. Believing in him and vouching for him before the 

apostles, he not only opened doors for Saul to fellowship with 

the Jerusalem church but also helped position him for future 

ministry (Acts 9:23-31). Ogne and Roehl note, “He was willing to 

walk with Paul when everyone else wanted to walk away.”32  

                                                 
31  Krallman, Mentoring for Mission, 131. 

 
32 Steve Ogne and Tim Roehl, TransforMissional Coaching: 

Empowering Leaders in a Changing Ministry World (Nashville, TN: 

Broadman & Holman, 2008), 61. 
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Later, at Antioch, seeing that the rapidly growing church needed 

assistance, he invited Saul to join him on the leadership team 

where he could further mentor him (Acts 11:25-26). Barnabas 

recognized not only that bi-cultural Saul would be a great asset 

in the young church but that Saul’s leadership gifts and skills 

could be further honed and developed in the environment of a 

dynamic missional church (13:1-2). He “not only spotted 

leadership potential in Saul, he also involved him in mission and 

ministry.”33  Though Paul was already quite capable of publicly 

presenting and defending the faith (Acts 9:20-22, 27-29), no 

doubt the future apostle learned many other valuable 

leadership and ministry lessons under Barnabas’ church-based 

tutelage.  
When the Holy Spirit led the Antioch church to commission 

and send out its first missionary team, not surprisingly 

Barnabas is listed first, probably as the team leader (13:2-3, 7). 

Phil Newell writes, “That stands to reason, for Barnabas was the 

networker, the facilitator, the one who had introduced Paul into 

the Christian community as well as into the church at Antioch.”34  

As the dynamic duo teamed up to travel together for cross 

cultural missionary church planting (Acts 13:1-14:28), so 

successful was the mentoring that Paul eventually surpassed his 

mentor in leadership on the team. As the new missional venture 

unfolds, a significant shift occurred on the leadership team: 

Luke begins to speak about “Paul and Barnabas” (13:43, 46, 50; 

cf. 13:9, 13).35 Though the Acts text does not explicitly tell us, it 

seems obvious that Barnabas, again recognizing God’s hand 

upon Paul and his divine gifting, was willing to allow Paul to 

                                                 
 33  Forman, Jones, and Miller, Leadership Baton, 109. 

 
34  Phil Newell, “Re-engaging the Church in Mission through 

Coaching”  (DMin Project, Western  Seminary, 2008), 98. 

 
35  One exception to this superior position to Paul is the incident of 

the healing of the cripple in Lystra (Acts 14:9-14). For a good 

discussion of why the reversion to “Barnabas and Paul” (14:14), see D. 

Edmond Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow: Friends & Foes of the Great Apostle. 

(Greenville, SC: Bob Jones UP, 1992), 46-48 
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take the lead of the missional movement. “He had seen enough 

of Paul’s heart and the fruit of his labor to know when it was 

time to step aside and encourage his partner to exercise his 

leadership gifts.”36  Model mentors, we learn, do not seek to be 

in the ministry spotlight; rather they often leave the applause 

for emerging leaders.37 The best mentors gain their sense of 

fulfillment through the advancement of their protégés.  

Later when conflict arose with Paul over John Mark’s role on 

the second missionary trip, the sharp disagreement resulted in 

Barnabas’s setting out with John Mark and Paul selecting a new 

partner, Silas (15:36-40). Again exhibiting his generous and 

discerning spirit, Barnabas saw beyond Mark’s current failure to 

the promise of recovery if Mark were given a second 

opportunity. In the sovereignty of God, both leaders’ assistants 

went on to have significant ministries. Evidently, Barnabas 

poured his life into Mark, mentoring him for effectiveness so 

that later even Paul had to recognize Mark’s maturity and 

ministry usefulness (2 Tim 4:11). And years later Paul still 

expressed high esteem for his mentor Barnabas and his 

extended gospel labors (1 Cor 9:6; Gal 2:13). No doubt, both 

men had influenced each others’ lives and ministries. Once again 

we see how model mentors enable the ministries of emerging 

leaders. Martin and his European Saturation Church Planting 

resource team observe: 

By mentoring Paul [and John Mark], Barnabas had a profound 

impact on numerous cities and countless people throughout the 

ancient world. His legacy shows that a mentor’s influence affects 

not only the mentoree’s life but also every life touched by the 

mentoree.38 

 

                                                 
36  Ogne and Roehl, TransforMissional Coaching, 63. 

 
37  Ibid. 

 
38   Robert W. Martin and Regional Resource Team, Mentoring 

Guidelines for Church Planters, 2nd ed. (Budapest, Hungary: Alliance 

for Saturation Church Planting, [1998]), 34. 
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Barnabas’s mentoring impact for ministry multiplication is seen 

in Appendix 1. At the very least Barnabas had indirect influence 

over the lives and ministries of several key NT church leaders.39 

 

THE MENTORING MINISTRY OF PAUL 

Mentoring leaders for effective ministry can also be seen in 

the Apostle Paul’s pattern with his coworkers. The Apostle is 

without a doubt our best biblical example of field-based training 

of church planters. The training and mentoring of new 

missionaries and apostolic workers seems to have been a major 

objective of Paul’s missionary church planting work. The NT 

record is clear that Paul surrounded himself with a circle of 

coworkers. Schnabel, in his authoritative work Paul the 

Missionary, points out: 

The coworkers who accompanied Paul on his travels participated 

in his missionary activities and can thus be seen as trainees, much 

like Jesus’ disciples who had been chosen by Jesus to be with him 

… and to be trained as “fishers of men” (Mk 1:17). The New 

Testament sources do not state explicitly that Paul surrounded 

himself with a circle of coworkers for the express purpose of 

preparing them for missionary service. This is a plausible 

assumption, however, as they did not simply carry out menial 

tasks: they were involved in the same type of activities that Paul 

focused on. Of the approximately one hundred names that are 

connected with Paul in the book of Acts and in the Pauline letters, 

thirty-eight are coworkers of the apostle.40 

                                                 
 39 Ogne and Roehl believe, “No one had more influence in the 

growth of key leaders in the early church than Barnabas.”  They point 

out that perhaps sixty percent of the NT “is a result of the ministry of 

Barnabas” (TransforMissional Coaching, 61). While no doubt an 

overstatement (no mentor is really responsible for all the future work 

of the mentee), they do highlight Barnabas’s enduring legacy.  

 

       40  Eckhard J. Schnabel, Paul the Missionary: Realities, Strategies 

and Methods (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2008), 248-49; 

emphasis added. 
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Craig Ott points out that the study of the Apostle Paul’s 

leadership training methods provides us with further insight 

into the applicability of Christ’s methods “and to what extent the 

early Christians understood them as prescriptive.”41 Granted, 

the examination of Paul’s training approach is somewhat 

challenging because: (1) there is less NT information about how 

he trained coworkers, (2) his missionary training operated in 

two cultures (Jewish and Hellenistic), and (3) his ministry was 

itinerant and often short-term, preventing him from 

establishing a formal school. Yet a close examination of Acts and 

the Epistles “does reveal a developmental purpose in Paul’s 

relation to many of his co-workers and in the churches, flexible 

as it was.”42  

That Paul’s coworkers fully shared in his missionary work of 

evangelism, discipling, and church planting is evidenced by nine 

different designations the Apostle used to describe these gospel 
workers: apostle/envoy [ἀπόστολος], companion/partner 

[κοινωνός], worker [ὁ κοπιών], fellow-worker or coworker 

[συνεργός], soldier or fellow-soldier [στρατιώτης, συστρατιώτης], 

fellow prisoner [συναιχμάλωτος], servant or minister [διάκονος],  

slave/fellow-slave [δοῦλος/σύνδουλος], and brother [ἀδελφός].43 

These descriptive terms of affection and appreciation indicate a 

close and mutual relationship, one characteristic of those who 

had been first carefully trained and then entrusted with 

significant ministry.44  They indicate that Paul’s coworkers were 

                                                                                                      
For a list of all thirty-eight of Paul’s co-workers, and a discussion of 

each of their missionary ministries, see Schnabel, Early Christian 

Mission: Paul and the Early Church (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 

2004), 1426-45. 
 

41 Ott, Training of Lay Leaders, 80. 

 
42 Ibid., 60-64. 

 
43 Schnabel, Paul the Missionary, 249.  

 
44 For a good discussion of the meaning and significance of these 

nine terms, see Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 1436-45. Schnabel 
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more than traveling companions; they were involved in active 

missionary activity similar to Paul’s.  

Though Paul describes himself and his missionary 

teammates (both men and women45) as “God’s fellow workers” 

(1 Cor 3:9), it is reasonable to assume the Lord of harvest used 

Paul to recruit most of his coworkers himself. And, as we shall 

see, most if not all of them, were then mentored by the Apostle 

through on-the-job training. A chart of Pauline coworkers 

frequently mentioned in the NT is seen in Appendix 2; the listing 

shows their hometowns, places of ministry, and key NT 

references. A careful study of these texts leads to the conclusion 

that the majority of these coworkers were converts from the 

new churches that Paul had established. But they were more. 

Schnabel argues, “Some came to Paul as ‘delegates’ of their 

home churches (Col 1:7: 4:12-13; Phlm 13). They represent the 
‘messengers of the churches’ (ἀπόστολοι ἐκκλησιῶν; 2 Cor 8:23; 

cf. Phil 2:25).”46 Clearly, the previously established churches 

were participating through their envoys in Paul’s missionary 

church planting endeavors.  

The historical book of Acts contains several fine examples of 

Paul’s ministry of mentoring leaders for church planting 

multiplication. Towards the end of Paul’s second missionary 

journey this mentoring strategy first becomes most obvious. It 

was evidently at Corinth that the Lord began to open the 

Apostle’s eyes to the potential of remaining in one place longer 

                                                                                                      
shows that Paul’s coworkers did much the same significant work that 

Paul did. Their missionary work “should not be interpreted as an 

inferior substitute for Paul’s own presence and ministry” (1437). 

Schnabel also shows the NT frequency of use of each terms.  

 
45  Andreas Köstenberger estimates that eighteen percent of Paul’s 

fellow missionaries were women. See “Women in the Pauline Mission,” 

in The Gospel to the Nations: Perspectives on Paul’s mission, ed. Peter G. 

Bolt and M. Thompson (Leichester: InterVarsity, 2000), 225.  

 
46 Schnabel, Paul the Missionary, 255. For a good summary of 

specific tasks Paul’s coworkers engaged in, see Schnabel, Early 

Christian Mission, 1439-43. 
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(Acts 18:9-11) in order to make disciples and develop leaders 

who could be sent out to other regions with the Gospel. In the 

sovereignty of God, Paul met a Jewish couple recently arrived 

from Rome (A.D. 49). Since Priscilla and Aquila47 were also 

tentmakers, and probably already believers,48 Paul joined forces 

with them, possibly using the time to also mentor the couple 

spiritually through on-the-job training in the growing work at 

this cosmopolitan center (Acts 18:2-4). After more than 

eighteen months of ministry together (v.11 cf. v.18 “many days 

longer”), Paul was confident they were now prepared for some 

missionary work on their own. He brought them to Ephesus 

(A.D. 51), leaving them there to begin to lay the groundwork for 

the gospel until his return from Jerusalem (Acts 18:18-21; 19:1). 

Well trained by Paul, they soon established a house church in 

Ephesus (1 Cor 16:19). When Paul returned to join them, he 

apparently lodged with them49—giving him more time to 

mentor them. 

                                                 
47 In four of the six occurrences of their names, Priscilla’s name 

stands before her husband’s (Acts 18:18, 26; Rom 16:3; 2 Tim 4:19). 

For a good overview of the reasons suggested by commentators, [see 

Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 24-6]. The most probable explanation is that 

she was the most gifted and capable in the word, and thus took the 

more prominent role in the later instruction of Apollos, etc.  

 
48  It is an open question whether the couple were believers when 

they first met Paul at Corinth. Many credible scholars believe they 

were already converted in Rome and then forced to leave the city 

because of Claudius’ edict of A.D. 49 expelling Jews (including Jewish-

Christians) from the city. See Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 1434; 

Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 26-28, 30; and Darrell L. Bock, Acts, Baker 

Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker 

Academic, 2007), 577-78.  

 
49 First Corinthians 16:19 asserts this, according to some 

manuscript readings (see Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 31); Heibert notes, 

“Although this reading is not authentic, it makes a correct inference.” 

Thus, Aquila and Priscilla lived in Ephesus for nearly three years (Acts 

20:31), most of it simultaneous with Paul’s ministry there. 
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In Ephesus, this remarkable couple met and confronted the 

gifted but uninformed Apollos with the full truth of Jesus. 

Tutoring the Alexandrian in the Scriptures and in the person 

and work of Christ, this bi-vocational lay couple equipped him 

to become one of the early church’s most powerful spokesmen 
for the Gospel (Acts 18:24-28). They may have mentored 

Apollos in the same manner that Paul might possibly have 

mentored them. Apollos went on to have significant further 

ministry in Ephesus and Corinth (Acts 18:27-19:1; I Cor 16:12); 

but it was this humble couple that God used to privately ground 

him in the essentials of Christology, the gospel, and effective 

Christian ministry. Recognizing God’s hand upon Apollos, they 

encouraged and empowered him for his future ministry. As for 

their own ministry, Priscilla and Aquila later returned to Rome 

where they once again hosted a house church (Rom 16:3-5) and 

were no doubt a great blessing to the believers there. 

Recognizing their significant contribution to the advance of the 

gospel, Paul expressed high esteem and strong affection for 

them (calling them “my fellow workers in Christ”), giving the 

couple “first place in a long list of Christian residents in Rome to 

whom he sent his greetings.”50 In their final years of ministry, 

this dynamic couple shows up back at Ephesus and once again 

receive first mention in Paul’s greetings, sent this time through 

Timothy (2 Tim 4:19). Paul’s training of them had brought long-

lasting dividends. Logan and Cole summarize the impact of 

Paul’s mentoring in their lives: 

These two … were used of God all over the Empire in a church 

planting ministry. … For the first time Paul raised up a church 

planting team from the harvest and for the harvest. These two 

went on to do the same thing, thus multiplying Paul’s efforts. 

Apollos, the third generation, then multiplied their efforts 

                                                 
50 Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 33-34. In this Romans 16:4 greeting 

Paul also mentions how this brave couple “risked their necks” for his 

life. When this took place is uncertain (for options, see Ibid., 32), but 

Paul does express great gratitude for their selfless service and states 

“all the churches of the Gentiles give thanks as well.” Their reputation 

was well known!  
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countless times over! Paul had learned a strategic lesson from his 

Teacher, one that would play a central role in his next outing.51  

PAUL’S TRAINING CENTER MODEL IN EPHESUS 

It was on Paul’s third missionary trip, after he had planted at 

least eight churches over the last seven years, that the Apostle 

began to implement this newly envisioned more regional church 

planting strategy. During Paul’s three-year (A.D. 52-55) church 

planting ministry at Ephesus, the strategic seaport city on the 

west coast of Asia Minor, he apparently fleshed out a “training 

center model” with the goal of saturating the entire province 

with gospel workers equipped to plant new churches. Ephesus 

was an important commercial, political and educational center, 

best known for its magnificent temple of Diana (Artemis), one of 

the seven wonders of the ancient world. With an estimated 

population of a quarter of a million, it was one of the largest, 

most important and wealthy metropolises of the Mediterranean 

world in the first century.52 In this idolatrous but influential 

metropolitan hub, Paul implemented a teaching/mentoring 

strategy that would affect all of Asia Minor. The city became his 

missionary training and sending center for his third journey.53 

Because a significant portion of the NT involves the church at 

Ephesus54 and Paul stayed there longer than in any other city, 

                                                 
51  Logan and Cole, Raising Leaders, 6:12. 

 
52  Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 1206-14; F. F. Bruce The Book 

of the Acts, NICNT,  rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 355. 
 

53  Darrell Bock, Acts, 586.  
 

54  The church at Ephesus is often mentioned in the NT—not only 

in Acts and the Ephesians epistle—but also in 1 Timothy when 

Timothy pastors there, 1 John (since the Apostle John later ministered 

there), and even in the Book of Revelation 2:1-8 (where 40 years after 

Paul founded the church, they are commended for doctrinal excellence 

and active service). Paul also penned his first epistle to Corinth and in 

later years dispatched the two letters that bear Timothy’s name while 

residing in Ephesus; and decades later the apostle John composed his 
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some believe that this is the most developed and helpful model 

of a disciple-making and leadership training in the NT.55 

The setting for this first training center is found in Acts 19:8-

10. Building on the foundation laid by Aquila and Priscilla, his 

trainees, the Apostle initially did three months of concentrated 

proclamational evangelism and public outreach. Luke records 

that Paul was “reasoning” (cf. 17:2, 17; 18:4, 19) and 

“persuading” (cf. 17:4; 18:4) about the kingdom of God. 

Kistemaker notes, “In Acts, to preach the kingdom of God means 

to proclaim the Word of the Lord, that is, the gospel”56 (cf. Acts 

20:24-25; 28:30-33). Then, finding the synagogue audience 

stubborn and unbelieving, in order to better disciple his 

converts and to model ministry before a group of emerging 

leaders, Paul wisely withdrew his “disciples” and rented a 

meeting place called “the hall of Tyrannus.” Bock states, “This is 
either a lecture hall or school building as the term σχολή 

indicates.” 57  For five hours a day for two years (v. 10),58  as we 

                                                                                                      
Gospel and three epistles in Ephesus. Simon J. Kistemaker says “In a 

manner of speaking, as the Jews had been entrusted with the Old 

Testament Scriptures (Rom 3:2), so the Ephesians became the 

custodians of the New Testament books” (NT Commentary: Exposition 

of the Acts of the Apostles [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1990], 691). 

 
55 Bill Hull, The Disciple-making Church (Grand Rapids: Revell, 

1990), 152. That the account of Paul’s ministry in Acts 19 is one of the 

most detailed in the historical record of Acts, may suggest that the 

inspired writer intended to show a pattern in the Apostle’s missionary 

work (D. Bock, Acts, 596-97), one which should be emulated by others 

in future generations. Ben Witherington III suggests Paul’s longest 

sustained ministry in Acts, seen here, may be included to show what a 

mission in a given locale might look like (The Acts of the Apostles: A 

Socio-Rhetorical Commentary [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998], 572-

73). 
 

56  Kistemaker, Exposition of the Acts, 683.  
  

57  The Greek word in this context (σχολή) conveys the idea of the 

place (a building) where instruction and discussion took place (Everett 

F. Harrison, Acts: the Expanding Church. [Chicago: Moody Press, 1975], 

291; C. K. Barrett, The Acts of the Apostles: Shorter Commentary 
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will see, Paul evidently invested in and trained a cadre of men 

and women. In this new headquarters, Luke records he was 

“reasoning daily” (v.9–καθ’ ἡμέραν διαλεγόμενος); the term 

implies an interactive teaching/ learning style was being used.59 

The effectiveness of this missional training center strategy with 

its sent-out coworkers, is noted by Luke: “so that all the 

residents of Asia heard the word of the Lord, both Jews and 

Greeks” (v. 10). He also records that “the word of the Lord 

continued to increase and prevail mightily” (19:20; cf. Acts 

20:31).60  Evidently thousands were reached with the gospel 

                                                                                                      
(London: T. & T. Clark, 2002), 291). That the hall was not being used 

for believers’ congregational meetings (fellowship, worship, etc.) but 

primarily for training purposes, is suggested by the fact the church 

was evidently already gathering in several house churches in the city, 

such as Aquila’s (1 Cor 16:9; cf. Rom 16:5,14).  

 
58 Some Greek manuscripts in the “Western text” tradition add 

that the daily lectures were “from the fifth hour to the tenth,” i.e., from 

11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. F. F. Bruce believes this reading is quite reliable 

(The Book of the Acts, 366; so also Bock, Acts, 601 and Kistemaker, 

Exposition, 684). Paul’s discipling/mentoring ministry was quite 

intense and demanding—this was the hottest part of the day when 

people would normally take off from work for a midday nap! See also 

“night and day” in Acts 20:31. The intensity of Paul’s mentoring and 

teaching ministry has all the marks of an intentional training program.  

 
59 ∆ιαλέγομαι here means “to engage in speech interchange, 

converse, discuss, argue” (BDAG, 232). The Greek term speaks of a 

form of instructional discourse that leads to questions and to an 

exchange of opinions [Colin Brown, ed. Dictionary of New Testament 

Theology. (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1971), 3:82; cf. TDNT, 155].  

 
60 Acts 19:20 is one of Luke’s frequent summary statements in 

Acts (cf. also 6:7; 9:31; 12:24; 16:5; 28:31) describing the numerical 

growth of the church. Harrison, comparing “the word of the Lord” 

phrase found in both 19:10 and 19:20, notes, “Although the wording is 

the same as in verse 10, the sense is somewhat different; there the 

message of the Gospel is in view, whereas here [19:20] the Christian 

faith, or cause, better conveys the meaning” (Expanding Church, 294).   
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throughout the province. Even the church’s opponents concur 

concerning this regional impact (19:26 “in almost all of Asia”). 

The impact of these two years of intensive training and 

mentoring can hardly be overemphasized. Paul did not 

personally penetrate the entire province; clearly, highly 

qualified missional leaders were being produced to travel out 

into the extremities of the province. He “used Ephesus as a 

radiating center” while he himself remained in the metropolis 

and sent out his assistants.61  

The NT indicates that during this time, or soon after, at least 

three new churches were established by one of Paul’s interns in 

Laodecia, Hierapolis, and Colossae, cities in the Lycus Valley in 

the eastern part of the province of Asia Minor. Epaphras, 

possibly converted during Paul’s ministry in Ephesus, evidently 

evangelized in the Lykos Valley because he grew up in this 

region (Col 4:12–“[he] is one of you”). Later writing to the 

Colossians, Paul makes it clear that he personally did not found 

the church; they had first heard and “learned” the gospel from 

Epaphras (Col 1:7).62  Paul commends his mentoree for his hard 

work and prayers not only on behalf of the Colossian believers 

but for those also in Laodicea and Hierapolis (Col 4:12-13). 

Twice, in fact, Paul states that there was a “church” (ekklesia) in 

these neighboring cities as well (Col 4:15, 16 cf. 2:1). That Paul 

regarded Epaphras’ fruitful missionary work as an integral part 

of his own church planting ministry is evident from his grateful 

                                                 
61 R. C. Lenski, The Interpretation of the Acts of the Apostles 

(Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Publishing House, 1934), 790.  
 

62 Epaphras is evidently not a shortened form of “Epaphroditus” 

(Phil 2:25; 4:18). See J. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul’s Epistle to the 

Philippians (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1953), 61; cf. Schnabel, Early 

Christian Mission, 1432-34. Some have suggested they were the same 

person as both were coworkers of Paul and with Paul during his 

Roman imprisonment. Also, Epaphroditus is called an apostolos (Phil 

2:25) while Epaphras was a church planter. Both were thus engaged in 

missionary activity. Yet Epaphras was evidently from Colosse whereas 

Epaphroditus was from Philippi. Both were common names in NT 

times.  
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acknowledgement of Epaphras as “our beloved fellow-servant, 

who is a faithful minister of Christ on our behalf” (Col 1:7, 

ASV).63 

A number of NT scholars agree with this proposed scenario–

that men like Epaphras, who were trained in Ephesus by Paul in 

the hall of Tyrannus, were the church planters God used to 

penetrate the entire province.64 F. F. Bruce even suggests that 

six of the seven churches addressed in Revelation 2 and 3—all 

located in Asia Minor—could have been started by some of 

Paul’s dispatched apprentices: 

While Paul stayed in Ephesus, a number of his colleagues carried 

out missionary activity in neighboring cities. During those years 

his colleague Epaphras appears to have evangelized the cities of 

the Lycus valley, Colossae, Laodicea, and Hierapolis–cities which 

Paul evidently did not visit in person. . . . Perhaps all seven of the 

churches in Asia addressed in the Revelation of John were also 

founded about this time. The province was intensely evangelized, 

and remained one of the leading centers of Christianity for many 

centuries.65  

 
Other NT scholars agree with Bruce’s proposal that Paul’s 

coworkers were quite probably dispatched to these outlying 

                                                 
63  Other manuscripts read, “on your behalf”—cf. Col 4:12. Hiebert 

believes “… the reading ‘on our behalf’ is much better attested and 

more significant. It clarifies why Paul had such a deep personal 

interest in the work at Colosse. Epaphras had not undertaken and 

independent enterprise; he had gone with the full support of Paul and 

as his representative. Since Paul had felt he could not leave his fruitful 

work at Ephesus, he had commissioned Epaphras to minister on his 

behalf” (In Paul’s Shadow, 140-41).    

 
64  See Schnabel, Paul the Missionary, 284; F. F. Bruce, Paul, Apostle 

of the Heart Set Free (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 288; Donald 

Guthrie, The Apostles (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1975), 176; and D. 

Edmond Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 140.  

  
65 F. F. Bruce, Book of the Acts (Grand Rapids: Eerdman, 1988), 

366.  
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cities north of Ephesus mentioned in Revelation.66  It also makes 

sense when one locates Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyratira, Sardis, 

Philadelphia, and Laodecia on a map and sees that they form a 

rough half circle around the coastal city of Ephesus, the capital 

of proconsular Asia. These cities were readily within reach of 

the sponsor church and were themselves “great centers of 

trade.”67 Schnabel even suggests that perhaps a Christian 

community at Miletus (cf. Acts 20:15-38) could also have been 

planted about this time.68  Kistemaker is convinced the evidence 

indicates that for decades the Ephesian congregation was the 

evangelistic center for the Christian church in western Asia 

Minor.69  

No doubt the Apostle’s itinerant missional teams mostly 

went out on their own; at other times they perhaps were led by 

Paul himself. The objective of this “field work” was to enable 

students to apply what they were learning about evangelism 

and church planting in the classroom. The regional impact of 

                                                 
66 William J. Ramsey, Saint Paul the Traveler and Roman Citizen 

(1896; repr. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1962, 274); Homer Kent Jr., 

Jerusalem to Rome: Studies in the Book of Acts (Winona Lake, IN: BMH 

Books, 1972), 151; Schnabel, Early Christain Mission, 1220, 1492; Bock, 

Acts, 601; Paton J. Gloag, A Critical Exegetical Commentary on the Acts 

of the Apostles (Minneapolis, MN: Klock & Klock, 1979), 2:201; Simon J. 

Kistemaker, Exposition of the Acts,  685.  
 

67 Ramsey, Saint Paul, 274. 
 

68 Early Christian Mission, 1220, 1231-33. If the gospel reached 

Miletus between A.D. 52 and 55, while Paul and his coworkers were 

actively evangelizing from their base in Ephesus, it is also possible that 

the church in Priene (whose existence is confirmed in the historical 

records extra-biblically) was started during this time. Schnabel further 

suggests that the cities of Magnesia, Tralles, Nysa, Antiocheia and 

Maeandrum might have seen “missionary activity” during this period. 

The church father Ignatius mentions churches in the first two of these 

five cities, all located in the Maeander Valley just west of Ephesus 

(Ibid., 1233-35, 1492). 

 
69 Kistemaker, Exposition of the Acts, 685. 
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these well trained student teams can be perhaps viewed as a 

first-century church planting movement. Harrison comments, 

Luke’s wording–“all Asia”–may sound highly exaggerated, yet … 

[t]here is … testimony along the same line, such as the winning to 

Christ of Epaphras, Philemon, and Archippus–all of them from 

Colossae–during this time. Through the witness of these and 

others, churches sprang up throughout Asia not only at Colossae, 

but also at Hierapolis and Laodecia (Col 4:13), in addition to the 

other locations mentioned in Revelation 2 and 3. Paul’s own 

testimony is to the same effect (1 Co 16:19) [“the churches of Asia 

greet you …”]. His strategy was to evangelize the hinterland 

through people he had brought to Christ and trained for service. 

This latter activity must have included instruction on how to reach 

“both Jews and Greeks.” It is clear that Paul did not go out into the 

province, but remained in the city.70  

 
Paul’s letter to Corinth, written from Ephesus in A.D. 54, not 
only confirms that there were several “churches” in Asia (αἱ 
ἐκκλησίαι τῆς Ἀσιας) springing up, but also that God had opened 

“a wide door for effective work” in Ephesus (1 Cor 16:8-9). His 

mention of “many adversaries” seems to suggest that successful 

gospel penetration was meeting fierce opposition (see 2 Cor 

1:8-10 where he describes his experience in Ephesus; cf. Acts 

19:11-41).71  The evangelistic success of Paul and his coworkers 

is also seen by the conversions of both Jews and Greeks in the 

city and province (Acts 19:10), as well in God’s gracious 

provision of miracles, causing many others to fear the true God 

(Acts 19:10-12, 17-20). 

                                                 
70 Everett F. Harrison, Expanding Church, 291.  

 
71 Schnabel suggests, “The immense success of Paul’s missionary 

work in Ephesus is indirectly confirmed by the hostility that Paul 

experienced in the city.” He notes that in 1 Corinthians 15:32 Paul 

asserts that he “fought with wild animals in Ephesus,” a statement 

Schnabel takes metaphorically, that Paul “fought for his life”—perhaps  

in connection  with the incident in which Aquila and Priscilla risked 

their lives for the Apostle (Early Christian Mission, 1222; cf Rom 16:3-

4). 
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There were a number of coworkers who were possibly 

trained and mentored by Paul in Ephesus and then sent out into 

the region during this period. As seen above, Harrison mentions 

three coworkers, all from Colosse. Ramsey72 mentions three 

others: Timothy, Erastus and Titus. Gloag73 lists six companions 

of Paul during this period—Timothy, Titus, Aquila, Erastus, 

Gaius and Aristarchus—who “would be sent by him to preach 

the gospel in other parts of the province.”  Kistemaker74 includes 

five possible coworkers, mentioning Archippus, who is given 

only by Harrison. Schnabel75 lists eight coworkers, all from the 

province of Asia and present in Ephesus. Viola,76 focusing 

primarily on Acts 20:4, lists eight men who were Paul’s gospel 

coworkers at this time: Titus from Antioch; Timothy from 

Lystra; Gaius from Galatia; Sopater from Berea; Aristarchus and 

Secundus, both from Thessalonica; Tychicus and Trophimus, 

both from Ephesus. That these last eight men were all in 

Ephesus during the time the Apostle Paul was in the city is 

established by a careful comparison of various NT passages, 

particularly Acts 19:22, 29; 20:4; 21:29; 1 Corinthians 4:17; 

16:10.77  Then too, Aquila and Priscilla, Philemon, and Timothy 

                                                 
72  Ramsey, Saint Paul, 274. 

 
73  Gloag, Critical Exegetical Commentary on Acts, 210. 

 
74 Kistemaker, Exposition of Acts, 685. On the basis of Philemon 1-

2, he includes Archippus who along with Philemon were “fellow 

workers” and “fellow soldiers” with Paul in Colosse. The former may 

have been Philemon’s son and may have also had a significant ministry 

in Colosse (cf. Col 4:17).  

 
75  Early Christian Mission, 1220.  

 
76 Frank Viola, Finding Organic Church: A Comprehensive Guide to 

Starting and Sustaining Authentic Christian Communities (Colorado 

Springs, CO: David C. Cook, 2009), 35-36. 
 

77 Paul wrote 1 Corinthians from Ephesus, near the end of his 

three year ministry there (1 Cor 16:5-9; cf. Acts 19:21-22). That Titus 

was present in Ephesus is assumed because he is clearly present on 

many occasions when Paul wrote his epistles; also Titus represented 
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were part of Paul’s team of missionaries in Ephesus right from 

the beginning (Acts 18:18-19; Phlm 1-2; 1 Cor 16:10, 19) and, as 

noted above, Epaphras was also probably in the city for training 

before being sent back to his hometown. We must remember 

that Apollos, having been instructed by Priscilla and Aquila and 

fulfilling his one-year teaching ministry in Corinth, returned to 

Ephesus where he met Paul, probably for the first time, and may 

have been furthered mentored, now by the Apostle (Acts 18:24-

27 cf. 1 Cor 16:12; 2 Cor 8:18-19).78   

Eliminating the duplicates in all of these lists, we arrive at 

possibly fifteen Gospel workers, going and coming in Ephesus. See 

the chart in Appendix 3 for a listing of these Pauline coworkers 

and for further NT validation of their presence in Ephesus. One 

striking feature of both appendix charts of Paul’s coworkers is 

the variety of Gentile churches and provinces they represented. 

As Bock points out, “These saints represent his success from a 

wide-ranging mission”.79  

Though the NT does not explicitly state that Paul mentored 

all of these coworkers in his training institute in Ephesus, it 

seems a plausible assumption that many of them were—

particularly the younger emerging leaders who were from that 

region. At least eight were close to Paul and evidently with him 

for most of his three year ministry in the city. As noted above, 

                                                                                                      
Corinth for the Jerusalem relief fund (2 Cor 8:16-17). And Paul’s letter 

to Titus shows the Apostle had trained him.  
 

78 Cf. Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 18-21. Unlike the ministries of 

Timothy and Titus, whose ministries were under the direction of Paul 

(he could “send” them as envoys), Apollos worked much more 

independently of Paul (he could only “urge” him to go places—see 1 

Cor 16:12). For this reason, and the fact that Apollos was already a 

skilled teacher of the Word, Paul’s mentoring of Apollos at Ephesus 

may have been short-term and minimal. Titus 3:13, however, does 

show that seven or eight years later the two men were still warm 

friends (together at Corinth), so that Paul entrusted Apollos and Zenas 

the lawyer to deliver his personal letter to Titus on Crete. 
 

79 Bock, Acts, 618. 
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each served as representatives from their particular churches 

sent to assist Paul in his work. Some evidently were also being 

commissioned by their churches to bring financial aid to the 

Jerusalem church (cf. 1 Cor 16:1-4)—after meeting Paul first at 

Ephesus and staying for awhile to be trained. Paul even informs 

us he graciously provided for the basic needs of many of his 

coworkers, apparently supporting them through his tentmaking 

trade (Acts 20:34). Viola asks, “Why would he support them if 

he wasn’t training them?” He observes, “Since Paul’s apprentices 

were from different churches in diverse regions (Galatia, 

Macedonia, Achaia, and Asia), they undoubtedly learned from 

one another as each man shared his unique experience of 

organic church life in his own culture.”  Today we would call this 

“peer mentoring.” Viola even suggests that “Paul’s eight 

apprentices were the equivalent of the Lord’s twelve apostles.”80  

These eight “interns” were probably not the only emerging 

leaders being trained in Ephesus. Kistemaker suggests there 

could have been other student coworkers with Paul who arose 

from the disciples (Acts 19:9) who had been baptized with 

John’s baptism.81 Writing later from Ephesus to the Corinthians, 

Paul does name others serving in ministry with him in the Asian 

port city: Sosthenes (1 Cor 1:1), Stephanas, Fortunatus, and 

Achaicus (1 Cor 16:17). The last three were evidently sent out as 

representatives by the believing community at Corinth (“they 

have made up for your absence”). It is uncertain if any of these 

were involved in the work of new church planting and 

development. Clearly, all of the coworkers mentioned above had 

a heart for God’s work. The NT clearly demonstrates that Paul 

did not do church planting as a Lone Ranger. He always 

ministered alongside of others. He regularly mentored leaders. 

He understood that to effectively reach a city or community 

takes a team of properly prepared gospel workers.  

During his farewell address to the Ephesian elders (Acts 

20:17-35), the Apostle to the Gentiles recounts the components 

                                                 
80 Viola, Finding Organic Church, 38-40. 

 
81 Kistemaker, Exposition of the Acts, 685. 
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of his mentoring and multiplication strategy for leadership 

development in Asia Minor. Logan and Ogne (6:13) summarize 

what they call Paul’s “effective leadership farm system from the 

School of Tyrannus” (emphasis theirs): 

• Established a regional base of church planter  

development (Acts 19:8; 20:18) 

• Implemented a teaching/mentoring strategy by life 

example, both in large gatherings and small groups 

(Acts 20:19-20) 

• Used evangelism and discipleship as a strategy for 

training leaders for ministry (Acts 20:21) 

• Allowed the Holy Spirit his rightful place in leading 

emerging leaders into ministry (Acts 20:28) 

• Mentored individuals on a one-on-one basis (Acts 

20:31)82 

• Empowered his leaders with accountability to God 

for the work which he modeled to them, so that his 

presence wasn’t needed for the work to continue 

after him (Acts 20:32).  
 

While teaching and training leaders in the urban school hall, 

Paul was also founding, leading, and growing a thriving 

congregation in Ephesus. He was actively involved in market 

place and household evangelism, discipling young believers, and 

developing emerging leaders. Perhaps he took his students with 

him to assist in various urban ministries. Paul was intentionally 

modeling ministry for all to see. Leaders-in-training were able 

to observe Paul in action, learning from the Apostle how to 

evangelize, how to successfully plant and pastor a new church. 

They were developing the practical skills for being effective 

evangelists and church planters.  

                                                 
82 Acts 20:31-32  shows that Paul’s training and mentoring 

ministry was characterized by fervent (“night and day … with tears”) 

“admonishing” (νουθετέω) of young leaders to remain faithful to the 

living God and to the “word of his grace” which was able to fortify 

them for a fruitful and enduring ministry. 
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After students spent time with Paul in the school hall and in 

actual ministry in Ephesus, they were probably sent back to 

their home towns or other cities in the province to practice 

what they had learned.83  Later they would return to the mission 

center for debriefing, further instruction, and refreshment.  

Shenk and Stutzman conclude, “Thus, there was the constant 

rhythm between the actual practice of ministry in their home 

community and learning in the school which Paul conducted.”84 

Paul’s training app roach, like that of his Lord, utilized both 

informal and nonformal modes of instruction. There was a 

combination of content, observation, and practice. There was 

mentoring for and modeling of missional ministry.  

With their basic “boot camp” training in Ephesus mostly 

completed, Paul sent his apprentices (eight “interns” plus some 

of the other above coworkers?) all over Asia Minor and into 

other regions85 to share the gospel and launch new churches. 

Luke specifically records that Paul sent two of his helpers, 

                                                 
83 E. H. Plumptre believes that Luke’s description of Gaius and 

Aristarchus as “Paul’s companions in travel” (Acts 19:29 cf. 20:4), 

indicates these two coworkers were involved in “missionary activity 

beyond the walls of Ephesus.” [“The Acts of the Gospel, in Elliot’s 

Commentary on the Whole Bible, ed. Charles John Elliot, repr. (Grand 

Rapids, MI: Zondervan, n.d.), 7:134]. Hiebert agrees, “These two men 

had probably traveled in various parts of the province of Asia, 

spreading the gospel under Paul’s direction (cf. 19:10), but there is no 

evidence that Paul had traveled with them in his work” (In Paul’s 

Shadow,  103-2). Paul’s later description of Aristarchus as his “fellow 

laborer” (Phlm 24) and “fellow prisoner” (Col 4:10) also confirms the 

latter’s aggressive and long-term propagation of the Gospel.  

 
84  David W. Shenk and Ervin R. Stutzman, Creating Communities of 

the Kingdom: New Testament Models of Church Planting (Scottsdale, 

PA: Herald P, 1998), 154.  
 

85 For example, co-laborers of Paul show up later in Rome involved 

in the house churches there. Romans 16:5 mentions Epaenetus, “who 

was the first convert to Christ in Asia.” And 16:3 sends greetings to 

“Prisca (=Priscilla in Acts) and Aquilla, my fellow workers in Christ 

Jesus.”  
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Timothy and Erastus,86 into Macedonia, presumably to plant 

churches in that region; Paul intended to join them later 

(19:22). His objective (he “resolved in the Spirit”) was to 

eventually “pass through Macedonia and Achaia” with his teams, 

and, Lord willing, to eventually reach Rome itself with the 

gospel (19:21; cf. Rom 15:23-25). In Acts 20:1-6, Luke records 

Paul’s final excursion into Macedonia and Greece upon leaving 

Ephesus, carefully mentioning seven coworkers who 

“accompanied him.” Significantly, the list in 20:4 has 

representatives from Berea, Thessalonica, Lycaonia, and Asia, 

“showing the scope of Paul’s work.”87 The list also “includes men 

from churches which were planted on all three of Paul’s 

journeys.88  This Ephesian model of multiplication is summed up 

accurately by Shenk and Stutzman: 

When Paul left Ephesus, he took with him a cluster of persons to 

visit some of the churches which he had planted in Macedonia and 

Greece. We may assume that these persons were leaders he had 

trained in Ephesus. He wanted them to see the churches he had 

told them about in his church planting classes. These persons 

                                                 
86 Erastus was a Corinthian and helped carry Paul’s first letter to 

his hometown; he is also included in Paul’s greetings in Rome (1 Cor 

16:10; Rom 16:23; 2 Tim 4:20). Bock comments that the Erastus of 

Rom 16:23 may not be the same coworker of Paul since the name was 

rather common (Acts, 686).   

 
87  Ibid., 619. 

 
88 Harrison, Expanding Church, 309. Gloag notes at least three 

proposed reasons, all commonly mentioned  in commentaries, why 

Paul recruited companions to travel with him: (1) as body guards to 

protect him from the Jews, (2) as messengers from the churches to 

help carry/ protect the contributions for the poor Jerusalem saints, 

and (3) as assistants in Paul’s evangelistic and church planting work 

(1979, 232-33). No doubt all three are correct but the third purpose 

may have been the primary one for his closest and long-standing 

coworkers. The aforementioned designations (“fellow workers,” 

“fellow soldiers,” etc.; see Appendix 2) indicate that many were doing 

the same missionary work as Paul.  
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included [20:4] Sopater, Aristarchus, Secundus, Gaius, Timothy, 

Tychicus, and Trophimus. He wanted these leaders experienced in 

church development in Asia also to experience Christian 
fellowship in European churches. This journey was a cross-

cultural church planting trip for the leaders whom Paul was 

training.89  

The evidence indicates the Apostle had now learned how to 

raise up leaders–through intensive mentoring—for the harvest 

and from the harvest. 

The above reconstruction of events agrees with the “center 

mission” strategy of Paul proposed by both W. H. Ollrog and 

Roger Gehring. Ollrog90 made significant contribution to NT 

research in pointing out the clear connection between Paul’s 

system of coworkers and the congregational center mission 

(Zentrumsmission) concept; he saw the significance of these 

coworkers being sent out by their individual congregations, 

made available to Paul’s ongoing missional outreach. Gehring, in 

his more recent comprehensive historical and biblical 

investigation of the missional impact of house churches during 

the first three hundred years of the early church, advances on 

Ollrog by showing that center mission “is [actually] the opposite 

of the centrally organized mission of the Antioch church.”  He 

redefines “center mission” as “a series of young [house church] 

congregations networked with and equal to one another in the 

(capital) cities, that is, centers, which then become bases of 

operation for Pauline mission.”91 Both researchers see in Paul’s 

unique missional center training approach a “turning away from 

the [initial] traveling-missionary or mission journey approach … 

                                                 
89  Shenk and Stutzman, Creating Communities, 154. 

 
90 W. H. Ollrog, Paul und Seine Mitarbeiter: Untersuchugen zu 

Theorie and Praxis der Paulinischen Mission, WMANT 50 (Neukirchen-

Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1979).  
 

91  Roger W. Gehring, House Church and Mission: The Importance of 

Household Structures in Early Christianity (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 

P, 2004), 181. 
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[to the more focused] development of a system [and staff] of 

coworkers.”92 In Ephesus, then, Paul was able to locate house 

churches and even a more public “hall” from which to base his 

teams short-term trips into the surrounding regions to plant 

new churches. From these “centers” he was able to regularly 

gather, train, mentor, supervise, and send out better equipped 

coworkers; these teams could later return to the base to report, 

regroup, and be further equipped and strengthened. Thus the 

“center mission” approach enabled Paul to better accomplish his 

overall objectives for greater missional and regional impact.  

PAUL’S MENTORING OF TIMOTHY AND TITUS 

The close mentoring relationship of the Apostle Paul with 

his son in the faith Timothy further reveals his passion and plan 

for developing missional leaders. No other companion of Paul, 

with the possible exception of Luke, had such a long, close and 

continuous association with the Apostle. Paul’s reference to 
Timothy as τέκνον (son/child; 1 Cor 4:17; 1 Tim 1:2, 18; 2 Tim 

1:2; 2:1) indicates more than that he was converted through 

Paul’s ministry; it also speaks of a teacher-student mentoring 

relationship.93 His discipling of Timothy is a significant model of 

leadership training through mentoring.94 Having recruited 

                                                 
92  Ibid. 

 
93 Rainer Riesner, Jesus als Lehrer, 2nd ed. (Tübingen: J. C. P. Mohr, 

1984), 62, 108-10; cf. Schnabel, Paul the Missionary, 1444-45. The term 

“disciple” or “student/pupil” (μαθητής) does not occur in Paul’s 

letters. The term “child” (τέκνον) was later used by the rabbis for a 

“disciple.” Thus Paul uses it not only for those converted under his 

ministry but for more mature coworkers such as Timothy and Titus 

(see Titus 1:4). “It is safe to assume that the missionary coworkers 

who belonged to Paul’s team at various times and in different places 

studied the content of the gospel and learned how to formulate and 

preach the message of Jesus Christ” (Schnabel, Paul the Missionary, 

1444).  
 

94 William J. Petersen, The Discipling of Timothy (Wheaton, IL: 

Victor Books, 1980).  
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Timothy in Lystra, Paul invited this young growing disciple with 

evident leadership potential95 to join him and Silas on their 

church planting journey (Acts 16:1-3). It is clear that the Apostle 

developed Timothy as a leader by immersing him and spending 

time with him in hands-on ministry (16:3-10). Shenk and 

Stutzman point out all the various ministry experiences that 

Timothy would have observed in just the one city of Philippi 

(Acts 16:11-34): 

He was with Paul in Philippi when they met Lydia and the women 

at the river. He saw these women responding in faith to Jesus 

when Paul shared his evangelistic witness. He was with Paul when 

the slave girl mocked Paul in the marketplaces of Philippi. Later, 

he watched Paul cast out the evil spirit from her. When the 

Philippian business community became outraged and a 

tremendous riot developed, Timothy was with Paul. He witnessed 

Paul being beaten and imprisoned, and he saw God’s miraculous 

intervention in the earthquake. He rejoiced at the subsequent 

conversion of the whole household of the Philippian jailer. In all 

these experiences Timothy watched Paul and worked with him. He 

saw and he did ministry in partnership with Paul not only in 

Philippi, but in subsequent church planting in other cities. It is not 

surprising that Timothy became an effective minister and 

overseer of the church.96 

 
                                                                                                      
 

95 Paul’s relationship to Timothy may have begun on his first 

missionary trip when Paul visited Derbe (Acts 14:20-21). Since 

Timothy is already a young disciple with a believing mother by the 

time of Acts 16, it is likely that Paul had led him to Christ on his initial 

visit to Derbe, building upon the preparation from the OT that 

Timothy’s mother and grandmother had already provided (2 Tim 1:5; 

3:15). That he was qualified for leadership training is demonstrated 

further by his good reputation with believers in his home area’s 

churches (16:2) and also by his being teachable and submissive when 

Paul thought it best he be circumcised as a Greek to remove all 

stumbling blocks among the Jews for his future ministry (16:3).  
 

96 Shenk and Stutzman, Creating Communities, 152 (emphasis 

original). 
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By involving Timothy in mission and ministry, Paul was 

clearly replicating the mentoring process he had learned years 

before from Barnabas. As Timothy assisted and observed Paul, 

he grew to the point that Paul could leave him in charge of 

significant leadership roles. More and more Paul entrusted 

Timothy with independent ministry (Acts 16:3-4; 17:10, 14-15; 

18:5; 19:22). He was so trusted that Paul occasionally sent him 

to further his evangelistic and teaching ministries in churches in 

his absence. For example, just three years after his conversion,97 

Timothy is dispatched to Thessalonica to “establish and exhort 

you in the faith” (1 Thess 3:2, 6); and later he is sent to Corinth 

to “remind you of my ways in Christ, as I teach them everywhere 

in every church” (1 Cor 4:17). Clearly, Timothy is being 

empowered and equipped by Paul to do missionary work on his 

own. Hiebert writes, 

With the arrival of [Paul’s] associates, an intensive missionary 

campaign was launched at Corinth in which Silas and Timothy had 

an active part. Paul’s words in 2 Corinthians 1:19, “For the Son of 

God, Jesus Christ, who was preached to you by us, even by me and 

Silvanus and Timotheus,” show that Timothy took an active part in 

the preaching of the gospel.98  
 

As shown above, Acts 19:22 (cf. 20:4) indicates trusted Timothy 

was one of Paul’s coworkers in Ephesus, participating in the 

wide spread of the gospel to the entire province,99 and was later 

                                                 
97 Timothy is a good example of Paul’s pattern of quickly 

integrating new converts into his missionary teams, often giving them 

significant responsibilities like preaching and teaching. Timothy is 

made responsible for the congregation at Thessalonica only three 

years after his conversion. In that period of time he is no longer 

considered a “novice” (cf. 1 Tim. 3:6) and had exhibited maturity and 

character.  

 
98  Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 95. 

 
99 “It would seem that Timothy had worked at Colosse and was 

well known to the church there. Paul associated Timothy’s name with 

his own in the salutation to the Colossians as well as in the private 

letter to Philemon” (Ibid., 96).  
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dispatched by the Apostle from Asia to do further ministry in 

Macedonia. Starting out as an assistant to Paul and Silas on the 

second missionary tour, Timothy had by the third tour become a 

full-time partner in ministry. 

Repeatedly, we read of Paul’s moving tributes to Timothy’s 

faithful ministry (Phil 2:19-23, 1 Cor 16:10-11, etc.). For 

example, in 1 Corinthians 4:17, he calls him “my beloved and 

faithful child in the Lord” who would be able to remind the 

church “of my ways in Christ.” Hiebert observes the impact of 

Paul’s training of his protégé—and Timothy’s loyal imitation of 

his mentor: 

 Timothy was a faithful follower of his spiritual father, capable of 

revealing the father’s ways to his Corinthian brothers. He stood in 

such close relation to Paul that he had become thoroughly 

permeated with his spirit and his teachings. Paul’s testimony to 

Timothy confirms the closeness of the ties between them.100  

 
In fact, the beloved Timothy is mentioned in at least six of Paul’s 

thirteen letters, normally as a co-sender of the epistle.101  Years 

later, the Apostle highly commended his protégé Timothy for his 

selfless service and “proven worth” stating that “he has 

[faithfully] served with me in the gospel” (Phil 2:19-23). Because 

of Paul’s intensive on-the-job mentoring and modeling, the 

Apostle was eventually able to dispatch his associate to Ephesus 

and entrust the oversight of the growing church–and its ongoing 

provincial outreach–to Timothy (1 Tim 1:3).102   

                                                                                                      
 
100  Ibid., 97. 

 
101 2 Corinthians 1:1; Philippians 1:1; Colossians 1:1; 1 Thessa- 

lonians 3:2; 2 Thessalonians 1:1; Philemon 1; cf. Romans 16:21. 
 

102 Assuming that Timothy joined Paul on the second missionary 

journey (around the year 48-49) and that Paul wrote his first personal 

epistle to him at Ephesus in the mid-60s, there were about 15 years 

during which the Apostle mentored his protégé. That seems to indicate 

intensive mentoring of this emerging leader. 
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Knowing that he was facing death and his own ministry days 

were numbered, Paul then asked his trusted coworker to make a 

commitment to pass on the legacy of faith and prepare other 

missional leaders. Paul exhorts, “What you have heard from me 

in the presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful men who 

will be able to teach others also” (2 Tim 2:2). This classic text 

reveals God’s strategy plan for leadership multiplication.103  

Leaders are to train and mentor others who are committed to 
train and mentor still others (four generations in one verse–

Paul, Timothy, faithful men, others also). The teacher is to 

multiply and preserve his teaching and ministry by passing it on 

to others with potential to reproduce. Those to be trained and 

mentored are to be first screened for faithfulness and capability 

(“able to teach”). The training is to be systematic and thorough 

so that that which is passed on is “what you have heard” or “the 

same” from one leader to the next. The goal of this kind of 

discipleship mentoring is to produce leaders with the character, 

knowledge and skills needed to reach the next generation. 

Leaders must pass on to reliable successors the baton of “the 

faith” as well as a passion to reach the lost. “Success without 

successors is no true success.”104 Significantly, Paul’s clearly 

stated training objective “was essentially the same as that of 

Jesus: to reproduce not merely reliable bearers of tradition, but 

mature followers of Christ able to build the church and 

reproduce themselves in others.”105 This would insure not only 

                                                 
103 “This verse is not just about reproducing disciples. The context 

indicates that Timothy’s role as a church leader is to raise up and 

multiply qualified leaders. . . . This is one of the clearest verses on 

church planting that we have in the Bible!” (Logan and Cole, Raising 

Leaders, 1:8).  

 
104  Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission, 128. 

 
105  Ott, Training of Lay Leaders, 65. 
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the preservation of the truth106 but the advancement and 

continuity of the true Church. 

Titus was another of Paul’s converts (cf. Titus 1:4 “my true 

child in a common faith”) whom Paul recruited for ministry as a 

traveling companion.107 That Titus, a Greek, was being mentored 

by him for ministry and leadership over a number of years is 

evident from frequent NT references to his companionship with 

and short-term trips for Paul (see 2 Cor 2:13; 7:6, 13-15; 8:16-

23; Gal 2:1-3).108  Mentoring was still going on when Paul, near 

the close of his life (mid-60s), wrote his coaching letter to his 

longtime coworker whom he had just dispatched to Crete. 

Missionary Paul and his team had likely planted several new 

churches on the island of Crete during a fourth missionary 

journey not recorded in Acts.109 Titus was then left on Crete 

with the charge to properly establish the young believers and 

fledgling congregations in the faith, protecting them from false 

teachers (Titus 1:5-16). After years of mentoring, Paul was now 

confident enough in Titus’s maturity and leadership to make 

Titus a kind of temporary district superintendent for Crete. 

                                                 
106 The concern that sound doctrine (truth) be preserved and 

passed on becomes a prominent theme in 2 Timothy (see 1:13, 14; 

3:10, 16-17; 4:2-5, 7; cf. 1 Tim 1:3; 4:6; 6:3).  

 
107 Hiebert (In Paul’s Shadow, 107) suggests that Titus may have 

been converted as a young man during the initial revival at Antioch 

under Barnabas and Saul (Acts 11:25-26). Paul no doubt saw promise 

of usefulness in Christian service and growing spiritual maturity in 

Titus, recruiting him when he returned to Antioch after the first 

missionary tour (14:26-28).  

 
108  The NT record indicates that after Titus’s ministry with Paul in 

Ephesus, he made possibly three separate trips to Corinth on behalf of 

Paul to introduce/organize the collection for the Jerusalem poor and to 

deal with problems in the church. For a reconstruction of Titus’s 

travels and duties, see Hiebert, In Paul’s Shadow, 105-13.  

 
109 Homer A. Kent Jr. The Pastoral Epistles. rev. ed. (Chicago: 

Mooday, 1982), 14-15, 50; H. Wayne House, Chronological and 

Background Charts of the New Testament,  2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 2009), 129-32. 
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Titus, in turn, is now to focus on the selection and further 

equipping of qualified and godly leaders (“elders”) for the young 

island churches. What he had observed in and heard from his 

mentor was now to be passed on. Finally, once his organizing 

work on Crete is done, Paul requested that Titus would move on 

to Dalmatia (Titus 3:12; 2 Tim 4:10).  

Paul’s mentor training objective was far more than the 

preservation and passing on of truth; he was also very 

concerned about life transformation of leaders. For example, 

Paul could say to young church leaders, “Be imitators of me as I 

am of Christ” (I Cor 11:1). Thus, he exhorts both Timothy and 

Titus to be faithful examples, models molded by the Word (1 

Tim 4:12; Titus 2:7). The Apostle repeatedly called his recruited 
coworkers and teammates to emulate his own example (τύπος), 

just as he was following Christ’s selfless example (1 Cor 4:16; 

Gal 4:12; Phil 3:17, 4:9; 1 Thess 1:6; 2 Thess 1:6; 3:7, 9; 2 Tim 

1:13). For Paul, the central issue in mentoring was always 

building character and modeling Christ-likeness. Character is 

also obvious in his instructions to Timothy and Titus when 

church leaders were to be selected (1 Tim 3; Titus 1). These 

didactic texts shed light on the kind of relationship a mentor 

should have with his student intern. 

Paul’s mentoring work continued long after his recruiting of 

new leaders and entrusting actual ministry to them. He would 

often revisit them to assure quality control. His mentoring 

ministry utilized a variety of means: close association, teaching, 

modeling, and hands-on learning experiences. He also prayed 

regularly with and for them (2 Tim 1:3; Phlm. 4-6), wrote to 

them, and continued to give then wise counsel and instructions 

through his writings.110  The Apostle’s detailed follow-up letters 

to both Timothy and Titus are actually pastoral “coaching” 

epistles. Above all, he was quite confident in the sufficiency of 

the Word of God which he had entrusted to them (Acts 20:32) 

                                                 
110 “Paul maintained intensive and regular contacts with his 

coworkers, as is seen in the information about the efforts of coworkers 

and the greetings in his letters” (Schnabel, Paul, the Missionary, 1443).  
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and in the Spirit of God’s ongoing work in his trainees’ lives and 

ministries (cf. Phil 1:6, 2:13; 1 Thess 5:23-24). 

PAUL AND JESUS: PARALLELS  

As the trailblazer of the early church’s cross-cultural 

enterprise, the Apostle Paul perhaps best exemplifies “the 

nature and significance of Jesus’ Christ’s paradigm for missions.” 

Krallman points out that Paul “both interpreted and 

implemented the principles of the Master’s consociational 

discipling [leadership training] model” by the way he “faithfully 

followed the Master’s precedent.” He did not seek to design his 

own overall strategy but aligned his own lifestyle and labors for 

God with that of his Lord.111  

While Paul the Apostle did not follow the leadership training 

model of Jesus in every particular, there are common elements 

which are apparent. Both Jesus and Paul recognized the need for 

more harvest laborers (Matt 9:35-38; cf. 2 Tim 2:2). Both 

invested their lives in a few key leaders. In Ephesus, Paul seems 

to be duplicating the ministry of Christ in Galilee. “Just as the 

Twelve lived with Jesus for three and a half years, so Paul’s 

apprentices lived with Paul for about the same amount of 

time.”112 Likewise, Paul’s practical work of doing mission 

became a sort of schooling in itself, similar to how Christ’s 

itinerant ministry became the school for His disciples.113  

Key components of Paul’s leadership training practice, 

which parallel the strategy and precedent of the Master Mentor, 

should be noted.114 First, the Apostle mentored his 

“understudies essentially on-the-job and on-the-move.” Leaders 

                                                 
111 Krallman, Mentoring for Mission, 101-2. 

 
112  Viola, Finding Organic Church, 37. 

 
113 Ott, Training of Lay Leaders, 65. 

 
114  These ideas are adapted from Krallmann’s summary (189-90) 

but are rearranged and reworked by the author with references added 

that are not in the original. 
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were always developed in the context of doing ministry with the 

goal of building both competence and character. Second, Paul 

sought to inculcate a “global perspective” in his coworkers and 

fellow church planters. He constantly reminded them of the 

Lord’s purpose to reach and bless “all nations” and peoples (cf. 

Rom 1:5; 15:18-30; 16:26, etc.). Third, he intentionally 

mentored numerous coworkers from diverse cultural and ethnic 

backgrounds, seeking to impart to them much needed cross-

cultural sensitivities and passions. Krallmann observes,  

Among his co-workers were both Jews and Greeks, men hailing 

from Palestine as well as Macedonia, Pontus, Lycaonia and the 

province of Asia. Paul, therefore, was the first to apply the 

supracultural principles of Jesus Christ’s mentoring mode on a 

large scale in cross-cultural context. 115 

 
Finally, the paramount goal in all of the Apostle’s mentoring 

ministries was to equip missional leaders to spread the gospel 

and to multiply the testimony of Jesus through new 

communities of the King being established. “With the apostle, as 

with his Master, all mentoring was mentoring for mission.”116 

For both Jesus and Paul, the overall training objective was the 

fulfilling of the Great Commission mandate of multiplying, 

reproducing disciples and disciplemakers.  

 Forman, Jones, and Miller see other “refreshingly simple and 

remarkably profound principles” for developing leaders shared 

by Jesus and Paul. They believe both mentored and developed 

leaders:  

• With a focus on godly character; 

• in the context of a small team–building relationships 

and community, sharing “life on life”; 

• with time for reflection on ministry experiences; 

• over a long period of time, assuming continual 

 learning; 

                                                 
115 Krallmann, Mentoring for Mission, 190. 

 
116  Ibid. 
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• and with a greater concern for faithfulness and 

obedience than knowledge and skill.117  

 
Thus both Jesus and Paul focused on methods of mentored 

training that were more experiential than academic, a departure 

from the common rabbinical methods of discipleship of the day. 

Ott has summarized most succinctly: “Trainees were involved in 

apprenticeships which moved them from observation to 

participation to independence.”118  

 
SUMMARY OF NT LEADERSHIP MENTORING 

 
The scriptural examples of mentoring for leadership 

development are numerous and varied. From Moses to Joshua, 

Elijah to Elisha, Jesus to his disciples, and Paul to his coworkers, 

we see that leadership mentoring is crucial to handing off the 

vision and passion for God’s mission to the next generation. A 

pattern of mentoring leaders is woven into both testaments but 

is most evident in the history of the early church. Clearly, the NT 

pattern of training and sending out leaders was an effective and 

necessary strategy for global evangelization.  

In the NT, church planting leadership was learned as men 

did missionary work alongside of Paul. Paul’s method of training 

was to establish new churches and involve his coworkers in the 

process. Christ always expands his church through calling out 

new leaders who are trained and equipped by other seasoned 

leaders trained on the job. Particularly through the examples of 

Jesus and Paul, we see that the best way to pass on the mission 

of God to the next generation is through the investment and 

training of emerging leaders. This is best done in the context of 

community and in a dynamic local church such as seen at 

Antioch and Ephesus. The NT demonstrates that missional 

leadership is best learned “through apprenticeship within 

                                                 
117 Forman, Jones, and Miller, Leadership Baton, 45. 

 
118  Ott, Training of Lay Leaders, 214. 
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communities” where emerging leaders can “learn firsthand how 

to live out the practices of community formation … .”119  

That the church planter Paul modeled mentoring both 

effectively and extensively is seen in his field training of many 

leaders, both vocational and laypeople, on his church planting 

teams. Besides Timothy, who was a relatively constant member 

of Paul’s missionary team, we see in the NT the Apostle 

mentoring John Mark, Silas, Titus, and apparently others 

mentioned as occasional traveling teammates such as Dr. Luke, 

Aquila and Priscilla, Epaphras, Erastus, Gaius, Aristarchus, 

Sopater, Secundus, Trophimus, and Tychicus. Some of these 

itinerant missionaries worked with Paul for short periods of 

time and then, once mentored and trained, were encouraged to 

work independently of Paul as evangelists and church planters 

(such as Barnabas, Silas, and Apollos). Others were dispatched 

as personal envoys of the Apostle Paul to further organize newly 

planted churches or to deliver important messages for him 

(such as Timothy, Titus, Onesimus, and Epahroditus).120  Still 

others were more closely tied to the ministries and outreaches 

of their sending home churches. Yet, it appears, all participated 

with Paul in his pioneer missionary activities, particularly in the 

work of starting and growing new churches. And most of these 

coworkers at some point thereby received some measure of 

mentored training for ministry.  

Two final lessons emerge from this NT study. First, in order 

to facilitate a church multiplication movement, leaders must be 

raised up and mentored both for the harvest and from the 

harvest. And each generation of leaders—whether church 

planters or pastoral leaders—must take responsibility to raise 

up the next generation of leaders.121  

                                                 
119   Alan J. Roxburgh, “Missional Leadership: Equipping God’s 

People for Mission,” Missional Church, ed. Darrell L. Guder (Grand 

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 214. 
 

120 For a discussion of the delegated authority of these envoys and 

how the churches were to receive these messengers as they would 

receive Paul himself, see Schnabel, Early Christian Mission, 1438-39.  

 
121  Logan and Ogne, Raising Leaders for the Harvest, 1:7-8.  
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Appendix 1 
Barnabas: Mentoring for Multiplication 122 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                      
 

122 Adapted from Martin, Mentoring Guidelines, 34. 
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Appendix 2 
Paul’s Frequently Mentioned Church Planting Co-workers 

Worker 

Place of 

Origin  

or Conversion 

Missionary 

Work 

Locations 

Key NT 

References 
Designations 

Barnabas Jerusalem 

(Judea) 

Antioch, 

Cyprus, & 

Galatia 

Acts 11:19-

26, 13-15; 

Gal 2:1,9;  

1 Cor 4;6; 9:6 

Apostle – 

 Acts 14:4,14  

Co-worker –  

Col 4:10 ff 

Timothy Lystra 

(Lycaonia) 

(Acts 16:1-3) 

Macedonia, 

Achaia, 

Thessalonica, 

Ephesus, 

Corinth 

Acts 17-18, 

19:22;  

1 Cor 4:7, 

16:10-11;  

2 Cor 1:19;  

1 Thess 

 3:1-6;  

1 Tim 1:3;  

Phil 1:1 

Brother –  

2 Cor 1:1;  

Col 1:1; 

Servant –  

1 Thess 3:2; 

Fellow Slave – 

2 Tim 2:24; 

Soldier – 2 

Tim 2:3;  

Co-worker –  

Rom 16:21 

Luke Antioch (Syria) Antioch (?), 

Philippi, 

Macedonia, 

Caesarea? 

Acts ‘we’ 

passages  

Phlm 24;  

Col 4:14; cf.  

vv. 9ff;  

2 Tim 4:11 

Coworker 

Aquila & 

Priscilla 

(Prisca) 

Rome 

Cf. Acts 18:2 

Corinth, 

Ephesus, 

Rome, & 

Ephesus again 

Acts 18:1-4, 

18-19, 26;  

1 Cor 16:19; 

Rom 16:3-5; 

 2 Tim 4:19 

Coworker –  

Rom 16:3-5 

Silas 

Silvanus 

Jerusalem Macedonia & 

Achaia 

Acts 15:40; 

16:19; 17:4, 

10,15; 18:1,5;  

2 Cor 1:19; 

 1 Thess 1:1ff;  

2 Thess 1:1;  

1 Pet 5:12 

Brother –  

Acts 15:22 

Apostle – 

 1 Thess 2:6 

Coworker – 

1 Thess 3:2 
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Worker 

Place of 

Origin or 

Conversion 

Missionary 

Work 

Locations 

Key NT 

References 
Designations 

Titus Antioch (Syria)? 

Cf. Gal 2:1-3 

Antioch, 

Ephesus, 

Corinth, Crete, 

Dalmatia 

2 Cor 7:6-7, 

13-15; 8:6, 

16-17;  

12:17-18 

Brother  

2 Cor 2:13 

Partner & 

Coworker 

2 Cor 8:23 

Tychicus Asia Minor? Colossae, 

Ephesus, & 

Crete 

Col 4:7-9; 

Eph 6:21; 2 

Tim 4:12; 

Titus 3:12 

Brother 

Servant 

Col 4:7 

Apollos Alexandria 

(Egypt)  

Acts 18:24 

Corinth 

(Achaia), 

Ephesus, Crete 

Acts 18:24-

27;  

1 Cor 1:12;  

3:4-6, 22; 4:6; 

16:12;  

Titus 3:13 

Brother 

Apostle – 

 1 Cor 4:19 

Servant – 

 1 Cor 3:5 

Coworker – 

 1 Cor 3:9 

Epaphras Colossae 

Col 4:12 – “one 

of you” 

 

Colossae, 

Hierapolis, 

Laodecia, 

Ephesus 

Col 1:7-8, 2:1; 

4:12-13, 16; 

cf. Phil 2:25-

29 

 

Servant – 

Col 1:7 

Fellow 

Prisoner – 

Phlm 23 

John Mark 

 

Jerusalem Antioch 

(Syria), 

Cypress Rome 

Acts 12:12, 

25; 13:5, 13; 

15:37-39; 

 2 Tim 4:11; 

cf. Col 4:10;  

1 Pet 5:13 

Servant 

Coworker –  

Phlm 24 
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Appendix 3 

Possible Interns of Paul at Ephesus 
 

Coworker Hometown (Province) 

 

N.T. Validation for 

Presence in Ephesus 

 

Timothy 
Lystra 

(in Galatia) 

 

With Paul since recruited 

in Acts 16:3,  

Acts 18:5, 19:22; 1 Thess 3:6 

 

Titus 
Antioch (in Syria)? 

cf. Gal 2:3 

 

Sent by Paul from Ephesus 

to Corinth to organize the 

collection to the Jerusalem 

poor. 2 Cor 8:6, 10, 16-17, 

23; 12:17-18. 

 

Priscilla & Aquilla 
Rome 

cf. Acts 18:2 

 

Left by Paul to do gospel                 

spade work in Ephesus                   

and start house church.  

Acts 18:18-21; cf.  

1 Cor 16-19 

 

Philemon Colossae 

 

 

Apparently was saved 

during Paul’s ministry at 

Ephesus; later returned to 

Colossae to open his home 

for believers to meet.                

Phlm 1-2; cf. 19, 23 

“Fellow worker” suggests he 

helped Paul in Ephesus 
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Coworker Hometown (Province) 

 

N.T. Validation for 

Presence in Ephesus 

 

Epaphras 
Colossae 

cf. Col 4:12 

 

“Missionary to Lykos Valley” 

Founded churches in 

Colossae, Laodecia & 

Hierapolis – presumably 

after being trained                

in Ephesus & sent out                             

by Paul “on his behalf”                                          

Col 1:3-8, 4:12-13; cf.  

Phlm 23 

 

Apollos 

Alexandria                     

(in Egypt) 

cf. Acts 18:24 

 

Discipled by Aquila & 

Priscilla 

(& Paul?) at Ephesus before 

going to Corinth.  

Acts 18:24-27; 

cf. 1 Cor 1:12; 3:4-6, 22; 

16:12 

 

Erastus 

 

Corinth                                          

(in Macedonia) 

cf. Rom 16:23 

2 Tim 4:20 

 

 

 

 

Sent with Timothy by Paul 

from Ephesus to Macedonia 

and to co-carry the letter to 

the Corinthians. 

Acts 19:22; cf. 1 Cor 16:8-

10; 2 Tim 4:20 
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Coworker Hometown (Province) 

 

N.T. Validation for 

Presence in Ephesus 

 

Gaius 
Derbe 

(in Galatia) 

 

Escaped riot in Ephesus to  

travel with Paul to 

Macedonia, Corinth, etc. Acts 

19:29, 20:4 

 

 

Aristarchus 

 

Thessalonica                                  

(in Macedonia) 

Acts 27:2 

 

Escaped riot in Ephesus to 

travel with Paul to Greece, 

Rome, etc. 

Acts 20:4; cf. 19:29, 27:2;  

Col 4:10; Phlm 24 

“Paul’s companion in 

travel”& “my fellow laborer” 

indicate he was involved in 

missionary activity beyond 

Ephesus  

 

Tychicus 
Asia 

(Ephesus?) 

 

Native of Asia Minor who  

carried Colossian, Ephesian, 

& Philemon letters for Paul. 

Possibly saved under Paul’s 

ministry in Ephesus.  

Acts 20:4; 

cf. Col 4:7-8; Eph 6:21-22; 

Titus 3:12; 2 Tim 4:12 
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Coworker Hometown (Province) 

 

N.T. Validation for 

Presence in Ephesus 

 

Trophimus 

Ephesus 

(Asia) 

Acts 21:29 

 

From Ephesus accompanied  

Paul to Macedonia, Achaia,  

Asia, and Jerusalem  

Acts 20:4, 21:29; 

cf. 2 Tim 4:20 

 

 

Secundus 

 

 

Thessalonica 

(in Macedonia) 

On Paul’s team                                         

into Macedonia 

Acts 20:4 

 

Sopater 

(Sosipater? 

cf. Rom 16:21) 

 

Berea  

(in Macedonia) 

On Paul’s team                                          

into Macedonia 

Acts 20:4 

 

Archippus 

 

Colossae 

 

A “fellow soldier” with              

Philemon (his father?)                          

in the Colossian ministry 

Phlm 1-2, Col 4:17 
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EXTENDED MODELS FOR ESTABLISHING OLD TESTAMENT 

NEW COVENANT PASSAGES 

Evangelicals studying the New Covenant (NC) as presented 

in the OT have labored in the past with a deficiency in regards to 

the studies in print. Often these analyses draw varying 

conclusions from various plausible NC passages without 

defending the selection of passages and certainly without 

gaining a consensus regarding the proper list of passages to be 

studied. This situation calls to mind the allegory of the blind 

men examining different parts of the elephant and inevitably 

drawing different conclusions. 

Therefore, it is helpful for current students of the NC that in 

recent decades some scholars have given extended attention to 

the task of delineating the OT passages from which data 

regarding the NC can properly be drawn. Part one of this study 

evaluates five brief models for identifying NC passages in the 

OT. Part two reviews first a model published in 1968 by a 

French higher criticism proponent, and then a model offered in 

1998 by an American evangelical who sought to collate the 

elements of the former higher-critical model with Kaiser’s 

implied model. 
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The Model of Pierre Buis 

In 1968 French OT scholar Pierre Buis offered an article in 

Vetus Testamentum delineating his model for determining the 

NC passages in the OT.1 Buis began by studying a small number 

of strategic NC passages in order to surface the definitive 

elements of the NC, which for him constitute a NC “form.” Once 

he had circumscribed the form and content of the NC by this 

approach, Buis argued that he was able to identify the NC 

passages in the OT based upon their degree of adherence to his 

NC form. The conclusion of Buis’s study is that the OT (with 

Apocrypha) has offered a formal covenant which Jeremiah and 

Deuteronomy  first introduced contemporaneously; and then 

Ezekiel, Baruch, and Zechariah reasserted, involving ten 

passages in all. 

Buis begins his presentation by labeling three passages, 

Jeremiah 32:37–41, Ezekiel 37:21–28, and Baruch 2:25–31, as 

the “better known” NC passages and observes that all three 

passages present the same five covenantal elements.2 For Buis, 

the formulaic nature of the five elements is indicated by two 

                                                 
1 Pierre Buis, “La nouvelle alliance,” VT 18, no. 1 (Winter 1968): 1–

15. 

 
2 Ibid., 1–2. The apocryphal Baruch passage reads: “And, lo, they 

are cast out to the heat of the day, and to the frost of the night, and 

they died in great miseries by famine, by sword, and by pestilence. And 

the house which is called by thy name hast thou laid waste, as it is to 

be seen this day, for the wickedness of the house of Israel and the 

house of Juda. O Lord our God, thou hast dealt with us after all thy 

goodness, and according to all that great mercy of thine, As thou 

spakest by thy servant Moses in the day when thou didst command 

him to write the law before the children of Israel, saying, If ye will not 

hear my voice, surely this very great multitude shall be turned into a 

small number among the nations, where I will scatter them. For I knew 

that they would not hear me, because it is a stiffnecked people: but in 

the land of their captivities they shall remember themselves. And shall 

know that I am the Lord their God: for I will give them an heart, and 

ears to hear” (Bar 2:25–31, The King James Version Apocrypha).  
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characteristics, the grouping of these themes and the evidence 

of a “fixed vocabulary” across biblical authors.3 He notes that the 

ordering of the themes is highly variable. The NC elements 

which the former three passages reflect are (1) the gathering 

and return of the people, (2) the “definition” of the covenant 

(the formula “they will be my people; I will be their God”), (3) 

the people’s internal renovation, (4) the declaration of a “final” 

covenant, and (5) covenant blessings.4 It would appear that 

these elements overlap with the following two “expressions” 

offered by Kaiser’s classic quotation, being the everlasting 

covenant and a new heart or a new spirit. Omitted by Buis 

relative to Kaiser are Kaiser’s two expressions covenant of 

peace, and a covenant or my covenant which is placed in that 

day.5 

In addition to the three comprehensive NC passages, Buis 

offers four other passages that reflect all but the second 

element: Jeremiah 31:31–36; Ezekiel 34:25–31; 36:22–25; and 

Zechariah 7:7–8:17. An additional three OT passages reflect two 

of the five elements: Deuteronomy 30:1–10, Jeremiah 24:5–7, 

and Ezekiel 16:53–65.6 Buis designates these ten as the NC 

passages in the OT, reflecting to an adequate extent the five 

formal elements of the NC. 

Buis’s list of ten NC passages compares to Kaiser’s seventeen 

as follows: both models capture Jeremiah 31:31–36; 32:37–41; 

Ezekiel 16:53–65; 34:25–31; 37:21–28. Passages unique to Buis 

are Deuteronomy 30:1–10, Jeremiah 24:5–7, Ezekiel 36:22–25, 

Zechariah 7:7–8:17, and Baruch 2:25–31. Passages unique to 

                                                 
3 Ibid., 3. 

 
4 Ibid., 2, 7. As discussed below, Buis took the translation final 

covenant to be a preferred revision to the standard translation 

everlasting covenant in NC contexts. 

 
5 Walter C. Kaiser, “The Old Promise and the New Covenant: 

Jeremiah 31:31–34,” JETS 15, no. 1 (Winter 1972): 14. 

 
6 Buis, “La nouvelle alliance,” 2. 
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Kaiser are Isaiah 24:5; 42:6; 49:8; 55:3; 54:10; 59:21; 61:8; 

Jeremiah 50:5; Ezekiel 11:19; 18:31; 36:26; and Hosea 2:18–20.7 

Buis makes some valuable contributions toward 

understanding the NC in the OT, particularly in terms of 

exegetical observations. He points to a striking contrast 

between the way the “first” (Mosaic) covenant was renewed 

post-exile and the way the NC will be initiated:  

 
In the first it is the community that takes the initiative to repair 

 the covenant broken by it or its ancestors; it is a question of 

 reestablishing the old order. In the second, it is Yahweh who does 

 everything: he reassembles the people, and transforms and 

 concludes the covenant on the new foundations. We can’t imagine 

 two more different concepts ….8  

 

Buis also offers the insight that because some NC passages 

invite the reader to compare and contrast the NC to the Mosaic 

covenant, the lack of any mention by those same passages of a 

mediator for the NC would have been striking to the original 

readers. Specifically, the generous offer in the NC of divine grace 

cries out for an act of prevenient atonement.9  

As well, there is a refreshing independence to Buis’s work in 

that he considers several passages that others do not discuss in 

relation to the NC, such as Baruch 2 and Zechariah 7–8. Buis also 

                                                 
7 Kaiser, “Old Promise,”4. 

 
8 “Dans la première c’est la communauté qui prend l’initiative de 

réparer l’alliance rompue par elle ou ses ancêtres; il s’agit de rétablir 

l’ordre ancien. Dans la seconde, c’est Yahwé qui fait tout: il rassemble 

le peuple, le transforme et conclut l’alliance sur des bases nouvelles. 

On ne peut imaginer des conceptions plus différentes . . .” (Buis, “La 

nouvelle alliance,” 9–10). 

 
9 “This aspect [atonement] appears, diffused, in the Songs of the 

Servant where the mediator of the covenant (Isa 42:6; 49:8) was 

sacrificed for the sins of the people (Isaiah 53).” (“Cet aspect se 

retrouve; diffus; dans les Chants du Serviteur où le médiateur de 

l’alliance [Is. xlii 6; xlix 8] est sacrifé pour les péchés du peuple [Is. 

liii],” Ibid., 7n10). 
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takes an independent approach to Jeremiah 31, the locus 

classicus for many students of the NC in the OT. For Buis the 

passage itself is of secondary import because, as seen in his 

listing of NC passages above, Jeremiah 31 does not reflect all the 

elements of the NC for Buis. 10 The label new covenant that for 

others makes this passage central is for Buis also of secondary 

import because it appears so rarely. As reflected in Buis’s list of 

five NC elements, he prefers everlasting covenant (though he 

translates it final covenant) as the better label for the NC, based 

on his ten NC passages.11 

At first glance, Buis appears to offer a methodical, objective, 

inductive study for ascertaining the elements of the NC in the OT 

and the relevant Scripture passages. However, this aura of 

objectivity, in fact, belies unannounced assumptive moves made 

at key junctures throughout the analysis, which bring into it 

elements of circularity and subjectivity. Buis begins with the 

three passages that for him circumscribe the elements of the NC, 

but the criterion for his selection of these foundational passages 

in the first place was that they were “better-known witnesses.”12 

It is, in fact, the peers of Buis, and not the Scriptures, that 

surfaced the passages from which Buis derives the definitive 

elements of the NC in the OT. The nature of the origin of the five 

formal elements is critical for the rest of Buis’s study because 

they, rather than a comparison to one or a group of Scripture 

passages, dictate if and when other passages are added to the 

list of NC passages. 

Another element of subjectivity arises in Buis’s process for 

arriving at five NC elements and ten NC passages. Buis arrives at 

ten NC passages, rather than more or fewer, because he works 

from the undefended assumption that the presence of two or 

more NC elements, not one or three, makes an OT passage a NC 

passage. It is clear that the number of NC passages could have 

been much larger because as Buis reviews each of the five NC 

                                                 
10 Ibid., 7. 

 
11 Ibid. 

 
12 Ibid., 1. 
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elements, he mentions passages outside of his ten that reflect 

the element. The determination that five is the correct number 

of elements is also subjective. Given that the second of Buis’s 

five NC elements (“you will be my people; I will be your God”) is 

present in only three of his ten passages, would it not be 

reasonable to omit that element and decrease “the NC elements” 

to four? Or, perhaps, should Buis have retained the original 

number of five elements, but omitted the second in favor of a 

new, more pervasive candidate found in a different set of 

passages? In fact, Buis mentions later in his presentation that 

there is actually an additional (sixth) element, the historical 

introduction,13 that is either present in or adjacent to five of his 

ten passages and is alluded to by other passages.14 Buis does not 

discuss his justification for rejecting this element in favor of the 

less-prevalent second element in his list.  

Or, perhaps one might prefer to claim that the NC passages 

each reflect all of the NC elements. Buis could have increased to 

one hundred percent the proportion of his NC passages that list 

all the NC elements, simply by delineating four (rather than five) 

NC elements, all of which are present in seven (rather than ten) 

NC passages in the OT. 

In addition, some of Buis’s exegetical conclusions are 

questionable. He argues that the phrase eternal covenant is the 

favored label for the NC, but after acknowledging that it is used 

as well to label other covenants, argues that only in the case of 

the NC this label carries the meaning final covenant rather than 

eternal covenant.15 He offers no exegetical justifications for this 

distinction in this article. 

                                                 
13 Ibid., 9. 

 
14 Of course the reality that some passages Buis considered have 

possible elements adjacent to them raises the problem of 

controversial, if not arbitrary, boundaries to the passages being 

examined. 

 
15 Ibid., 7. 
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Buis offers an interesting evaluation of possible NC passages 

in Isaiah. His list of ten NC passages is notable for excluding any 

passages from Isaiah, but for Buis this is the only possible 

outcome. Working from higher critical assumptions, he notes 

that Deutero-Isaiah is writing later than Jeremiah, 

Deuteronomy, and Ezekiel.16 For Buis, the relative lateness of 

the Isaiah passages means that they should be viewed as 

commentary on the fully formulated NC in the form of 

“conscious allusions.”17 At the same time, Buis admits that 

Deutero-Isaiah does add an element to the NC content that is 

absolutely necessary, which is the involvement of an atoning 

mediator as described in Isaiah 42:1–7 and 49:1–13.18 Thus an 

unconscious circularity again seems to have arisen in the model. 

While the Isaiah passages offer a necessary piece to the “NC 

puzzle” according to Buis, they cannot help to define the 

formulaic elements of the NC—Buis has already excluded Isaiah 

from that category of passages based on higher critical 

chronologies.  

Among evangelicals and increasingly so outside of 

evangelicalism, the commitment of Buis to the Documentary 

Hypothesis will be viewed as another flaw for his model. Buis 

assumes that the NC passages of Deuteronomy 30 and Jeremiah 

31 are both slightly pre-exilic and therefore are 

contemporaneous and mutually-independent descriptions of 

the NC. It is because of the Documentary Hypothesis that the 

candidate NC passages of Deutero-Isaiah were rejected, being 

commentary for the earlier NC passages of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. 

Perhaps of greatest concern to dispensational premillennialists, 

Buis minimizes the theological significance of the NC being an 

unconditional covenant that describes unilateral acts on the 

part of YHWH. On Documentary Hypothesis grounds, Buis 

declares the apparent contrast between conditional vassal 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 15. 

 
17 Ibid. 

 
18 Ibid., 7. 
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treaties and unilateral acts on the part of YHWH to be due only 

to differences in perspective between sources E and P.19  

The greatest benefit of Buis’s model is neither the model 

itself, nor the criteria it has put forth for surfacing NC passages 

in the OT, given the number of subjective elements involved. 

The greatest benefits of the model are its proposed significant 

OT passages and proposed NC elements in the OT that have 

been overlooked by other students of the NC. 

 
The Model of Paul R. Thorsell 

 

Evangelical theologian Paul Thorsell wrote the article “The 

Spirit in the Present Age: Preliminary Fulfillment of the 

Predicted New Covenant According to Paul” in 1998 for the 

Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society. He purposes to 

show, in accordance with a progressive dispensational stance, 

“that within the Pauline corpus the presence and activity of the 

Holy Spirit among believers demonstrates that the new 

covenant is currently operative, albeit in a partial and 

preliminary way.”20 Appropriately, the focus of Thorsell’s article 

is on expositing the Apostle Paul’s discussion of the NC 

particularly in terms of his understanding of its impact upon 

and relationship to Gentiles interadvent. In addition, however, 

Thorsell devotes the first four pages of his article to laying out a 

model for determining the elements of, and secondarily the 

Scripture passages reflecting, the NC in the OT.  

Thorsell begins with a brief, informal description of three 

primary criteria for identifying NC elements and NC passages in 

the OT. He first identifies Jeremiah 31 (due to its unique label 

new covenant), then writes of OT references to an eschatological 

covenant, that is, passages using the term covenant within a 

future context, and thirdly speaks of other OT passages that are 

                                                 
19 Ibid., 12. 

 
20 Paul R. Thorsell, “The Spirit in the Present Age: Preliminary 

Fulfillment of the Predicted New Covenant According to Paul,” JETS 41, 

no. 3 (Fall 1998): 397. 
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likewise NC references due to “comparable content.”21 In 

beginning analysis with the Jeremiah 31 passage, Thorsell’s 

approach stands within the mainstream of analyses of the NC in 

the OT since Kaiser. In contrast, Thorsell’s second criterion, 

which purports to capture any OT reference to any covenant 

described as active in a future context, makes his model 

vulnerable to capturing all manner of unconditional covenants 

that may be active in the Eschaton, in line with Compton’s 

“general eschatological covenant” model. Thorsell does not take 

his model to that point in this article, however. 

Thorsell next summarizes approvingly Buis’s model, and 

uses that model to ascertain additional NC elements and 

passages in the OT beyond Jeremiah 31.22 The five formal NC 

elements and the ten NC passages of Buis form the base of 

Thorsell’s model. Thorsell’s acceptance of Buis’s model does 

involve massaging and overlooking undesirable elements of the 

Buis model, generally without comment. He retains Buis’s 

number of ten passages while at the same time deleting one, the 

apocryphal reference from Baruch 2, and replacing it without 

comment with one not in Buis’s list, Hosea 2:14–23. Thorsell 

speaks of Buis’s NC “form” as having six elements, while in 

reality Buis defends five. Thorsell expands Buis’s NC form by 

inserting the historical introduction element which Buis 

acknowledges but omits from his form. Thorsell does not do 

likewise with another “necessary” covenantal element that Buis 

also discusses at length and also omits from his NC form, that 

being the NC’s mediator, which Buis sees described in the first 

two Servant Songs of Isaiah.23 Thorsell also appears to have 

deviated from Buis’s somewhat arbitrary rule that an OT 

passage needs to reflect at least two of the form elements to be 

listed as a NC passage—while Thorsell begins with the same ten 

NC passages of Buis, he eventually adds passages (per Kaiser) 

                                                 
21 Ibid., 398. 

 
22 Ibid., 398–400. 

 
23 Buis, “La nouvelle alliance,” 7. 
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that reflect no more than one element of the NC form.24 Thorsell 

rejects without comment Buis’s diminution of both the Jeremiah 

31 passage and its new covenant reference in using Jeremiah 31 

as his initial, primary NC passage and highlighting its unique 

label. Thorsell sidesteps without comment Buis’s contention 

that the label everlasting covenant should, only in the case of NC 

passages, be translated final covenant. It seems that Thorsell’s 

adjustments to Buis’s model are a net improvement, though 

they perhaps should have been acknowledged. 

Thorsell’s first expansion of Buis’s model comes by way of 

making the presence of any of a collection of covenantal labels a 

valid selection criterion for capturing NC passages.25 In an early 

footnote Thorsell quotes approvingly the portion of Kaiser’s 

classic list of NC expressions and passages that capture labels 

which are synonymous (for Kaiser and Thorsell) to the label 

new covenant in Jeremiah 31:  

 
In addition to Jeremiah’s mention of a new covenant the 

 expression ‘everlasting covenant’ is sometimes a reference to an 

 eschatological covenant (Isa 55:3; 61:8; Jer 32:40; 50:5; Ezek 

 16:60; 37:26), as are the expressions ‘covenant of peace’ (Isa 

 54:10; Ezek 34:25; 37:26) and simply the term ‘covenant’ (Isa 

 42:6; 49:8; 59:21; Ezek 20:37; Hos 2:18) in an eschatological 

 context (see W. C. Kaiser, ‘The Old Promise and the New Covenant: 

 Jeremiah 31:31–34’ …. ).26  

 

Thus Thorsell captures several passages as NC passages that 

Buis does not, in particular passages from Isaiah which for Buis 

are too late chronologically to have had a place in developing 

                                                 
24 Thorsell, “Spirit in the Present Age,” 398. 

 
25 For Buis, the label final covenant was an element of the NC form 

that was occasionally present, and he did not recognize other labels 

except for new covenant in Jeremiah 31, which for him was of 

secondary import (“La nouvelle alliance,” 7). 

 
26 Thorsell, “Spirit in the Present Age,” 398. 
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the NC form.27 The critique offered in part one regarding the 

portion of Kaiser’s model that Thorsell incorporates here will 

apply. Briefly, the list of covenantal names Kaiser assembles is 

too inclusive and therefore too broad a discriminating tool for 

capturing only NC passages. For example, the covenantal labels 

in the Isaiah 24 and Isaiah 54 passages probably refer to the 

Noahic covenant, and the labels in the Isaiah 55 and Isaiah 61 

passages probably refer to the Davidic covenant. 

Thorsell’s incorporation of most of Buis’s model and some of 

Kaiser’s model results in a curious treatment of Isaiah 42 and 

Isaiah 47 since Buis rejects them as NC passages and Kaiser 

accepts them. Because Thorsell rejects the Documentary 

Hypothesis, he would not have rejected candidate Isaiah 

passages on that basis as did Buis. On the other hand, Thorsell 

does not speak to Buis’s belated conclusion that these Isaiah 

passages capture a necessary element for the NC, that being the 

covenant’s mediator. So these Isaiah passages do not enter the 

“stable” of NC passages for Thorsell because, per Buis, they refer 

to a mediator. Rather, they enter Thorsell’s collection of 

passages because, per Kaiser, they mention a covenant that is 

active in a future context.28 

Thorsell expands upon Buis’s model a second time by 

examining, more closely than any other of the models reviewed, 

the NC element involving internal, individual, spiritual 

transformation of NC recipients as reflected in the OT. This 

focus represents a strength in Thorsell’s model because that 

element is effective for distinguishing passages describing the 

NC’s future activation from passages describing the future 

activity of other unconditional biblical covenants. Thorsell 

argues correctly that “this element may be the most distinctive 

aspect of the predicted eschatological covenant and is present in 

other contexts than the ten in the [Buis] chart [of ten 

passages].”29 Thorsell offers an excellent subcategorization of 

                                                 
27 Buis, “La nouvelle alliance,” 15. 

 
28 Kaiser, “Old Promise,” 14. 

 
29 Thorsell, “Spirit in the Present Age,” 399. 
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the NC element of internal, individual, spiritual transformation, 

along with some of the relevant OT passages:  

 
The moral renewal is described in widely differing fashions as (1) 

 a circumcision of the heart (Deut 30:6; cf. Jer 4:4), (2) the giving of 

 a new heart or changing of the heart (Jer 24:7; 32:39; Ezek 11:19; 

 18:31; 36:26), (3) the putting of a new spirit/God’s Spirit within 

 them (Ezek 11:19; 18:31; 36:26–27; 37:14), or (4) the 

 placing/writing of Yahweh’s law in/on the hearts of the people 

 (Jer 31:33).30  

 

With this expansion Thorsell captures all of the remaining 

passages in the Kaiser model. At the same time, Thorsell does 

not take the opportunity to suggest passages that would fit 

these subcategories outside of the ones discussed by Buis and 

Kaiser. In particular, the omission of Joel 2:28–29 from the third 

subcategory in the above quotation seems striking. Perhaps it is 

because Thorsell chooses to limit himself to passages raised by 

Buis and Kaiser as a time-saving move, or perhaps it is because 

the putting of God’s Spirit within individuals may not seem 

explicit in Joel’s description of the Spirit being poured out upon 

all humankind. It seems that Thorsell passes up an opportunity 

to consider candidate NC passages that his helpful subcategories 

could have brought to mind. 

Thorsell develops a model for identifying NC passages in the 

OT that offers strengths along with some weaknesses. He 

borrows discriminately from Buis’s model, successfully filtering 

out higher-critical assumptions, an apocryphal passage, and 

most of the arbitrary assumptions made by Buis while keeping 

Buis’s concept of a collection of stable NC elements. Thorsell 

borrows less discriminately from Kaiser’s model, so that he 

retains the problematic tendency of Kaiser’s model to capture 

covenantal passages likely referring to eschatologically active 

covenants other than the NC.  

                                                                                                      
 
30 Ibid. Every one of these passages is present in either Buis (“La 

nouvelle alliance,” 1–15), or Kaiser (“Old Promise,” 14), or both. 
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The strength of Thorsell’s model is its focus upon two 

elements which both are unique to the NC in the OT and 

successfully distinguish it from eschatological emanations of 

other biblical covenants, these being the label new covenant and 

the emphasis on individual, internal, spiritual transformation of 

the covenant’s beneficiaries. Thorsell’s overlooking of passages 

that fit the latter category simply because they were not raised 

earlier by Buis or Kaiser is a flaw; the Joel 2:28–29 passage 

seems to be the most important victim of this oversight.  

 

Summary Evaluation of the Models 

The models recently put in print for ascertaining the NC 

passages in the OT vary considerably along virtually any 

continuum one might apply. Some are simple while others are 

complex; some are brief while others are quite detailed. Some 

like Master’s model are quite restrictive in their parameters, 

admitting few OT passages into their lists, while others like 

Compton’s are quite expansive and potentially capture scores of 

passages. The complexity of a model does not appear to be a 

strong advantage.  

There are as well commonalities to the models surveyed, 

some beneficial and others not. As a positive, all the models 

from evangelicals register in agreement with the NT authors the 

centrality of the Jeremiah 31:31–34 passage for accurately 

delineating the NC, even while the models offer no consensus as 

to the reasons for this or as to the existence of other pivotal OT 

passages. As a negative, all incorporate some amount of 

unacknowledged arbitrariness or extra-biblical premises into 

their construction, whether in their choice of a starting point for 

constructing the model or in their final selection of criteria for 

evaluating candidate NC passages. 

Every model examined benefits the NC student by offering 

criteria for identifying NC passages and elements in the OT. At 

the same time they create frustrations for the student of the NC. 

First, they offer no consensus as to the proper selection criteria 

for NC passages and elements in the OT, as well as no consensus 

on the outcomes. Second, whether due to flawed premises or 

flawed strategies, every model seems to lead to lists of NC 
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elements and NC passages that are either too exclusive, too 

inclusive, or both. The Joel 2 passage provides an interesting 

test case for any model seeking to ascertain the NC in the OT. 

The passage has been evaluated by some models as a primary 

NC passage due to the described eschatological, transformative 

work of the Spirit. The passage has been rejected altogether by 

others due either to the absence of a covenant reference, to its 

early date, or to the absence of other covenantal details deemed 

necessary.  

 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW MODEL FOR SURFACING 

NEW COVENANT PASSAGES IN THE OLD TESTAMENT 

The lack of consensus among evangelicals regarding the 

proper approach for identifying the key passages and key 

elements within the OT regarding the NC is perhaps the best 

argument for a new model that will begin the process towards 

that consensus. As seen in the models reviewed in parts one and 

two, within even a narrow subset of evangelicals there is little 

consensus—the two most disparate models in that survey, John 

Master’s model and Bruce Compton’s “generic eschatological” 

model, come from American traditional dispensationalists. 

 
A Description and Defense of the Proposed Model 

 

The first step in building the model for ascertaining the NC 

passages in the OT is to select a strategy for evaluating proposed 

NC passages and elements that is least affected by initial 

premises and preunderstandings regarding the NC. Therefore, 

the core strategy of the model should be that of considering and 

gradually integrating possible NC passages, while continuously 

reviewing and revising the evolving, increasingly concordant list 

of apparent NC passages and elements that results. This 

approach has been variously described as the “hermeneutical 

spiral” by Grant Osborne, the “verificational method” by Gordon 

Lewis and Bruce Demarest, “retroduction” by John Montgomery, 

“adduction” by Arthur F. Holmes, and “abduction” by Paul 
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Feinberg.31 While presenting his brief model for identifying NC 

passages and elements in the OT, Kaiser offers the following 

bases for making Jeremiah 31 the definitional passage to which 

other candidate passages are compared:  

 
Firstly, the unique appearance of the word “new” in this passage 

 stimulated Origen to be the first to name the last 27 books of the 

 Bible “The New Testament.” Secondly, it was the largest piece of 

 text to be quoted in extenso in the New Testament—Heb 8:8–12. 

 The writer of Hebrews even partially repeats the same long 

 quotation a few chapters later in 10:16–17. Thirdly, it was the 

 subject of nine other New Testament texts: four dealing with the 

 Lord’s Supper, three additional references in Hebrews and two 

 passages in Paul dealing with “ministers of the new covenant” and 

 the future forgiveness of Israel’s sins.32 

 

 It seems that a model for indentifying NC passages that 

exercises the method of adduction and omits Kaiser’s appeal to 

extra-biblical testimony will yet arrive at the same conclusion: 

that the Jeremiah 31:31–34 passage is unquestionably a NC 

passage. To exaggerate only slightly, were one to begin the 

verificational process with an OT passage randomly chosen as 

inefficient a strategy as that would be, the process of gradually 

collecting possible OT passages referencing a NC and 

continuously culling this pool of preliminary passages of its 

least-concordant members will eventually produce a list of 

passages that includes Jeremiah 31. 

                                                 
31 Grant Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spiral: A Comprehensive 

Introduction to Biblical Interpretation (Downers Grove, IL: 

InterVarsity, 1991), 6; Gordon Lewis and Bruce Demarest, Integrative 

Theology, Vol. 1 (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1987), 11; John Warwick 

Montgomery, “The Theologian’s Craft,” Concordia Theological Monthly 

37 (1966): 67-98; Arthur F. Holmes, “Ordinary Language Analysis and 

Theological Methods,” Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological Society 11 

(1968): 135-36; Paul Feinberg, “The Meaning of Inerrancy,” in 

Inerrancy, ed. Norman Geisler (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1979), 267–

304.   Cf. Timothy Warren, “The Theological Process in Sermon 

Preparation,” Bibliotheca Sacra 156, no. 623 (Summer 1999): 343. 

 
32 Kaiser, “Old Promise,” 14. 
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It is at the second step of formulating a model for identifying 

NC passages in the OT that the models described prior and the 

proposed model begin to part ways. The second step of model 

construction has generally involved assigning to Jeremiah 31 

the role of dictating the NC elements to be found in the OT—its 

content becomes the sole basis by which other passages are 

evaluated as potential companion NC passages. This, however, is 

a flawed step that falls short of the more objective verification 

process—the process of allowing any and all Bible texts to make 

their contribution to integration and synthesis has in this case 

been interrupted.  

The move to make Jeremiah 31 the definitional passage 

prematurely carries with it two dangers. The first danger is one 

of undue inclusions. This passage, if anointed as definitional, 

could provide parameters for surfacing other NC passages that 

additional integration from other passages would have exposed 

as being of secondary import. For example, it would be possible 

to infer from Jeremiah 31 that the future physical expansion of 

Jerusalem proper and its walls is a key element of the NC. The 

integration of additional passages, however, leads to the 

conclusion that the topographical expansion of Jerusalem itself 

is properly viewed as a detail within a broader NC element, that 

being the civic and economic restoration of physical Israel. 

Without the kind of rigorous, integrative analysis demanded by 

the verificational process, the “topographical expansion of 

Jerusalem” element in the Jeremiah passage could be made to 

carry undue force by leading the model to inappropriately 

capture prospective NC passages that mention only this detail. 

The second danger to making the second step of model 

construction the premature anointing of Jeremiah 31 as the sole 

passage for dictating all the major emphases of the NT in the OT 

proves to be a mirror image of the first, the danger of undue 

exclusions. That is, it is possible that such a model could exclude 

a primary NC element because the element is missing from 

Jeremiah 31 while an adductive study of the OT would show the 

element to be heavily represented in other primary NC 

passages. This seems to be precisely the situation in regards to 

the role of the Spirit of YHWH in the activation of the NC, an 

emphasis in a number of OT passages such as Ezekiel 36, but at 
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most alluded to in Jeremiah 31. This danger of not allowing for 

key elements to the NC that are not explicit in Jeremiah 31 

appears to have been an issue in the John Master model, which 

has the Jeremiah passage as its primary text. As indicated in part 

one, Master had to bend the parameters of his model to allow 

the Ezekiel 36 passage the status necessary to bring that 

passage’s contribution regarding the explicit ministry of the 

Spirit into his model. 

When, as in the proposed model, the second step of model 

construction involves allowing the verificational process to 

continue uninterrupted beyond the surfacing of Jeremiah 31, 

adduction will surface a cluster of passages that significantly 

overlap and reinforce one another by way of common context 

and content. The following list enumerates the cluster of 

primary passages and cluster of primary emphases produced by 

the proposed model after the initial two steps have been 

taken.33 

The first element reinforced by the key passages is the 

reference to the enactment of a future, divine covenant with 

national Israel that is not verbally linked to Abraham or David 

(Isa 59:15b–21; Jer 31:27–40, 32:36–44; Ezek 16:53–63, 37:21–

28). The second NC element is the Spirit of YHWH as agent (Isa 

32:9–20, 59:15b–21; Ezek 36:22–38, 39:25–29; Joel 2:28–3:8; 

Zech 12:6–14). The third is the internal, spiritual transformation 

of the recipients (Deut 30:1–6; Isa 32:9–20, 59:15b–21; Jer 

31:27–40, 32:36–44; Ezek 16:53–63, 36:22–38, 37:21–28, 

39:25–29; Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 12:6–14). The fourth is the 

uninterrupted permanence of the benefits (with an absence of 

conditions) (Isa 59:15b–21; Jer 31:27–40, 32:36–44; Ezek 

16:53–63, 36:22–38, 37:21–28, 39:25–29).34 The fifth is the 

physical regathering of Israel (Deut 30:1–6; Jer 32:36–44; Ezek 

16:53–63, 36:22–38, 37:21–28, 39:25–29; Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 

12:6–14). The sixth and final element of the NC reinforced by 

                                                 
33  See in table format at the end of this chapter. 

 
34  Again, the mention of an everlasting covenant is not significant 

by itself since Isaiah apparently uses the same label for the Noahic 

covenant in Isaiah 24:5. 
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the cluster of primary passages is the physical (civic, 

agricultural, economic, military) restoration of national Israel 

(Deut 30:1–6; Isaiah 32:9–20; Jer 31:27–40, 32:36–44; Ezek 

36:22–38, 37:21–28, 39:25–29; Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 12:6–14).  

Thus, the proposed model suggests that there are six 

primary elements and eleven primary passages regarding the 

NC in the OT. The degree of clustering surfaced by the model is 

notable. There are no fewer than five primary passages per 

primary element and no fewer than four primary elements per 

primary passage. It is also notable that the model does not 

support the existence of one “primary” NC text in the OT. The 

model surfaces no single passage that references all of the 

primary elements of the NC in the OT. 

The third and final step of the proposed model involves 

continuing the verificational process in order to surface 

secondary NC passages and secondary NC elements in the OT. 

The adduction method requires the practitioner to recognize 

that at any point in this third step it could be properly 

concluded that NC passages and elements previously labeled as 

“primary” should be reappraised as secondary, and vice versa. 

Thus the two categories are, in this sense, never deemed to be 

final. 

From this third step arise NC elements that are mentioned 

irregularly in the OT relative to the six-part enumeration above. 

Their status as NC elements is defensible in that they are all 

mentioned at least once by the eleven primary passages. Four 

secondary NC elements in the OT are the label new covenant (Jer 

31:27–40), the replacing of the Mosaic covenant (Jer 31:27–40), 

the involvement of a Messianic redeemer (Isa 42:1–7, 49:1–13, 

59:15b–21 [though possibly YHWH]; Ezek 37:21–28), and the 

final forgiveness of sin (Ezek 16:53–63, 36:22–38, 37:21–28). 

This list of secondary elements surfaces the fact that a 

Messianic-Davidic element has been often overlooked by 

students of the NC. The OT gives more attention to that element 

than to the label new covenant, for example. The more 

secondary NC passages, designated in the proposed model as 

those which mention two or three of the primary elements of 

the NC, are eight in number. In relationship to the proposed six 

primary elements of the NC, Isaiah 42:1–7 seems to refer to the 
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spiritual restoration of Israel, the physical regathering of Israel, 

the physical restoration of Israel, and the involvement of a 

messianic leader and redeemer. Isaiah 44:1–5 seems to refer to 

the physical restoration of Israel, the spiritual restoration of 

Israel, and the Spirit of YHWH as agent. Isaiah 49:1–13 seems to 

refer to the spiritual restoration of Israel, the physical 

regathering of Israel, the physical restoration of Israel, and a 

Messianic leader and redeemer. Jeremiah 24:4–7 seems to refer 

to the physical regathering of Israel, the physical restoration of 

Israel, and the spiritual restoration of Israel. Jeremiah 50:5 

seems to refer to the physical regathering of Israel in the context 

of an “everlasting covenant.” Ezekiel 11:14–21 seems to refer to 

the physical regathering of Israel, the physical restoration of 

Israel, and the spiritual restoration of Israel. Ezekiel 34:11–31 

seems to refer to the permanence of covenanted benefits, the 

physical regathering of Israel, and the physical restoration of 

Israel. Zechariah 8:1–17 seems to refer to the physical 

regathering of Israel, the physical restoration of Israel, and the 

spiritual restoration of Israel.  

Some of the distinctions made above (such as to qualify as a 

secondary NC passage a proposed passage must list two or three 

NC elements, not one or four) are as subjective as some 

distinctions made within the prior models. However, there is a 

crucial difference: the prior models all exercise subjectivity 

concerning beginning points and methodology, so that they are 

inherently subjective models. In contrast, the proposed model 

exhibits subjectivity only at the point of categorizing results in 

subjectively arriving at a demarcation between surfaced NC 

passages as primary versus secondary. In fact, the term cluster is 

being used deliberately for its subjective overtones in 

describing the primary NC passages and elements in the 

proposed model. The reference to a cluster of NC passages and 

elements is intended to bring to mind the picture of a 

circumference line drawn intuitively and subjectively around 

“data points” (in this case, proposed NC passages and elements) 

that are clustered together to set them off from peripheral, 

outlying data points. However, as long as the adductive method 

is faithfully adhered to so that all such demarcations are viewed 

as preliminary, the verification process will continue to provide 
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necessary adjustments in the demarcation line between primary 

and secondary NC passages and elements. A conclusion that the 

OT offers one, five, or (in this model) eleven primary NC 

passages is both truly subjective and truly non-problematic as 

long as the verificational cycle of re-verifying particulars (in this 

case, valid NC passages and NC elements) and adjusting 

conclusions (in this case, reducing or expanding the collection of 

NC passages and elements) is allowed to continue.  

 
A Strategic Element of the Proposed Model 

 

A key weakness to the prior models appears to be their 

failure to distinguish between elements of the NC that 

successfully describe it versus elements of the NC that both 

successfully describe it and successfully differentiate it from 

other covenants. In terms of logical fallacies, this failure is a kind 

of “hasty generalization.” The fallacy is illustrated by the 

following: for the adult male human body, the presence of two 

arms is a valid descriptive element, but that feature is a poor 

discriminating element—it serves very poorly for 

discriminating male human bodies from those of women and 

children. Apart from Master’s model, the prior models make the 

strategic error of generalizing the genuine, discriminating 

ability of some descriptive elements of the NC to all descriptive 

elements of the NC.35  

Because many models for delineating NC elements in the OT 

apparently overlook the distinction between descriptive 

elements and discriminating elements, they tend to capture 

inappropriately some OT passages that in reality describe the 

                                                 
35 The Master model reviewed in part 1 of this article is an 

exception to this weakness, in that its two or three descriptive 

elements also successfully discriminate the NC from other covenants. 

Master’s model does not involve any elements that are descriptive 

only, and he does not distinguish in his chapter the roles of describing 

versus discriminating elements in the NC. See John R. Master, “The 

New Covenant,” in Issues in Dispensationalism, ed. John R. Master and 

Wesley R. Willis (Chicago: Moody, 1994), 93-110. 
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activity of other divine covenants in the Eschaton, failing to 

discriminate between covenants that are related but distinct.36 

To be more specific, these models err in assuming that the 

following (non-discriminatory) elements will capture NC 

passages only: the presence of the label covenant or everlasting 

covenant or covenant of peace, the description of the physical 

regathering of national Israel, the description of the physical 

restoration of national Israel, the description of a redeeming 

Messiah, and the uninterrupted permanence of the benefits 

(with an absence of conditions). In contrast, the proposed model 

offers five of eleven NC elements that both describe the NC and 

discriminate it from other covenants: the Spirit of YHWH as 

agent, the internal and spiritual transformation of the 

recipients, the label new covenant, the replacing of the Mosaic 

covenant, and the final forgiveness of sin. The veracity of these 

elements as discriminatory can be seen in the fact that when 

employed by any of the prior models, these elements did not 

capture any covenants other than the NC, even though the 

models overlook the issue of description versus discrimination. 

 

A SIGNIFICANT 

 OUTCOME FROM THE PROPOSED MODEL 

 

 As indicated above, the proposed model finds the 

involvement of a messianic redeemer to be one of six secondary 

elements of the NC that is irregularly mentioned in NC passages 

in the OT. Reference to a messianic redeemer appears in two 

primary NC passages per the model (Isa 59:15b–21 and Ezek 

37:21–28), and two secondary NC passages, the first two 

Servant Songs (Isa 42:1–7 and 49:1–13). In the same way that 

the proposed model identifies a cluster of primary NC passages 

and a cluster of primary NC elements in the OT, the model could 

identify a cluster of primary messianic passages and a cluster of 

primary messianic elements in the OT. As one can show with a 

Venn diagram (see below), the cluster of primary NC passages 

                                                 
36 See specific comments in this regard within the evaluations 

above of the models of Kaiser, Compton, Pettegrew, Buis, and Thorsell. 
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and the cluster of primary messianic passages in the OT overlap 

because at least four of the NC passages as listed above 

reference both the NC and a messianic redeemer. In addition, 

the proposed model could be used to reveal whether the NC is a 

secondary or primary element of the messianic passages in the 

OT since, as indicated in the figure below, four of the NC 

passages are also messianic passages. 

 

Figure: Overlap of New Covenant and Messianic Passages 

    in the Old Testament 
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This it accomplishes by making conclusions from data 

preliminary and by using them as a tool for verifying and 

reassessing the appropriateness of the data points that have 

been accepted and that have been rejected. The model purports 

that its conclusions regarding the NC passages and elements are 

subjective but not problematic as long as the cycle of re-

verifying particulars and adjusting conclusions (in this case, 

reducing or expanding the preliminary collection of NC passages 

and elements) is allowed to continue. 

The model purports that this process of adduction surfaces a 

cluster of passages that significantly overlap and reinforce one 

another. Specifically, there are six primary elements and eleven 

primary passages regarding the NC in the OT. The degree of 

clustering of the data is notable: there are no fewer than five 

primary passages per primary element, and no fewer than four 

primary elements per primary passage. It is also notable that 

the model does not support the existence of a “primary” NC 

text—it surfaces no one passage that references all of the key 

elements of the NC in the OT.  

The model also identifies four secondary NC elements and 

eight secondary NC passages. The former have in common that 

while they are irregularly mentioned in the OT relative to the 

primary NC elements, they are all mentioned at least once by the 

eleven primary passages. The latter have in common that they 

mention more than one and less than four of the primary NC 

elements. The model acknowledges that the demarcations 

between primary and secondary NC elements and passages are 

arbitrary tools for describing the real, graduated clustering of 

NC elements and passages in terms of content overlap. 

Second to the importance of using the adductive method for 

the model is making the distinction between NC elements that 

are only descriptive and elements that both describe the NC and 

discriminate between the NC and other covenantal activity 

described in eschatological OT passages. The failure to 

recognize that some elements of the NC may not be unique to 

the NC and may in fact lead the NC student to passages 

describing not the NC but eschatological, covenantal activity 

more generally, has been endemic in earlier models. This model 

offers the following NC elements as “discriminating,” that is, 
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unique to the NC relative to other OT covenants active in the 

Eschaton: the Spirit of YHWH as agent, the internal and spiritual 

transformation of the recipients, the label new covenant, the 

replacing of the Mosaic covenant, and the final forgiveness of 

sin.  

For the sake of comparison, the table below lists the NC 

elements and passages in the OT as reflected by four of the 

models discussed. They were selected based on space 

limitations and on the uniqueness of their approach. 

 

Table:  New Covenant Elements According to Kaiser,  

  Buis, Master, Fredrickson 

 

Walter 

Kaiser 
Pierre Buis John Master David Fredrickson 

A covenant 

or my 

covenant 

which is 

placed in 

that day 

(Isa 42:6; 

49:8, 59:21; 

Hos 2:18–

20) 

  The enactment of a 

future divine covenant 

with national Israel 

that is not verbally 

linked to Abraham or 

David (Isa 59:15b–21; 

Jer 31:27–40, 32:36–

44; Ezek 16:53–63, 

37:21–28) 

  The Spirit of 

YHWH as 

agent (Ezek 

36:22–38) 

*The Spirit of YHWH as 

agent (Isa 32:9–20, 

59:15b–21; Ezek 

36:22–38, 39:25–29; 

Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 

12:6–14) 
A new heart 

or new 

spirit (Jer 

32:39 

[LXX]; Ezek 

11:19, 
18:31; 

The people’s 

internal 

renovation (Jer 

31:31–36, 

32:37–41; 

Ezek 34:25–31, 

36:22–25, 

A unilateral 

divine 

change in 

recipients 

causing 

complete 

obedience 

*The internal, spiritual 

transformation of the 

recipients (Deut 30:1–

6; Isa 32:9–20, 

59:15b–21; Jer 31:27–

40, 32:36–44; Ezek 

16:53–63, 36:22–38, 
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Walter 

Kaiser 
Pierre Buis John Master David Fredrickson 

36:26) 
 

37:21–28; Zech 

7:7–8:17; Bar 

2:25–31) 

(Jer 31:31–

33) 
37:21–28, 39:25–29; 

Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 

12:6–14) 
The 

everlasting 

covenant 

(Isa 24:5, 

55:3, 61:8; 

Jer 32:40, 

50:5; Ezek 

16:60, 

37:26) 

The 

declaration of 

a final 

covenant (Deut 

30:1–10; Jer 

24:5–7, 31:31–

36, 32:37–41; 

Ezek 34:25–31, 

36:22–25, 

37:21–28; Zech 

7:7–8:17; Bar 

2:25–31) 

 The uninterrupted 

permanence of 

benefits (with an 

absence of conditions)  
(Isa 59:15b–21; Jer 

31:27–40, 32:36–44; 

Ezek 16:53–63, 36:22–

38, 37:21–28, 39:25–

29) 

The 

“definition” of 

the covenant 

(Deut 30:1–10; 

Jer 32:37–41; 

Ezek 16:53–65, 

37:21–28; Bar 

2:25–31) 

 The gathering 

and return of 

the people (Jer 

31:31–36, 

32:37–41; 

Ezek 34:25–31, 

36:22–25, 

37:21–28; Zech 

7:7–8:17; Bar 

2:25–31) 

 The physical 

regathering of Israel 

(Deut 30:1–6; Jer 

32:36–44; Ezek 16:53–

63, 36:22–38, 37:21–

28, 39:25–29; Joel 

2:28–3:8; Zech 12:6–

14) 

The 

covenant of 

peace (Isa 

Covenant 

blessings (Jer 

24:5–7; 31:31–

 The physical (civic, 

agricultural, economic, 

military) restoration of 
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Walter 

Kaiser 
Pierre Buis John Master David Fredrickson 

54:10; Ezek 

34:25, 

37:26) 

36; 32:37–41; 

Ezek 16:53–65, 

34:25–31, 

36:22–25, 

37:21–28; Zech 

7:7–8:17; Bar 

2:25–31) 

national Israel (Deut 

30:1–6; Isa 32:9–20; 

Jer 31:27–40, 32:36–

44, Ezek 36:22–38, 

37:21–28, 39:25–29; 

Joel 2:28–3:8; Zech 

12:6–14) 
The new 

covenant 

(Jer 31:31) 

 The name 

new 

covenant (Jer 

31:31) 

Secondary: *the label 

new covenant (Jer 

31:27–40) 

  The 

replacing of 

the Mosaic 

covenant 

(Jer 31:31–

34) 

Secondary: *the 

replacing of the Mosaic 

covenant (Jer 31:27–

40) 

   Secondary: the 

involvement of a 

Messianic redeemer 

(Isa 42:1–7, 49:1–13, 

59:15b–21; Ezek 

37:21–28) 
*Elements which effectively distinguish 

the NC from other eschatological 

covenants 

Secondary: *the final 

forgiveness of sin 

(Ezek 16:53–63, 

36:22–38, 37:21–28) 
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College of Biblical Studies, Houston, Texas 
 

Traditional dispensationalists consider prophecy to be the 

key to determining how literal one’s hermeneutic is. 

Amillennialists and dispensationalists have both often argued 

that they possess a literal interpretation of the Bible. The source 

of disagreement, however, has consistently revolved around 

prophecy. Stallard summarizes the dispensational approach as 

follows: “An interpreter can not pick and choose what he wants 

to be literal and what is figurative when there is no evidence of a 

figure of speech or extended metaphor.… To do so is 

inconsistency at its best. One of the reasons that 

dispensationalists focus on prophecy is that its interpretation 
almost becomes a barometer by which one’s overall approach to 

the text can be stabilized.”2 Thus, in a dispensational hermen-  

eutic, prophecy should not be interpreted metaphorically unless 

the text clearly indicates so. Ryrie writes regarding the role of 

literal hermeneutics in prophetic interpretation, “The hermen-

eutical principle is basic to the entire dispensational system 

including its eschatology.… Dispensationalism is the only system 

that practices the literal principle consistently. Other systems 

practice literalism but not in every area of theology or on all 

                                                 
1 Portions of this article are taken from Joseph Parle, “Implicit 

Conditionality and Polysemantic Wordplay in Jonah 3:4” (Ph.D. 

Dissertation, Baptist Bible Seminary, May 2009), 1–291. 

 
2 Mike Stallard, “Why are Dispensationalists so Interested in 

Prophecy?” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the 

Conservative Theological Society, Fort Worth, TX, August 2005), 4. 
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parts of the Bible.…Consistent literalism is at the heart of 

dispensational theology.”3 

Recently, some both inside and outside the dispensational 

camp have questioned this assumption regarding prophecy. Due 

to space limitations, this article will focus on two individuals 

who identify themselves as dispensationalists but argue that 

prophecy is often implicitly conditional: D. Brent Sandy and 

Robert Chisholm Jr. This article will discuss their assertions, 

evaluate them, and propose an alternative methodology for 

identifying implicitly conditional prophecies.  

D. BRENT SANDY 

One representative of the functional view of prophecy is D. 

Brent Sandy. While discussing the conditional nature of 

prophecy Sandy writes, “Unfortunately it is not always clear 

even in retrospect what parts of the covenant were 

unconditional, what parts were conditional, and what parts 

were hyperbolic. At least from the surface level of the text, God 

can appear to change his mind, but conditionality is not always 

stated.”4 Sandy raises the question of whether all prophecy may 

be considered conditional. Rather than answer the question he 

concludes, “Actually it [prophecy] would be less of a problem if 

we could determine when promises of blessing were subject to 

being conditional, if we knew when prophecies were given in 

hyperbole, if we knew when to take the words at face value.”5  

Sandy’s belief in the metaphorical nature of prophecy affects 

how he views the fulfillment of prophecy. He considers 

prediction to be only one type of prophecy, and the most 

                                                 
3 Charles Caldwell Ryrie, Dispensationalism Today, 8th ed. 

(Chicago: Moody, 1973), 158. 

4 D. Brent Sandy, Plowshares & Pruning Hooks: Rethinking the 

Language of Biblical Prophecy and Apocalyptic (Downers Grove, IL: 

InterVarsity, 2002), 47. 

5    Ibid. 
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important function of a prophet was to enforce the covenant 

between God and the Israelites. He writes,  

 
If the primary point of prophecy is that God’s patience has a 

breaking point and his wrath has a beginning point, how much of 

prophecy is really predictive? Though the ferocity of God’s wrath 

is incomprehensible, the prophets sketched ways in which the 

teeth of his wrath would take savage bites out of the disobedient. 

Since the intent of the sketches was striking prosecution rather 

than interesting information, perhaps the lead in prophets’ pencils 

was too thick to spell out details about the future.
 
6 

 

While researching prophecy that has already been fulfilled, 

Sandy concludes,  

 
The already fulfilled prophecies demonstrate a pattern of 

translucence rather than transparency. The intent was apparently 

not to give specific information about the future. Rather than 

predict with precision, the prophets sought to prosecute with 

power. In some cases pronouncements were fulfilled explicitly. 

But even then it had not been possible to know before fulfillment 

what would be fulfilled transparently.7 

 

Sandy’s emphasis on the performative nature of language 

leads him to argue that the many of prophecies in the Bible are 

implicitly conditional. He believes statements in human 

language are often implicitly conditional, so one should not be 

surprised that God makes similar statements. Furthermore, he 

considers there to be tension between some of the covenantal 

promises and some of the prophets’ declarations of judgment.  

 

 
 

                                                 
6  Ibid., 133. 

7   Ibid., 146. 
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ROBERT B. CHISHOLM JR. 

 
Chisholm is a strong advocate of the view that prophetic 

language is functional and most prophecies are conditional. His 

view will be examined in this article as well. 

Chisholm’s View of Implicitly Conditional Prophecy 

 
In his article entitled “When Prophecy Appears to Fail, 

Check Your Hermeneutic,” Chisholm discusses the functional 

nature of implicitly conditional prophecy. In this category of 

language, Chisholm argues that God announces judgment in 

vivid, seemingly uncompromising language in order to evoke a 

response of repentance. The implications for prophecy 

according to Chisholm are as follows: 

 
The language is not simply informative, but motivational. When 

the intended response comes, God relents and does not bring the 

judgment. In other words the prophecy, rather than being a fixed 

decree of what the future holds, is really a conditional threat or 

warning. God mercifully shows the addressees what the future will 

look like if the situation addressed, which usually involves moral 

and ethical failure, does not change. This is how “foretelling” and 

“forthtelling,” traditionally thought to be the two primary 

functions of prophecy, are linked. The foretelling of a conditional 

future (consisting of announcements of judgment) supports 

forthtelling (consisting of accusations and calls for repentance) by 

motivating the addressees to change their ways and escape the 

threatened disaster...However, one must not think that once 

disaster was averted these prophecies were no longer relevant. 

Though these prophecies were contingent, they reflect God’s 

unchanging moral standards and demands.8 

 
According to Chisholm, God uses prophecy in order to 

motivate his audience to repentance so that he will not have to 

                                                 
8 Robert B. Chisholm Jr., “When Prophecy Appears to Fail, Check 

Your Hermeneutic,” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the 

Evangelical Theological Society, Atlanta, GA, 19 November 2003), 5. 
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act upon the prophecy that he gave. Chisholm ultimately 

concludes that prophecy is often implicitly conditional: “God 

sometimes makes unconditional pronouncements about the 

future, but often (usually?) his statements of intention are 

conditional. Sometimes conditions are explicitly stated (e.g., Isa. 

1:19–20), but more often they are unstated and implicit.”9  

Chisholm believes that his view will help interpreters avoid two 

extremes: the modern critical approach that discounts the 

supernatural revelatory nature of OT prophecy or the typical 

popular approach that places fulfillment of all OT prophecy in 

the eschaton.10 He agrees with Pratt that Jeremiah 18 is a 

foundational text for answering the question of whether most 

prophecy is implicitly conditional.11 

 
Evaluation 

 Time will not permit an extensive discussion on areas of 

agreement. I agree with Sandy and Chisholm on the following: 

 

(1) Implicitly conditional prophecies do exist in the Bible.  

(2) Some prophecies assume a background of conditionality as a 

result of their relationship with the conditional Mosaic 

covenant. 

(3) Consistent with Exodus 34:6–7 and Jeremiah 18:7–10, God is a 

compassionate God who relents regarding calamity for the 

repentant and does not leave the guilty unpunished.  

Chisholm and Sandy rightly conclude that there are 

implicitly conditional prophecies in the OT. Chisholm rightly 

acknowledges that the timing of unconditional decrees may be 

conditional.  

                                                 
9 Robert B. Chisholm Jr., “Can God Be Trusted? Problems with 

Prophecy,” (paper presented at the Far West Regional meeting of the 

Evangelical Theological Society, April 2007), 3. 

10  Chisholm, “When Prophecy Appears to Fail," 1. 

11 
  
Ibid., 4. 
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While I do not completely agree with all of Chisholm’s 

assertions, one of his statements seems to make a great deal of 

sense, “While prophecy may be contingent, God’s standards 

pertaining to covenantal loyalty and justice remain firm.”12 In 

this regard, Chisholm makes a strong argument. Rather than 

appealing to the functional nature of prophetic language, one 

might identify some aspect of contingency in prophecy based on 

the nature of the covenants. Even the unconditional covenants 

of the OT had inherent stipulations on which generations would 

enjoy the benefits of the covenant. The fulfillment of these 

covenants would occur in kind and extent but the enjoyment of 

the covenant blessing or experience of covenant curses was 

contingent on covenant loyalty by the one who entered into the 

covenant. 

Areas of Disagreement 

There are some significant areas of disagreement with 

Sandy and Chisholm that require elaboration. The primary areas 

of disagreement are (1) the method by which they determine 

that most prophecies are implicitly conditional and (2) their 

misuse of the term implicit.  

This evaluation will focus on these two issues.  

Their Normalizing Principle 

Of particular concern is the process by which Sandy and 

Chisholm come to their conclusions. They argue that prophecy is 

usually conditional based on certain narrative texts. The 

passages they rely on for their conclusion seem to be at odds 

with more prescriptive, earlier, and foundational texts in the OT 

on prophecy.13
 

Thus, this review of Sandy and Chisholm’s 

                                                 
12  Ibid., 5.  

13 Space does not permit a detailed assessment of the narrative 

texts they cite, but for a more comprehensive assessment of some of 
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methodology will raise questions about how they determine 

that prophecy is usually conditional.  

While Sandy and Chisholm emphasize the importance of 

Jeremiah 18, a Jewish audience would likely have greater 

familiarity with Deuteronomy 18, which set the norms for the 

true prophet, instead of Jeremiah 18. Chisholm says regarding 

Deuteronomy 18: 

In Deuteronomy 18:21–22 Moses gives a criterion by which the 

people can determine whether or not a prophet has truly spoken 

the word of the Lord. The test seems to be quite simple: If a 

prophetic word does not come to pass, then one can safely assume 

that it was not from the Lord. One may assume that the opposite is 

true (if the word does come to pass, it is from the Lord), though 

other texts suggest this may not necessarily be the case (see Deut. 

13:1–3). At any rate, this criterion would seem to leave no room 

for contingency in prophecy. After all, if a contingent prophecy 

spoken in seemingly unconditional terms did not come to pass, the 

prophet, though called by the Lord and commissioned to preach 

the message, could be labeled an imposter. Yet the evidence for 

contingent prophecy seems incontrovertible (see the texts 

discussed earlier—Jer. 18; Jon. 3–4; Mic.3:12/Jer. 26:17–19—as 

well as many others, including 1 Sam. 2:30 and Isa. 38). So how 

does one resolve the problem? Can the criterion of Deuteronomy 

18:21–22 be harmonized with texts demonstrating that genuine 

prophecy is often contingent?  

One could argue that Deuteronomy 18:21–22 simply reflects a 

different view on the subject, one that makes no allowance for 

contingency. But evangelical biblical theologians naturally are 

prone to reject this explanation, given their view of the integrity of 

Scripture.  

The briefly stated test of Deuteronomy 18:21–22 must be 

qualified in light of common sense and the totality of biblical 

evidence. The test must apply to short-range prophecies, not 

prophecies of the distant future. Otherwise it would have been 

irrelevant to those who needed to know now, not later, if a 

prophet could be trusted. The biblical evidence supports this. In 

texts where the Deuteronomic test seems to be in the background, 

a true prophet is in conflict with false prophets. He puts his 

                                                                                                      
the narrative texts, please see Joseph Parle, “Polysemantic Wordplay 

and Implicit Conditionality in Jonah 3:4,” 78–83.  
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authority to the test by making a short-range prediction (1 Kings 

22:28; Jer. 28). In qualifying the Deuteronomic test, one must also 

make room for essential, as opposed to exact, fulfillment. Analysis 

of prophetic fulfillment in Kings shows that a prophecy could be 

understood as fulfilled even if some details were not realized 

exactly (for example, compare 1 Kings 21:19 with 22:38).14    

 

 I have several disagreements with this argument regarding 

Deuteronomy 18. First, one must question why Chisholm 

chooses to submit the Deuteronomy 18 passage to a 

qualification in light of “common sense and the totality of 

Scripture.” With respect to common sense, one would imagine 

that Chisholm’s own application of Deuteronomy 18 would be 

extremely difficult for the original audience to apply. Would it 

not be possible for every prophet who had been accused of a 

false prophecy to state that there were unstated conditions in 

their prophecy in order to escape stoning? How would the 

original audience know when to stone a prophet? While 

Chisholm notes that Deuteronomy 18 might be a test to 

distinguish true from false prophets, many of the false prophets 

in the OT were disqualified by Deuteronomy 18:9–14 because 

they attempted to encourage the Israelites to follow false gods. 

The test of Deuteronomy 18:15–22 seems to apply to 

individuals who claim to be true prophets of Yahweh. The only 

possible test in that case is to test the 100% fulfillment of the 

words of their prophecy.  

Methodologically speaking, Deuteronomy 18 is prescriptive 

in nature, and it is directly related to testing of a prophet. Most 

of Chisholm’s examples are descriptive in nature and not as 

helpful for deriving prescriptive principles. Hence, one must 

question some of the methodological assumptions Chisholm 

relies on while making his claim. One would think that several of 

the passages Chisholm refers to should be interpreted in light of 

the earlier and foundational work of Deuteronomy rather than 

reinterpreting Deuteronomy 18 in light of later narrative 

writings with which the original audience of Deuteronomy 18 

would not be familiar. 

                                                 
14  Chisholm, “Can God Be Trusted?” 13. 
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Sandy and Chisholm’s arguments also do not emphasize the 

apologetic value of prophecy enough. God’s ability to make 

predictions and bring them to pass is one of his great attributes. 

Isaiah 46:9–11 in the NASB says: 

Remember the former things long past, For I am God, and there is 

no other; I am God, and there is no one like Me, Declaring the end 

from the beginning, And from ancient times things which have not 

been done, Saying, “My purpose will be established, And I will 

accomplish all My good pleasure”; Calling a bird of prey from the 

east, The man of My purpose from a far country. Truly I have 

spoken; truly I will bring it to pass. I have planned it, surely I will 

do it. 

 

This passage shows that God will bring everything that he has 

predicted to pass. He does this by his authority, and it is not 

conditioned on man’s response.  

 Once again, it is not clear why they see a few passages in 

narrative contexts as being sufficient to justify an argument that 

prophecy is often implicitly conditional. Clearly most of the 

prophecies about Christ were literally fulfilled, and we still 

await a literal fulfillment of any messianic prophecies that have 

yet to be fulfilled. This literal fulfillment has great apologetic 

value. Additionally, there are many NT and OT prophecies that 

have yet to literally be fulfilled. Thus, Peter encourages believers 

in 2 Peter 3:11–16 to look for “the coming of the day of God” and 

to believe in a promise of a “new heavens and a new earth, in 

which righteousness dwells.” He argues that this expectation 

will result in believers being “found by Him in peace, spotless 

and blameless.” However, if most prophecy is metaphorical and 

conditional, one will have a difficult time applying this 

command. If one cannot be certain of the fulfillment of prophecy 

until after it is fulfilled, how can anyone truly place hope in the 

fulfillment of the prophecy if it often has unstated conditions?  

This brief review of Chisholm and Sandy’s view of implicitly 

conditional prophecy indicates that the unstated conditions in 

prophecy may not be as frequent as Chisholm and Sandy assert. 

The few examples of allegedly unfulfilled prophecies do not in 

any way mitigate the large number of literally fulfilled 
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prophecies. Implicitly conditional prophecies must contain 

either textual warrant to demonstrate their conditionality or 

indicate that repentance may delay the timing of the prophetic 

fulfillment.  

The Use of the Term Implicit 

Sandy and Chisholm both argue that prophecy is often 

implicitly conditional. However, considering their methodology, 

they might be better served by using the words unstated and 

inferred. Truthfully, they are actually inferring that prophecy is 

conditional based on examples of fulfilled and unfulfilled 

prophecy rather than textually proving that the divine or human 

author’s intent was to make the prophecy implicitly conditional. 

Implicature is something that an author or speaker intends. 

Inference is something that the reader or audience deduces 

from what the speaker or author says. Chisholm and Sandy’s 

view of prophecy would be better categorized as an inferred 

conditionality of the prophecy rather than an implicit one. In 

order for something to be implicit, the original author must have 

intended for it to be implicit. The best way to identify implicit 

conditionality is from textual and contextual indicators. Sandy 

and Chisholm reverse this process by assuming that because the 

fulfillment was not as originally stated by the author that the 

prophecy must have been implicitly conditional.  

The implications of this distinction are important for this 

discussion. Bach states the reason as follows: 

Why is the difference important? One obvious reason is that the 

audience can take the speaker to be implicating something when 

in fact he isn’t…. Equally obviously, a speaker can implicate 

something even if the audience doesn’t make the intended 

inference. Of course, this will be a case of not successfully 

conveying the implicature but that doesn’t mean that the speaker 

didn’t implicate anything, just as a speaker can hint at something 

without the audience getting the hint.15  

                                                 
15 Kent Bach, “The Top 10 Misconceptions About Implicature,” in 

Drawing the Boundaries of Meaning: Neo-Gricean Studies in Pragmatics 

and Semantics in Honor of Laurence R. Horn, ed. Betty J. Birner and 
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Hence, in order to categorize prophecy as often being implicitly 

conditional, Sandy and Chisholm must demonstrate that the 

human and divine authors originally intended for them to be so. 

The only way to do so is to exegetically demonstrate implicit 

conditionality from the textual and contextual evidence of the 

prophecy itself.  

Contextual Indicators of Implicit Conditionality 

I affirm that implicitly conditional prophecy exists. The 

major challenge is detecting implicitly conditional prophecy. 

This article will demonstrate how to interpret prophecy and 

how to detect implicit conditionals in prophecy.  

Prior to discussing implicitly conditional prophecy, one 

must establish the rules for prophecy in general. Walvoord’s 

article “Interpreting Prophecy Today Part 1: Basic 

Considerations in Interpreting Prophecy” gives sound principles 

for interpreting prophecy:  (1) Words are to be understood in 

their normal, natural sense unless there is firm evidence in the 

context that the word is used in some other sense. (2) Each 

statement of Scripture should be interpreted in its context. (3) A 

text of Scripture must always be seen in its historical and 

cultural contexts, and the intended meaning of the author is 

important. (4) Scripture should be interpreted in the light of 

grammatical considerations including such important matters 

as tense and emphasis. (5) If the language of Scripture is 

figurative, as is sometimes the case, this should be clearly 

established by the context itself and not by a priori 

considerations.16
 
Walvoord rightly says that the interpreter of 

prophecy should prefer the natural sense unless there is firm 

evidence to the contrary. He also argues that the context alone, 

and not a priori considerations, determines whether the 

                                                                                                      
Gregory Ward (Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing, 2006), 23. 

Emphasis in the original.  

16 John F. Walvoord, “Interpreting Prophecy Today Part 1: Basic 

Considerations in Interpreting Prophecy,” BSac 139, no. 553 (January 

1982): 7–8. 
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language is figurative. However, he rightly notes that literal 

interpretation takes figures of speech into account. Since double 

entendre is a figure of speech, as per Walvoord’s important 

admonition, the interpreter does not violate the principle of 

literal interpretation by taking this contextually indicated figure 

of speech into account. 

Walvoord’s rules should apply to detecting implicitly 

conditional prophecy. The interpreter of prophecy must 

prioritize the historical grammatical method and the author’s 

original intent. The interpreter should identify conditions 

through contextual indicators.  

Implicitly conditional prophecy is a little more difficult to 

identify because the implicit aspects are not explicit in the text. 

Implicit conditions must be determined by recognizing the 

author’s originally intended implicatures from the words, tone, 

shared cultural values, and the context of the statements. In 

order to help identify implicature, this work will rely on the 

research of Paul Grice, a recognized scholar on implicature.   

In Studies of the Way of Words Grice describes the 

relationship between assertion, implication, and meaning. Grice 

bases his analysis on implicature on what he calls the 

cooperative principle. According to Grice, the cooperative 

principle governs what participants in a conversation are 

expected to observe. This cooperative principle follows four 

categories of maxims: quantity, quality, relation, and manner. 

These categories reflect the normal rules that govern regular 

conversations. For instance, under quantity of information 

provided, Grice suggests that participants should make their 

conversation “as informative as is required (for the current 

purposes of the exchange),” but they should not make “their 

conversation more informative than is required.”17 The second 

category of quality focuses on truth. Generally participants in a 

conversation should not say what they believe to be false or do 

not have enough evidence to prove.18 Relevance deals with the 

                                                 
17 Paul Grice, Studies in the Way of Words, Paperback ed. 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1991), 26. 

18  Ibid., 27. 
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participants’ contributions being appropriate to the immediate 

needs at each stage of the conversation.19 The fourth category of 

manner regards avoiding obscurity of expression, ambiguity, 

and brevity and orderliness of communication.20 These maxims 

of communication govern most communication and are 

typically assumed by the participants. 

According to Grice, what makes a conversational implicature 

unique is the speaker usually intends to violate one of the 

maxims of conversation. The speaker may intentionally violate a 

maxim in order to mislead, to opt out of performing a maxim 

(Grice gives the example of someone saying “I cannot say more; 

my lips are sealed” here), avoid a clash of two maxims (e.g., if 

the speaker provides enough quantity of information to be 

appropriately understood he or she may violate the quality 

principle if he or she does not have enough information to make 

the statement), or to flout a maxim by exploiting it.21 As a result, 

implicature typically requires a voluntary decision on the part of 

the speaker to not provide as much, as accurate, as relevant, or 

as clear communication as possible in order to avoid violating a 

specific principle of speech or for ironic purposes. A rational 

agent normally intends to speak as clearly as possible unless 

there is a reason why one cannot speak clearly. For example, if a 

person’s wife is trying to help her husband stick to his diet and 

she asks, “Did you eat anything sweet today?”, he might respond 

“Nothing as sweet as you honey” in order to avoid having to 

answer the question directly (and provide too much 

information) while also trying to avoid lying to his wife. Grice 

asserts that in order to understand a conversational implicature 

the interpreter will often need to know the following:  

(1) the conventional meaning of the words used, together with 

the identity of any references that may be involved; (2) the 

                                                 

19
 
 Ibid., 28. 

20  Ibid., 27. 

21  Ibid., 30–31. 
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Cooperative Principle and its maxims; (3) the context, linguistic or 

otherwise, of the utterance; (4) other items of background 

knowledge; and (5) the fact (or supposed fact) that all relevant 

items falling under the previous headings are available to both 

participants and both participants know or assume this to be the 

case.22 

 

Even though Grice’s principles do not directly address biblical 

interpretation, one should not be surprised that numbers 1, 3, 

and 4 of Grice’s methodology correspond nicely with 

Walvoord’s five principles for interpreting prophecy.  

 One significant aspect of Grice’s research is his way of 

connecting implicature with the author’s intended meaning. 

Grice distinguishes between “standard meaning” and 

“occasional meaning.” Grice labels the standard meaning as the 

general meaning of a sign. One might understand this meaning 

by simply knowing what the words actually mean in their 

traditional definitions. However, Grice defines the occasional 

meaning as “what the sentence or expression means on this 

occasion in this speaker’s mouth.”23 In Grice’s view, the meaning 

of a sign “needs to be explained in terms of what users of the 

sign do (or should) mean by it on a particular occasions.”24 Grice 

accurately acknowledges that words can have varied meanings 

in expressions. This is true of implicature in which the standard 

meaning often does not give the whole picture of what the 

author is trying to communicate. The obscurity of some 

implicatures may cause the hearer to make conclusions that 

were not intended by the author or speaker. Consequently, the 

ultimate arbiter of what was actually implied must be the 

speaker or author. This is one reason why it is common to 

clarify implicatures by asking the speaker, “Are you implying…?” 

or “What are you implying by that?”  

                                                 
22  Ibid., 31. 

23  Grice, Studies in the Way of Words, 352. Emphasis in the 

original. 

24  Ibid., 217. 
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As previously mentioned, an author or speaker intends 

implicature. The reader or audience usually deduces an 

inference from what the speaker or author says. Sometimes the 

reader or audience rightly infers the implicature the speaker is 

expressing. Other times, the audience may infer more or less 

than what the author or speaker is implying.  

Specific Examples of Implicit Conditionality 

At this point, I will discuss two specific prophetic texts in 

order to determine if they contain an implicit condition. I will 

analyze these examples by using Walvoord’s method of 

interpreting prophecy as well as Grice’s emphasis on the 

cooperative principle and the author’s intention. Exodus 32:10 

serves as an implicitly conditional example. The example of a 

prophecy that was not implicitly conditional is from 2 Samuel 

12:14. 

Exodus 32:10  

Exodus 32:10 is a controversial passage in the debate 

among advocates of the open view of God and conservative 

evangelical scholars.25
 
The primary question is whether Moses’ 

intersession changed God’s planned course of action.  

If one applies Walvoord’s methodology of interpreting the 

passage literally within its context, there are strong indicators of 

implicit conditionality. Walvoord suggests that “words are to be 

understood in their normal, natural sense unless there is firm 

evidence in the context that the word is used in some other 

sense” and “Scripture should be interpreted in the light of 

                                                 
25 See, for example, the use of the passage by an advocate of the 

open view of God position in John Sanders, The God Who Risks: A 

Theology of Providence (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1998), 66. 

Also see Richard Rice, “Biblical Support for a New Perspective,” in The 

Openness of God: A Biblical Challenge to the Traditional Understanding 

of God (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1994), 27–29. 
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grammatical considerations including such important matters 

as tense and emphasis.”26  

There is significant evidence of the author’s intention of 

implicit conditionality in the passage. For instance, Exodus 

32:10 begins with an imperative and cohortative that are 

connected by a simple vav which “are greatly used to express 

design or purpose; or, according to our way of thought, 

sometimes effect.”27 As others have argued, the command by 

God to be left alone is likely an ironic invitation for Moses to 

intercede on behalf of the nation. Stuart writes, 

For God to announce to a prophet (Moses being the paradigm for 

all future prophets) his intention to do something as a way of 

inviting intercession has many parallels, the most famous perhaps 

being those of Amos 7:1–6, where God showed Amos things he 

was planning to do by way of judgment upon Israel and then, in 

response to Amos’ intercession, relented. In that context he was 

clearly inviting Amos to intercede so that he (God) might relent. A 

similarly prominent example is found in Jonah’s required 

announcement that Nineveh would be destroyed in “forty days” 

(Jonah 3:4), a message Jonah reluctantly gave because he knew 

that it represented an invitation to repent and not an irreversible 

condemnation.28 

 
As Stuart argues, God’s invitation to Moses to intercede shows 

that he did not intend an irreversible condemnation. If God 

planned on destroying them, one must wonder why he would 

not have simply destroyed them without stating His intentions. 

This event serves as a test to determine if Moses will put the 

needs of his people above his own self-interest. Hence, Exodus 

32:10 would probably fall under Grice’s category of quantity of 

                                                 

26    Walvoord, “Interpreting Prophecy Today," 7. 

27 A. B. Davidson, Introductory Hebrew Grammar Hebrew Syntax, 

3rd ed. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1902), 90. Emphasis in the original.  

28 Douglas K. Stuart, Exodus, NAC 2 (Nashville: Broadman & 

Holman, 2006), 670. 
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information rather than quality or truthfulness of the 

information.  

Furthermore, the Hebrew word ֑ם  is (”may destroy“) וַאֲכַלֵּ

likely cohortative in meaning although there is no unique form 

for the cohortative. The cohortative can express a contingent 

condition.29
 

Here, the cohortative following the imperative 

indicates purpose.30 God asks Moses to leave God alone so God 

may destroy rebellious Israel. One may infer from this dialogue 

that if Moses does not leave God alone, God may not destroy 

them. This may be why several English translations translate 

this word as “may destroy them” or “may consume them” (cf. 

ESV, KJV, NASB, NIV, et al.).  

Additionally, as Walvoord has noted, context is key to 

interpretation of prophecy. He says, “Each statement of 

Scripture should be interpreted in its context” and “a text of 
Scripture must always be seen in its historical and cultural 

contexts, and the intended meaning of the author is 

important.”31 Thus, the context of the book is important for 

identifying implicit conditions. Jonathan Master has effectively 

demonstrated implicit conditionality of Exodus 32 through 

various textual indicators which include the overall argument of 

the book.32  He does this by showing God’s sovereign calling of 

Moses, his pattern of dialogue with Moses in which he reveals 

his character, and his willingness to sovereignly keep his 

                                                 

29 Friedrich Wilhelm Gesenius, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 2nd 

English ed., ed. E. Kautzsch and Sir Arthur Ernest Cowley (London: 

Oxford UP, 1909), 320.  

30 For more information see Bruce K. Waltke and Michael Patrick 

O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: 

Eisenbrauns, 1990), 577.  

31   Walvoord, “Interpreting Prophecy Today," 7. 

32 Jonathan Master, “Exodus 32 as an Argument for Traditional 

Theism,” JETS 45, no. 4 (2002): 585–98.  
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promises to Moses and Israel despite their disobedience. Master 

writes, 

Finally, a biblical theology of Moses’ dialogue with God establishes 

what the context of Exodus and the language of Exodus 32 have 

already made plain: God’s words to Moses were not to be viewed 

as unchanging promises, but rather as expressions of divine 

displeasure and righteous anger. Moses was invited to dialogue; 

he was expected to remember the revelation of God in the past; he 

was responsible to remember God’s promises to the nation. 

Therefore, although Exodus 32 does raise difficult questions about 

the nature of forgiveness and the expression of divine grace, it 

does not promote a theology which sees God as responding to the 

whims of man, being won over by a good argument, or surprised 

by something which had not yet entered his mind. Rather, the 

picture is of a God who is justifiably angry. It is of a God who 

forgives, remembering his unwavering promises and responding 

in accord with his unchanging perfection.33 

 

Master’s holistic approach is important for setting an 

understanding of context for identifying implicit conditions in 

prophecy. One must not only explore the immediate lexical 

context but also the message and purpose of the book as a 

whole.  

Another key textual indicator for implicit conditionality is 

the covenantal basis of the prophecy. Consistent with Walvoord 

and Grice’s methodology, one must properly identify the 

original author’s intended meaning of the prophecy in order to 

find implicit conditions. One must also understand the 

antecedent covenantal theology that the author may be 

assuming in his prophetic assertions. As Master notes, God’s 

promise to Moses to be made a great nation contains similarities 

to God’s promise to Abraham in Genesis 12:2. This provides a 

strong hint for God’s preferred basis for intercessory appeal: the 

Abrahamic covenant.34 In fact, in Exodus 6:8, Yahweh 

                                                 

33  Ibid., 598. 

34  Ibid., 593. 
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communicates his promise of the land to Abraham and he puts 

his name on it, “I will bring you to the land which I swore to give 

to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and I will give it to you for a 

possession; I am the LORD.”35 The whole basis for the 

compassion of God and subsequent deliverance of the Israelites 

was the Abrahamic covenant (Exod 2:24, 6:4–8 and 33:1). In 

fact, it is on this same basis that Moses himself appeals to 

Yahweh in Exodus 32:13. Moses urges God to remember (זְכֹ֡ר) 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and the promise of the land to their 

offspring. The unconditional nature of the Abrahamic covenant 

as well as the focus on deliverance of the Israelite people as a 

result of the Abrahamic covenant lends further credibility to the 

implicit conditionality of Exodus 32:10.36  

Finally, Master appeals to other passages in the Bible that 

discuss this event. In particular, he disputes the argument that 

Yahweh responded to Moses’ intercession as a result of his care 

and friendship with him. As Master notes, this reason is never 

given in the Bible. Instead, God acts on the basis of his 

covenantal promise and repentance. Master appeals to 

Deuteronomy 9 to defend this assertion. Master rightly notes 

that the basis for their entrance into the land is due to God’s 

promise to Abraham. Master also states that God did not destroy 

them completely because of the acts of repentance that Moses 

demonstrated in his appeal to God (Deuteronomy 9:16–21).37 

                                                 

35  Ibid., 587. 

36 In response to the argument that God could have still fulfilled 

the Abrahamic covenant through the descendents of Moses, Barrick 

rightly refers to the promises to all of the tribes of Israel in Genesis 49. 

If God rebuilt the nation through Abraham, only the Levites would 

benefit from the promises of Genesis 49. For more information see 

William D. Barrick, “The Openness of God:  Does Prayer Change God?” 

MSJ 12, no. 2 (2001): 159.  

37 It is important to note that God did in fact punish some of the 

Israelites for their sin (see Exod 32:34–35). This indicates that some 

level of repentance was likely required for deliverance from judgment.  
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Thus, the lexical context, the argument of Exodus, and the 

biblical theology all point to implicit conditionality of Exodus 

32:10. Consequently, this analysis (based on the work of 

Master) demonstrates the implicit conditionality of Exodus 

32:10 based on the lexical context, the immediate context, the 

literary context of the argument and message of the book as well 

as other biblical examples. 

2 Samuel 12:14  

Exodus 32:10 was an example of a textually indicated 

implicitly conditional prophecy. Second Samuel 12:14 serves as 

an example of a prophecy that was not implicitly conditional. 

The same method used to identify textually indicated conditions 

in Exodus 32:10 will eliminate the probability of implicit 

conditionality in 2 Samuel 12:14. 

First, following Walvoord’s method, one must begin by 

evaluating this prophecy at the lexical level. In response to 

David’s repentance in 2 Samuel 12:13, Nathan prophesies 

deliverance from death for David, despite the fact that David 

should die as a murderer (cf. Gen 9:6, Exod 21:14, Lev 24:17, 

Num 35:31, et al.) and an adulterer (cf. Lev 20:10). Since this 

was a defiant sin (Num 15:30–31), the appropriate punishment 

was death. As a result, Yahweh’s forgiveness of David under the 

circumstances is remarkable and gracious. 

However, there is a key textual indicator that he will 

experience consequences. Verse fourteen begins with the 

contrastive word אֶ֗פֶס. This word typically means extremity or 

end but in this context, it probably functions as a limiting word 

meaning nevertheless.38
 

Omanson and Ellington make the 

following statement regarding the extent of contrast implied by 

the use of the word אֶ֗פֶס, “The transition word here is unusual 

but clearly introduces something that is contrary to expectation. 

In spite of the fact that David is promised that he will not die 

because of his sin with Bathsheba, their child will be taken from 

                                                 
38 Ludwig Köhler et al., The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 

Testament, 2 vols. (Boston: Brill, 2001), 1:79. 
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them. A rather strong contrastive conjunction will probably be 

required in the receptor language.”39 The strong contrast 

indicates that God does not intend to show more grace in this 

prophecy.  

In addition, 2 Samuel 12:10 contains two strong statements 

that match the severity of the sin with the severity of the 

punishment. Nathan states that because David’s deed revealed 

utter scorn (ָּ֙נִאְַ֙צת       then David’s son will surely die ,(נִֵא֤ץ

 The Hebrew repeats the term for scorn and death .(מֹ֥ות יָמֽוּת)

twice together for emphasis.40 The certainty of the death of the 

child is stated in the strongest terms of certainty.  

The larger context of the prophecy also points to the lack of 

implicit conditionality in the prophecy. The prophecy is 

attributed to Yahweh in no uncertain terms ( ׀ אַָמ֣ר יְהוָ֗הכֹּ֣ה ). 
Whereas Exodus 32:10 utilizes the imperative plus cohortative 

strings to emphasize conditionality, this prophecy is given in far 

more certain terms. David is told in no uncertain terms that the 

sword will never depart from his house (2 Sam 12:10) and that 

another man will lie with David’s wives in daylight (2 Sam 

12:12). 

Furthermore, the context of David’s reaction to the parable 

points to the lack of conditionality of the prophecy. David states 

that as the Lord lives (ַחי־יְהוָ֕ה), the person responsible must 

pay back fourfold (cf. Exod 22:1). In effect, David lost four of his 

sons: his first son from Bathsheba, Amnon, Absalom, and 

Adonijah. His fate was secured by his own judgment.  

The purpose of 1 and 2 Samuel is “to trace the move of the 

nation from a theocratic judgeship to a theocratic monarchy.”41  

                                                 
39 Roger L. Omanson and John Ellington, A Handbook on Second 

Book of Samuel, UBS Handbook Series (New York: United Bible 

Societies, 2001), 849. 

40  Ibid., 848–49.  

41 Israel Loken, The Old Testament Historical Books: An 

Introduction (Longwood, FL: Xulon P, 2008), 123. 
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As Loken notes, the book consistently contrasts the superiority 

of David as Yahweh’s choice for king over Saul. It also 

emphasizes the role of the prophets in David’s life. This 

situation emphasizes both. David is superior to Saul because he 

repents upon hearing of his disobedience from the prophet 

Nathan. However, he experiences the consequences of Yahweh’s 

discipline even though his life is spared.  

Other portrayals in the Bible also point to the lack of implicit 

conditionality. In Psalm 51:4, David acknowledges the justness 

of God’s judgments when he says, “You are justified when You 

speak and blameless when You judge.” David never complains 

about God’s refusal to spare this son. The rest of the Nathan’s 

prophecy regarding the sword never departing from David’s 

house and his secret acts occurring publicly against him are 

reported in other books in the Bible. Every aspect of this 

prophecy is literally fulfilled. 

There is also no strong covenantal basis for an implicitly 

conditional prophecy in 1 Samuel 12:14. Prior to the birth of 

this unnamed son, David already had at least six sons who could 

have become king (1 Chron 3:1–4). At some point, David 

received the revelation that he would have a son named 

Solomon who would build the Lord’s temple and reign over the 

Davidic kingdom (1 Chron 22:9–11). The fact that Solomon was 

not born yet is one strong explanation for why Yahweh spared 

David and not the child. If David happened to know that 

Solomon would be the king at this point he probably would not 

have assumed that this child born to Bathsheba must be 

preserved by God in order to build the temple.42 

All David could rely on at this point was the merciful 

character of God. He hopes against all hope that Yahweh would 

be gracious (חָנַן) to him and spare his son. Of course, as 2 

                                                 
42 It is difficult to ascertain whether the first child born to 

Bathsheba is the Shimea who is mentioned in 1 Chronicles 3:5. Shimea 

is never mentioned as having descendents so he might be this son. Of 

course, if David had not received the revelation that Solomon would 

build the temple, he might have assumed that this child could 

potentially fulfill 2 Samuel 7 and might have hoped God would spare 

him for that reason.  
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Samuel 12:5–6 indicates, David himself lacked compassion 

 and essentially judged himself. Thus, it seems unlikely in (חָמַל)

the context that he would receive such grace.  

In the end, when the child dies in 2 Samuel 12:18 it is clear 

that Nathan’s prophecy was not as implicitly conditional as 

David had hoped. As a result Chisholm concludes, 

Most divine statements of intention are unmarked. In these cases 

one cannot be sure from the form of the statement whether it is 

conditional or unconditional. For this reason the recipient of such 

a message sometimes does what is appropriate, declaring, “Who 

knows? The Lord may be gracious/turn/relent” (cf. 2 Sam 12:22; 

Joel 2:14; Jonah 3:9). 

 These ambiguous statements of divine intention sometimes 

prove to be decrees. For example, when Nathan declared that the 

son conceived from David’s adulterous encounter with Bathsheba 

would die (2 Sam 12:14), David was unsure if the statement was 
unconditional. He prayed and fasted until the child died, hoping 

that God might take pity on him and spare the child’s life (v. 22). 

God’s refusal to respond to David’s acts of repentance shows that 

Nathan’s declaration was unconditional.43 
 

God’s lack of response to David’s acts of repentance to save the 

life of the child help prove that Nathan’s declaration was 

unconditional. However, it is not the only evidence. As the 

process for detecting implicit conditions (or the lack thereof) in 

prophecy has shown, there are plenty of textual indications 

aside from the lack of fulfillment that Nathan’s prophecy in 2 

Samuel 12:14 was not implicitly conditional. 

SUMMARY 

This article summarizes the methodology for detecting 

implicit conditionality by utilizing the methodology of Walvoord 

and Grice. When an author implies something, he typically 

utilizes shared conventional meanings of linguistic expressions. 

                                                 

43 Robert B. Chisholm Jr., “Does God 'Change His Mind'?” BSac 152, 

no. 608 (1995): 390–91. 
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Normally the author violates conversational maxims such as 

quality, quantity, relevance, and manner as part of the 

implicature. In other words, the author may have a purpose in 

not explicitly stating all conditions in the prophecy, but there 

should be textual indicators that help identify implicit 

conditionality. In order to demonstrate this, two prophecies 

were assessed: Exodus 32:10 and 2 Samuel 12:14. This 

methodology helped demonstrate the implicit conditionality of 

Exodus 32:10 and the lack of implicit conditions in 2 Samuel 

12:14.  
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INTRODUCTION: RESPONSES TO HOMOSEXUALS
1
 

Gays are “getting married, “are more dangerous than guns in 

Florida,” “are promiscuous,” “are pedophiles,” “are immoral,” 

“are perverts,” “are discriminated against,” “are gay because 

they are possessed by demons spirits,” “are sinners,” “are worse 

than terrorists,” “are around 10% of the population,” “are 

                                                 
1 Special thanks to BBS OT teaching assistant David Boyles and 

Davis College Librarian Jeremy McGinniss for tracking down a number 

of resources used in this paper and for reading the initial rough draft.  

This paper was originally presented as a Faculty Forum paper at 

Baptist Bible Seminary on April 8, 2010. 

 

I will use the terms, “homosexual,” “gay,” “lesbian,” and “LGBT” 

interchangeably. However, according to James Zahniser and Craig 

Boyd, these terms are distinct in different contexts. For the purpose of 

this paper these terms will be used synonymously (James H. Zahniser 

and Craig A Boyd, “The Work of Love, the Practice of Compassion and 

the Homosexual Neighbor,” Journal of Psychology and Christianity 27, 

no. 3 (2008): 225n1). 

 

A 2002 survey by the  National Center for Health Statistics (as 

stated on the Kinsey Institute website) reports that 90% of men aged 

18-44 considered themselves to be heterosexual, 2.3% as homosexual, 

1.8% as bisexual, and 3.9% as “something else.” Among women aged 

18-44 in the same survey, 90% said they were heterosexual, 1.3% 

homosexual, 2.8% bisexual, and 3.8% as “something else.” I am 

uncertain as to the definition of the “something else” category 

(<http://www.kinseyinstitute.org/resources/FAQ.html#homosexual 

ity> [accessed 19 March 2010]).  
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closeted Dems,” “are infiltrating our city councils,” “are 

retarded,” “are hated,” “are politically unpopular,” “are taking 

over,”  “are excellent parents,” “are sick people,” “are okay,” “are 

a threat to the family,” “are going to hell,” “are an abomination.”2 

These are just some of the responses Google revealed 

concerning those who are homosexuals. 

The response to homosexuals from two African countries 

goes well beyond mere words. Uganda, which is eighty-five 

percent Christian,3 has made the American news of late because 

of its governmental push to pass legislation designed to toughen 

existing criminal penalties against homosexuality.4 The 

proposed new law would increase jail time for homosexuality 

from fourteen years to life in prison and in some cases even 

includes the death penalty. According to a Reuters Video 

interview, Pepe, a gay rights advocate in Uganda, claims that this 

new law would also make it a crime if someone did not report a 

known homosexual to authorities.5  

                                                 
2 These quotations were gleaned from the first five pages of a 

Google search on the phrase “Gays are *”. The search, conducted on 22 

March 2010, produced 169 million hits. 

  
3 This statistic comes from Sarah Pulliam Bailey, “Intercontinental 

Divide,” Christianity Today, February 2010, 18.  

 
4 For a Reuters News Video see <http://www.youtube.com/ 

watch?v=WCivdGSfB0g&feature=related> (accessed 22 March 2010).  

 Summarizing the penal code for sodomy for Pennsylvania, Richard 

Posner and Katherine Silbaugh note, “A person who engages in deviate 

sexual intercourse per os or per anus is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Married couples are exempt” (70). The term “os” literally means 

‘through the mouth’” (242). Deviate sexual intercourse is defined 

differently among various states’ penal codes (66-71). (Richard Posner 

and Katherine Silbaugh, A Guide to America’s Sex Laws [Chicago: 

University of Chicago, 1996], Google Book, <http://books.google.com 

/books?id=fRrh79jwh8cC&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_v2_sum

mary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q=&f=false>  [accessed 25 March 2010]).  

 
5 Ibid.  
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A New York Times article reports that in Nigeria, 

“Lawmakers are debating a bill that would ban any form of 

association with a homosexual, even sharing a meal.”6 To 

strengthen one’s penal code is a very specific response to 

homosexuality. 

The church has had its own spectrum of responses to the 

issue of homosexuality as well. Although no less controversial 

than an African jail sentence, Westboro Baptist Church makes it 

a ministry to protest against homosexuals seemingly anywhere 

in the country.7 In 1997 the Southern Baptists responded to one 

                                                 
6 New York Times, nytimes.com “World Briefing | Africa Nigeria: 

Bill Would Make Meeting With Gays a Crime,” < http://query.nytimes. 

com/gst/fullpage.html?res=950CE4DF1531F931A25751C1A9609C8B

63&scp=1&sq=World%20Briefing%20Africa:%20Nigeria:%20Bill%2

0Would%20make%20meeting%20homosexuals&st=cse> (accessed 

22 March 2010). For an updated article on this situation see: 

<http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/08/ opinion/08thu2.html?_r=1 

&scp=2&sq=World%20Briefing%20Africa:%20Nigeria:%20Bill%20W

ould%20make%20meeting%20homosexuals&st=cse> (accessed 22 

March 2010) and Sarah Pulliam Bailey, “Intercontinental Divide,” 

Christianity Today, February 2010, 17-19. As of 2 March 2010 this bill 

has been modified but has not been voted on. According to a News 

Wire Services article despite international pressure the bill will not be 

withdrawn. “Uganda Anti-homosexuality Bill Won’t Be Dropped: 

Parliament Speaker,” News Wire Services, NYDailyNews.com 2 March 

2010, <http://www.nydailynews.com/ news/world/2010/03/02/ 

2010-0302_ugandan_antihomosexuality_bill_wont_be_ dropped 

_parliament_speaker.html> [accessed 23 March 2010]).  

 
7 For a CBS News video that captures this church’s demonstration 

in Washington DC (January 2010) see <http://www.youtube.com/ 

watch?v=_kT34H7libE> (accessed 22 March 2010). This is one of the 

milder demonstrations. It should be noted that Westboro Baptist is an 

independent Baptist church composed of approximately 100 people. In 

a Fox News Interview conducted by Sean Hannity with Shirley Phelps 

Roper (daughter of the founding pastor, Fred Phelps), she agrees that 

of those hundred people eighty percent are family (see interview 

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UMP3AK5jwo> (accessed 22 

March 2010). The church sponsors a website entitled <www.godhates 

fags.com>.  
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corporation’s inclusion of homosexuals by voting to boycott its 

entire company. At their convention that same year delegates 

approved a boycott of Walt Disney Company because of its pro-

homosexual position. At that time Disney produced the TV show 

“Ellen,” provided health benefits to partners of gay employees, 

and sponsored a “Gay Day” at Disney World.8 The American 

Family Association, a Christian organization, has also called for 

boycotts against such companies as Wal-Mart,9 McDonald’s10 

and Ford11 because of their support for homosexuality.  

In attempting to find a pastoral response to the “homosexual 

question,” Brian McLaren, suggests: 

 
Perhaps we need a five-year moratorium on making 

pronouncements. In the meantime, we'll practice prayerful 

Christian dialogue, listening respectfully, disagreeing 

agreeably. When decisions need to be made, they'll be 

admittedly provisional. We'll keep our ears attuned to 

scholars in biblical studies, theology, ethics, psychology, 

genetics, sociology, and related fields. Then in five years, if we 

have clarity, we'll speak; if not, we'll set another five years for 

ongoing reflection. After all, many important issues in church 

history took centuries to figure out. Maybe this moratorium 

would help us resist the "winds of doctrine" blowing furiously 

                                                                                                      
 
8 Tom Morganthau, “Baptists vs. Mickey,” Newsweek, 30 June 1997, 

51.  

 
9 For Wal-Mart boycott see Associated Press, “Wal-Mart Boycott 

over Gays Called Off,” 21 November 2006, <http://www.msnbc.msn. 

com/id/15835445/> (accessed 22 March 2010).  

 
10 For McDonald’s boycott see MoneyNetDaily, “’Gay’ McDonald’s 

Prompts Boycott,” 3 July 2008, <http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa= 

PAGE.view&pageId=68672> (accessed 22 March 2010).  

 
11 For Ford boycott see the report by Alex Johnson, “Another 

Swing at the Pocketbook: Christian Activist Group Goes After Ford 

Motor Co.,” MSNBC.com, <http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/8047423/> 

(accessed 22 March 2010).   
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from the left and right, so we can patiently wait for the wind of 

the Spirit to set our course.12 

 

Clearer than McLaren, J. Harold Ellens does not see any clear 

biblical warrant against homosexuality so there is no need for a 

response. He writes, “The message of the Bible on 

homosexuality is neither clear nor conclusive.”13 He believes 

that the OT never forbids homosexuality in identity or 

orientation but only in “its negative cultural, cultic-worship, and 

ritual role in Israel and her neighbors.”14 His response is to 

affirm “that homosexual persons have the same rights to love, 

intimacy, and relationships …  as do heterosexuals.”15 

Pastor Mark Tidd responds to the homosexual issue by 

welcoming and affirming any person who practices 

homosexuality into his Denver evangelical church: “Our position 

is not one of lenience, but a matter of justice.… It’s not that we 

                                                 
12 Brian McLaren, Out of Ur Blog, “Brian McLaren on the 

Homosexual Question: Finding a Pastoral Response,” 23 January 2006, 

<http://www.outofur.com/archives/2006/01/brian_mclaren_o.html>  

(accessed 19 March 2010). McLaren seems not to have followed his 

own suggestion of waiting five years to speak on the issue of 

homosexuality. In his new book, A New Kind of Christianity: Ten 

Questions that Are Transforming Faith, McLaren seems to condone (to 

some degree) homosexuality as an acceptable practice. Drawing a 

connection between the  Ethiopian eunuch in Acts 8 as the “sexually 

other” and homosexuals, he states, “As Philip and the Ethiopian 

disciple climb the stream bank, they represent a new humanity 

emerging from the water, dripping wet and full of joy, marked by a 

new and radical reconciliation in the kingdom of God” (Brian McLaren, 

A New Kind of Christianity: Ten Questions that Are Transforming Faith 

[New York: HarperOne, 2010], 183). 

 
13 J. Harold Ellens, Sex in the Bible: A New Consideration (Westport, 

CT: Praeger, 2006), 103.  

 
14 Ibid., 119.  

 
15 Ibid., 135. 
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don’t acknowledge the reality of sin. It’s not a sin to be gay or act 

in accordance with your nature.”16  

Matt Comer remembers quite clearly his church’s position 

on gay people. As a pre-teen Comer did not find his church so 

accommodating to his same-sex attraction as Tidd’s assembly of 

believers. He remembers his North Carolina Baptist pastor with 

his “half-smile and eerily happy eyes” when he suggested that 

the way to deal with homosexuals would be, “Put all the queers 

on a ship, cut a hole in the side, and send it out to sea.”17 

While there seems to be no lack of opinion as it concerns 

political, societal, or religious responses to homosexuals, should 

these be the reactions of those who are believers in Jesus Christ? 

Should Christians in churches like ours boycott, protest, 

discriminate, approve, welcome, hate, or even legislate 

homosexual activity to the point of the death penalty?18  

                                                 
16 The Associated Press, “Evangelical Church Opens Doors to 

Gays,” 19 December 2009, < http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/344930 

87/ns/us_news-faith/page/2/> (accessed 15 March 2010), For a 

website that promotes such an accommodation see www.soulforce. 

org. The founder of this organization is Mel White. White, a well- 

known evangelical, was a ghost writer for Billy Graham and Jerry 

Falwell. In the early nineties White divorced his wife of twenty-five 

years and embraced the homosexual lifestyle.  

 
17 Matt Comer, “Matt Comer,” In Crisis: 40 Stories Revealing the 

Personal, Social, and Religious Pain and Trauma of Growing Up Gay in 

America, ed. Mitchell Gold with Mindy Drucker (Austin: Greenleaf Book 

Group, 2008); accessed at Google Books: <http://books.google.com/  

books?id=Zs4_an0AlVUC&printsec=frontcover&dq=crisis+40+stories

&cd=1#v=onepage&q=&f=false>  (accessed 22 March  2010).  

 
18 According to Jeffrey Gettlemen for the New York Times, 3 

January 2010. A few American evangelicals have been linked with this 

bill (albeit possibly unfairly) (<http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/04 

/world/africa/04uganda.html?scp=27&sq=World%20Briefing%20Afr

ica:%20Nigeria:%20Bill%20Would%20make%20meeting%20homos

exuals&st=cse> [accessed March 22, 2010]). In a video letter to the 

pastors and congregations of Uganda, Rick Warren distances himself 

from the Anti-Homosexual Bill by calling the bill harsh. He encourages 

congregations not to pass the law. He also recognizes that the 
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Need for a Biblical Response 

 

The need for a biblical response to homosexuality evidences 

itself in five specific ways:  

 (1) It is abundantly clear that homosexuality is not going 

back into the closet. While studying denominational churches, 

Mark Toulouse recognizes the need to address the issue and the 

church’s seeming lack of ability to do so. He writes, “If current 

denominational activities surrounding homosexuality reveal 

anything, they reveal the desire of the muddled middle that this 

issue goes away. Most people in the muddled middle, in other 

words, do not want to talk about it.”19 Speaking of churches like 

ours Alex Montoya concurs: “There is no question that the 

church faces a major issue on how to respond to homosexuality 

in our society and in the church.”20 A recent Associated Press 

article states that “with younger evangelicals and broader 

society showing greater acceptance of homosexuality, many 

evangelical churches can expect, at least, a deeper exploration of 

                                                                                                      
mandatory reporting of homosexuals (even by churches) would 

negatively influence the church’s ministry to the gay community 

(<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jmGu9o4fDE> [accessed Mar- 

ch 22, 2010]).  

 
19 Mark G. Toulouse, “Muddling Through: The Church and 

Sexuality/Homosexuality,” in Homosexuality, Science, and “The Plain 

Sense” of Scripture, ed. David L. Balch (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 

34. I would suggest there is a chance that people in our churches may 

also be part of the “muddled middle.” Stanton Jones, the provost at 

Wheaton and a sexuality scholar, agrees: “The debates that once were 

contained within the mainline denominations are spilling over into the 

evangelical denominations” (“The Litmus Test,” Christianity Today, 

November 2009, 17).   
 

20 Alex D. Montoya, “The Church’s Response to Homosexuality,” 

MSJ 19, no. 2 (Fall 2008): 234. 
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the issue.”21 Since the issue will not simply go away, the church 

needs help to deal with the issue biblically.22 

(2) Although many evangelical churches might be firm in 

what they believe concerning homosexuality, their firmness in 

doctrine does not necessarily dictate a biblical response. While 

it may not be true of every church, a recent Barna Group study 

found that 16-29 years old believe the following:  

 

Today, the most common perception is that present-day 

Christianity is "anti-homosexual." Overall, 91% of young non-

Christians and 80% of young churchgoers say this phrase 

describes Christianity. As the research probed this perception, 

non-Christians and Christians explained that beyond their 

recognition that Christians oppose homosexuality, they 

believe that Christians show excessive contempt and unloving 

attitudes towards gays and lesbians. One of the most frequent 

criticisms of young Christians was that they believe the church 

has made homosexuality a "bigger sin" than anything else. 

Moreover, they claim that the church has not helped them 

apply the biblical teaching on homosexuality to their 

friendships with gays and lesbians.23 

                                                 
21 The Associated Press, “Evangelical Church Opens Doors to 

Gays,” <http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34493087/ns/us_news- faith 

/page/2/> (accessed 15 March  2010).   

 
22 While most people do not turn to Newsweek for their theology, 

its December 2009 cover story, “Our Mutual Joy,” made a one-sided, 

unapologetic, theological argument in favor of homosexuality (Lisa 

Miller, “Our Mutual Joy,” Newsweek, 15 December 2008). Miller argues 

unconvincingly that biblical opponents of gay marriage read the 

scriptural evidence completely wrong. When a popular rag makes such 

theological pronouncements, it is sure to create a forum for discussion 

within the church—or at least it should.  
 

23 Barna Group Report, “A New Generation Expresses its 

Skepticism and Frustration with Christianity,” <http://www.barna. 

org/barna-update/article/16-teensnext-gen/94-a-newgenerationexp 

resses-its-skepticism-and-frustration-withchristianity?q=homosexual 

ity> (accessed 10 March 2010).  
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No matter what a church’s particular stance may be on the 

topic, it should not be perceived as demonstrating “contempt 

and unloving attitudes” towards any group of sinners.24  

(3) Since so many Christians from so many different stripes 

are voicing an opinion on the issue and stating that their 

position is the biblical one, believers in our churches need a 

clear voice when they meet a homosexual whether on their jobs, 

in their neighborhoods, or at McDonald’s.  

(4) Since so many Christians from so many different stripes 

are voicing an opinion on the issue and stating that their 

position is biblical, our churches need to distance themselves 

from those who are militant in their hatred and unbiblical in 

their response to LGBT25 people.  

(5) While it is clear to many in our churches that 

homosexuality is sin, a well-reasoned response is needed to 

ensure that the church is not sinning in her response to sin.  

 

Limitations 

This study has three limitations: (1) It is not addressing the 

homosexual agenda such as same-sex marriage, civil unions, or 

civil rights for homosexuals.26 (2) It is not addressing the person 

                                                                                                      
 
24 In this postmodern age it could be that because a church simply 

stated that homosexuality is sin that the perception is that the church 

is now contemptible and unloving. However, there are enough 

examples of unloving words from Christians for me to read these 

statistics as a statement on how the church has communicated its 

position and not necessarily the position it has taken on the issue of 

homosexuality.  

 
25 These initials represent those whose sexual orientation and/or 

practice is lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender people. I am using it 

simply as a synonym for a person who is homosexual. 
 

26 Dr. Gary Gromacki has dealt with this issue in an earlier Faculty 

Forum: “Why Be Concerned About Same Sex Marriage,” 18 April 2005. 

See JMAT 9, no. 2 (2005): 63-95. While this paper will not deal with the 
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who is a professing believer in Jesus Christ, who is practicing 

homosexuality and is unrepentant.27  (3) It is not addressing the 

question whether homosexuality is a sin. That homosexuality in 

any form is a sin is a biblical conviction that undergirds this 

discussion.28   

This paper will address how those in the church of Jesus 

Christ should respond to the individual (or same-sex couple) 

who is unsaved, who either is practicing homosexuality, or 

identifies him-or herself as a homosexual. These folks may be in 

the same office, same neighborhood, or the same school as a 

believer. They will window shop the same mall, buy in the same 

Wal-Mart, eat at the same McDonald’s, drive the same model 

Ford, and visit the same tourist attractions as believers in the 

church. How should believers in Jesus Christ respond to this gay 

man or woman?  

Homosexuality Is Sin 

 

Before moving on to the church’s response to 

homosexuality, I need to affirm, so that there will be no 

misunderstanding and no perceived waffling on this subject, 

that homosexuality in any form is sin. The commands in 

Leviticus are clear in their condemnation of homosexuality 

(18:22; 20:13):  

 

Leviticus 18:22   You shall not lie with a male as one lies with 

a female; it is an abomination.  

 

                                                                                                      
homosexual agenda, I hope that a believer’s reaction to such a political 

statement as a gay pride parade will be influenced by this study.  

 
27 The same limits apply to a same-sex couple. While this scenario 

is worthwhile to discuss and may need to be revisited in light of the 

culture’s gray areas that have invaded the church, it is clear from 1 

Corinthians 5 that this professing believer should be under church 

discipline.   

 
28 This will be affirmed in a later section of this study.  
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Leviticus 20:13   If there is a man who lies with a male as those 

who lie with a woman, both of them have committed a 

detestable act; they shall surely be put to death. Their 

bloodguiltiness is upon them.  

 

Although these are OT commandments, MacArthur 

recognizes their universality: “Thus, homosexuality is viewed in 

Leviticus as morally equal to sins such as adultery, incest and 

bestiality…. such sins are wrong in any age and in any culture, 

because they violate the design that God established at 

creation.”29 

The NT prohibition is equally clear:  

 
Romans 1:26-27 For this reason God gave them over to 

degrading passions; for their women exchanged the natural 

function for that which is unnatural, and in the same way also 

the men abandoned the natural function of the woman and 

burned in their desire toward one another, men with men 

committing indecent acts and receiving in their own persons 

the due penalty of their error.  

 

Alex Montoya states, “The Scriptures are unwavering in 

pronouncing that unconverted homosexuals will not inherit the 

kingdom of God (cf. 1 Cor 6:9-10; Rev 21:27; 22:15).”30 

Robert Gagnon, answering the claim that God is not really 

interested in homosexuality because it is only mentioned a few 

times in Scripture, writes, “All the contextual evidence indicates 

that ancient Israel, early Judaism, and early Christianity viewed 

homosexual practice of every sort as abhorrent to God, an 

extreme sexual offense comparable only to the worst forms of 

                                                 
29 John MacArthur, “God’s Word on Homosexuality: The Truth 

about Sin and the Reality of Forgiveness,” MSJ 19, no. 2 (Fall 2008): 

165. 
 

30 Alex D. Montoya, “Homosexuality and the Church,” MSJ 11, no. 2 

(Fall 2000): 165. 
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adult incest (say, a man and his mother) and superseded among 

‘consensual’ sexual offenses only by bestiality.”31 

Richard Davidson, who has written a comprehensive 

theology of sexuality in the OT, summarizes the scriptural 

evidence concerning homosexuality: “Not only is there univocal 

condemnation of homosexual practice throughout Scripture … 

numerous lines of evidence connected to the Levitical legislation 

point to the universal (transcultural) and permanent 

(transtemporal) nature of the prohibition against homosexual 

activity.”32   

While Ellens and other scholars need to do hermeneutical 

gymnastics with these passages to read any kind of divine 

approval or a divine looking the other way concerning 

homosexuality, a literal reading of the text leads the unbiased 

reader to affirm with God that homosexuality (as well as any 

other sexual activity outside of marriage) is sin.   

 

Is Homosexuality THE Sin? 

 

While it is true that any form of homosexual activity is sin, it 

is my observation that somehow in our day it has become the 

sin. According to Xan Rice, the Uganda Anti-Homosexuality Bill 

2009 calls for life imprisonment as “the minimum punishment 

for anyone convicted of having gay sex.… If the person is HIV 

positive or serial offender, or a ‘person of authority over the 

other partner, or if the ‘victim’ is under 18, a conviction will 

                                                 
31 Robert A. J. Gagnon, “What the Evidence Really Says about 

Scripture and Homosexual Practice: Five Issues,” 14 March 2009, 

<http://www.robgagnon.net/articles/homosexScripReallySays.doc 

.pdf> (accessed 23 March 2010). Gagnon has written extensively on 

the issue of homosexuality. His website has significant resources 

concerning homosexuality: <http://www.rob gagnon.net/>.  

 
32 Richard M. Davidson, Flame of Yahweh: Sexuality in the Old 

Testament (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2007), 169.  
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result in the death penalty.”33 Why is this sin, from all the other 

sins in the Bible, singled out as warranting the death penalty? I 

know nothing about Uganda’s penal code. Maybe other sins 

receive the same harsh treatment, but I have not seen in the 

news that someone who is guilty of lying will face the death 

penalty. If homosexuality will bring the death penalty because it 

is an abomination (Lev 18:22 ּתֹוֵעָבה), then why would not the 

seven sins listed as abomination (ּתֹוֵעָבה) in Proverbs 6:16-19 

incur the same consequence?   

 

There are six things which the LORD hates, Yes, seven which 

are an abomination to Him:  Haughty eyes, a lying tongue, And 

hands that shed innocent blood,  A heart that devises wicked 

plans, Feet that run rapidly to evil, A false witness who utters 

lies, And one who spreads strife among brothers.  

 

The same may be argued in Proverbs 16:5:  

 

Everyone who is proud in heart is an abomination to the 

LORD; Assuredly, he will not be unpunished.  

 

Should the proud person, if convicted of the sin of pride, face 

the death penalty? Or a person that is unjust in his business 

dealing (Prov 11:1; 20:23)? If unjust business practices are an 

abomination before God, then what would the consequences be 

for those on Wall Street this past year? How would companies 

such as Enron or individuals such as Bernard Madoff who are 

guilty of such gross business offenses fare? While I have heard 

                                                 
33 Xan Rice, “Uganda Considers Death sentence for Gay Sex in Bill 

before Parliament,” guardiuan.co.uk, 29 November 2009. <http:// 

www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/nov/29/uganda-death-sentence-

gay-sex> (accessed 15 March 2010). Writing for the NY Times, 

Gettleman reports, "The Ugandan government, facing the prospect of 

losing millions in foreign aid, is now indicating that it will back down, 

slightly, and change the death penalty provision to life in prison for 

some homosexuals. But the battle is far from over” 

(<http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/04/world/africa/04uganda. 

html?pagewanted=print> [accessed March 17, 2010]). 
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the anger at banks and various individuals responsible for the 

recession, I have not seen politicians on either side of the aisle 

or the church call for the death penalty. If these are 

abominations and are in the same category as homosexuality, 

then why not?  

Robert Gagnon, who has helped the church maintain a 

biblical stance with his research and writing concerning 

homosexuality, believes that homosexuality is a sin that is worse 

than others. He observes, “It is my contention that homosexual 

practice is a more serious violation of Scripture’s sexual norms 

than even incest, adultery, plural marriage, and divorce.”34 

While his contention is that homosexuality is a more serious 

violation, he also writes,  

 

It is true that any sin, including sexual sin, can get one 

excluded from the kingdom of heaven if merit is the means of 

entrance. In that specific sense, all sins are equal. And there 

are certainly other sins, including sexual sins, that the apostle 

Paul indicates create a risk factor for the exclusion of 

Christians from the kingdom of God if they persist in such 

behavior in a serial, unrepentant way. Paul mentions in 1 

Corinthians 5-6 incest, adultery, and sex with prostitutes 

alongside same-sex intercourse.  

 

Yet none of this means that the church should regard all 

sexual sins, let alone all sins of any type, as basically of equal 

import or even that God views all sins as equally abhorrent.35 

 

The difficulty with Gagnon’s argument is that he argues from 

the Larger Catechism of the Westminster Confession of Faith 

                                                 
34 Robert Gagnon, “How Bad Is Homosexual Practice According to 

Scripture and Does Scripture’s Indictment Apply to Committed 

Homosexual Unions?” December 2007, <http://www.robgagnon.net/ 

articles/HomosexHowBadIsIt.pdf> (accessed 22 March 2010). 

Emphasis in the original. 
 

35 Ibid. 
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(1647) and not from specific Scriptures.36 He argues that the 

reordering of the sins of Leviticus 18 in chapter 20 of the same 

book demonstrates that the most severe sins are listed first. The 

difficulty with this argument is that the first sin of an “offering 

to Molech” (Lev 20:2) and the last sin listed, “a man or a woman 

who is a medium or a spiritist” (20:27), both meet with the 

same penalty, death. There seems to be no lessening of the sin 

or the consequences. 

On the contrary, his study of the Scriptures recognizes that 

any sin excludes one from the kingdom but somehow he 

rationalizes that the sin of homosexuality is the worst without 

scriptural warrant.37   

 
Homosexuality and the Death Penalty 

 

An argument that could be put forth to support the 

grossness of homosexuality is that the consequence for this sin 

is the death penalty (Lev 20:13):  

 
If there is a man who lies with a male as those who lie with a 

woman, both of them have committed a detestable act; they 

shall surely be put to death. Their bloodguiltiness is upon 

them.  

 

Moses is clear in his judgment of homosexuality: they shall 

be put to death. However, the death penalty in Leviticus 20 is 

not limited to homosexual activity. For example, other sexual 

sinners such as the adulterer ([and adulteress] 20:10), those 

guilty of incest (20:12), and those who commit bestiality (20:15-

16), are also to receive a death sentence. I have not kept up with  

                                                 
36 Ibid. If Gagnon is correct in his observation, the sin of cursing 

one’s father or mother is a worse sin since it appears in verse 9. 

Homosexuality does not appear until v. 13.  

 
37 While it is true that Paul places immorality in a separate 

category of sin “against his own body” (1 Cor 6:18), there is nothing in 

the context to lead one to believe that sexual immorality (or more 

specifically homosexuality) is the greatest sin.  
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criminal codes around the world concerning sexual sins, and I 

do know that some sexual activities are subject to criminal 

penalties that are still on the books (but rarely enforced), but I 

have not heard of Western governments or churches advocating 

the death penalty for adultery. If this is so, then why is 

homosexuality singled out as the sin to eradicate through a 

death sentence?  

While I disagree heartily with Oliver Thomas’s affirmation 

that homosexuality is acceptable, he does capture the tension of 

the selectivity of certain portions of Leviticus for condemnation:  

 

As a former "the Bible says it, I believe it, that settles it" kind 

of guy, I am sympathetic with any Christian who accepts the 

Bible at face value. But here's the catch. Leviticus is filled with 

laws imposing the death penalty for everything from eating 

catfish to sassing your parents. If you accept one as the 

absolute, unequivocal word of God, you must accept them 

all.38  
 

Tim Walkins, an ex-gay himself, observes that when he 

shares his testimony at church-sponsored gatherings, he senses 

two extremes in his audience:  

 

They sang fervently, prayed passionately and then sat idly as I 

told what great things the Lord had done for me. And all the 

while I was painfully aware they wanted to hear what ghastly 

thing God had done to Sodom and Gomorrah… It was 

excruciatingly apparent they wanted a forceful denunciation 

of homosexuality.... When it comes to homosexuality, 

Christians show great passion in one of two areas. Either they 

are passionate about extinguishing the pro-gay movement or 

                                                 
38 Oliver Buzz Thomas, “When Religion Loses Its Credibility,” 

USAToday.com, 20 November 2006, <http://blogs.usatoday.com/oped 

/2006/11/when_religion_l.html> (accessed 22 March 2010). Thomas 

is a Baptist minister who argues that since the “church” was on the 

wrong side of history as it relates to Galileo, then history will prove 

once again that the church is on the wrong side in its condemnation of 

homosexuality.  
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about expounding God’s movement by introducing them to 

His Son.”39 

 

If homosexuality is to be eradicated according to Leviticus, 

then should the church be advocating capital punishment for 

“anyone who curses his father or his mother” (Lev 20:9)? This 

crime and sentence is in the same chapter as homosexuality, and 

both call for the same consequence. The Westboro Baptist 

Church will protest the next Gay Pride Day as an abomination, 

but they have not protested at their area high school where one 

would expect that cursing parents is not so uncommon? What is 

the reason that homosexuality (which is seemingly equal to 

cursing one’s parents) creates such zeal against it?   

If one were to look for a zealous Christian to maintain God’s 

standards, one would need to look no further than the apostle 

Paul. The apostle is equally clear as the OT in his firm 

affirmation that homosexuality is sin (Rom 1). He is also firm in 

his convictions that all sexual sin by believers must be dealt 

with decisively in the church (1 Cor 5). What I find interesting in 

1 Corinthians 5 in relationship to Leviticus 20 is that when Paul 

has the opportunity to call for the death penalty based on the 

OT, he does not. The sin Paul is dealing with is stated in 5:1:  

 

It is actually reported that there is immorality among you, and 

immorality of such a kind as does not exist even among the 

Gentiles, that someone has his father's wife.  

 

Paul is dogmatic that this situation in the church must be 

dealt with and in reality he already had (5:3). But now he 

wanted the Corinthian church to follow his example (1 Cor 5:3-

5):   

 

For I, on my part, though absent in body but present in spirit, 

have already judged him who has so committed this, as 

though I were present. 4 In the name of our Lord Jesus, when 

you are assembled, and I with you in spirit, with the power of 

                                                 
39 Tim Wilkins, “Preaching on Homosexuality: Taking a Road Less 

Traveled,” Preaching.com, <http://www.preaching.com/resources/ 

articles/11574736/> (accessed 22 March 2010).  
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our Lord Jesus, I have decided to deliver such a one to Satan 

for the destruction of his flesh that his spirit may be saved in 

the day of the Lord Jesus.  

 

What is interesting is that Paul did not appeal to Leviticus 

20:11:  

 
If there is a man who lies with his father's wife, he has 

uncovered his father's nakedness; both of them shall surely be 

put to death, their bloodguiltiness is upon them.  

 

For some reason40 Paul by-passed calling for the death 

penalty for this Corinthian believer based on Leviticus 20:11 

and opted instead for church discipline. Is Paul being lenient on 

sexual sin? It would seem that in this present dispensation 

which Paul and we share, the death penalty was not a viable 

option for the sexual sins mentioned in Leviticus 18 and 20. 

However, it is interesting to note that Paul did “deliver such a 

one to Satan for the destruction of his flesh” (1 Cor 5:5), which 

would accomplish the same purpose as was intended in 

Leviticus 20:11 if repentance did not take place.  

While it is an argument from silence, it also should be noted 

that in the NT there is no hierarchy of sin.41 Montoya observes, 

“Homosexuality is no worse that lying or other sins.”42 Paul 

recognized that in the church of Corinthians there were 

converted fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, effeminates, 

homosexuals, thieves, the covetous, drunkards, revilers, and 

swindlers. No one sin was too great to keep one from the grace 

of God.  

                                                 
40 It is outside the scope of this paper to expound an explanation, 

but I would suggest that the reasons are at least: The church is not 

Israel and they are not in the land of Israel.  
 

41 Jesus seems to be making this point in Luke 13:1-5.   

 
42 Montoya, “Church’s Response,” 165.  
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Scott Davis suggests, “Those who hate homosexuals—or 

even think homosexuals are in some way worse sinners than 

they themselves—have lost sight of their own unworthiness in 

God’s sight.”43 The church needs to be reminded that every 

saved person was “by nature children of wrath, even as the rest” 

before salvation (Eph 2:3). The church also needs to be 

reminded that any sinner who does not believe in Jesus Christ 

has the wrath of God abiding on him (John 3:36), not only the 

homosexual.  

Although the church does not know everything about the life 

of the apostle Paul, by his own confession, he was not guilty of 

any sexual immorality, heterosexual or otherwise. The apostle, 

speaking of his own standing before the OT, stated that he was 

“as to the righteousness which is in the Law, found blameless” 

(Phil 3:6). While he was innocent of sexual sin, he counted 

himself as the worst of all sinners:  

 

It is a trustworthy statement, deserving full acceptance, that 

Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners, among whom 

I am foremost of all. (1 Tim 1:15) 

 

If there is any chief sin, it would have to be in harmony with the 

sin of the apostle Paul and not homosexuality. 

By demonizing homosexuality as the sin, the church may be 

reinforcing a stereotype that will hinder God’s grace from being 

shared with those who need it. Chad Thompson, a believer who 

was saved as a gay man, writes, “Many lesbian and gay people 

need Christians to be hateful and ignorant in order to convince 

themselves that our message is the result of ignorance, 

homophobia, or some massive right-wing conspiracy.”44  

                                                 
43 Scott Davis, “Developing a Christlike Attitude towards 

Homosexuals,” in God’s Grace and the Homosexual Next Door, ed. Alan 

Chambers (Eugene, OR: Harvest House, 2006), 50. Emphasis in the 

original.  
 

44 Chad Thompson, Loving Homosexuals as Jesus Would: A Fresh 

Christian Approach (Grand Rapids: Brazo P, 2004), 35. Italics are 

original. SoulForce.org supports this claim. Mel White, its founder and 
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There seems to be no biblical warrant for classifying 

homosexuality as the sin. So, what is the reason for such a 

reaction to homosexuality? I am not certain but, I would suggest 

at least three reasons:  

 

(1) We react to the militancy of the political homosexual 

agenda with sometimes equal militancy.  

 

(2) We tend to be selective in our list of “top sins.” Carson 

offers the following: “Fundamentalists tend to address a select 

list of evils—abortion, homosexuality, secularism working its 

way into school curriculum, and the like—and ignore a much 

broader list of social evils.”45   

 

(3) We are uncomfortable around certain sinners (i.e., gays). 

For some reason it is okay for a Christian family to go to Disney 

surrounded by “regular, unsaved sinners.” But if they are on the 

same ride as those “other sinners” (i.e., a homosexual couple), 

then there is a reason to boycott Disney. I wonder if we are 

more concerned with our desire to be comfortable in our 

entertainment (at Disney, for example) than to recognize that 

every sinner needs Jesus, even the gay couple next to us at Space 

Mountain.  

                                                                                                      
himself a gay man and one-time evangelical, has adopted the non-

violent strategy of Gandhi and Martin Luther King to combat the 

fundamentalist war against “sexual minorities.” White needs the  

right’s hateful anti-gay rhetoric to mobilize his supporters 

(<http://www.soulforce.org/article/religion-gone-bad> [accessed 7 

April 2010]).  
 

45 D. A. Carson, Christ & Culture Revisited (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 2008), 210. I am uncertain concerning the reason for this 

selectivity except to observe that perhaps we pick the sins that we 

think the majority of the people in our churches will not be guilty. It 

would not be good for the tenure of a pastor to be always harping on 

sins his congregation is actually guilty of such as gluttony (Deut 21:20; 

Prov 23:21; Matt 11:19; Luke 7:34).  
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If homosexuality is no worse than any other sin before God 

and if we do not need to treat it any differently than the 

unsaved, heterosexual couple who is living next door to us 

outside the institution of marriage, how should we respond to 

the homosexual couple who lives on the other side of our fence? 

 
A Believer’s Response to Homosexuality  

Guided by Scriptures
46

 

 

Although Amy Tracy came to Christ from a lesbian lifestyle, 

she had a difficult time reconciling her yearning for God and the 

hostility she endured at the hands of Christians:   

 
In the fall of 1992, I began to feel myself inexplicably drawn to 

God. There were times when I would be doing something 

routine, and a powerful hunger for God would overtake me, 

sometimes followed by a blanket of peace. These experiences, 

which could last several hours or several days, were always 

interrupted as the demands of life snapped me out. For three 

years, I pushed away the promptings and feelings. Part of my 

confusion stemmed from the fact that I couldn’t reconcile my 

heart’s yearning with the hostile behavior I encountered in 

Christians. At abortion clinics and gay rights rallies, they 

hurled words at us such as “NOW Cow”, “abortionist”, “baby 

killer” and “sodomite” – and their passion for the cause would 

often erupt in violence. They claimed Jesus loved me and had a 

plan for my life, but the God they represented seemed 

condemning, judgmental, and hypocritical.47 

                                                 
46 Because of limitations, this section will deal with a few selected 

passages to apply to the topic at hand to give a biblical flavor of a 

correct response by believers.   

 
47 Amy Tracy, “Cornered by Grace,” at Exodus International, 

<http://www.exodusinternational.org/content/view/246/148/>   

(accessed 17 March 2010). Boldface is original. Tracy provides no 

documentation for her experience of hostility at the hands of 

Christians.  
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David Gushee remarks, “Many Christians act as if opposing 

gays and lesbians is fundamental to the church’s mission, which 

leads many gay and lesbian people to perceive Christianity as 

their mortal enemy. Is this how we want to be perceived?”48   

Zahniser and Boyd believe that “given their past experiences 

with prejudice and rejection, and given the negative perceptions 

that many gay and lesbian persons have of the church, we think 

a new approach is needed if Christians wish to have a positive 

influence on people who have settled on a gay or lesbian 

identity.”49 

The church does not necessarily need a new approach to the 

issue of how to deal with the homosexual. They simply need to 

embrace a response guided by the Scripture.  

 

Luke 7:34 (cf. Matt 11:19): Jesus a Friend of Homosexuals? 

 

The Son of Man has come eating and drinking; and you say, 

'Behold, a gluttonous man, and a drunkard, a friend of tax-

gatherers and sinners!  

 

In contrasting his lifestyle to that of John the Baptist, Jesus 

rebukes the religious leaders who did not want to listen to 

either man’s message. The Pharisees did not have to listen to 

John because he had a demon (7:33), and they did not have to 

                                                 
48 David P. Gushee, “Church-based Hate,” review of Crisis: 40 

Stories Revealing the Personal, Social, and Religious Pain and Trauma of 

Growing Up Gay in America, Christian Century, (2 June 2009), 30. Ken 

Stone concurs: “The fact of the matter is that many lgbtq folks are 

suspicious of, or even hostile towards, seminaries, Christianity, or 

anything associated with them. Often these suspicions are very well 

founded” (Ken Stone, “’Do Not Be Conformed to This World’: Queer 

Reading and the Task of the Preacher,” Theology & Sexuality 13, no. 2 

(2007):154, < http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/pdf? vid=3&hid=14& 

sid=5870bbf8-4ee5-42b7-9514-ec2445617789%40sessionmgr11>  

(accessed 12 March 2010). 
 

49 Zahniser and Boyd, “Work of Love” 216. 
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accept Jesus because he was a glutton and drunkard (cf. Deut 

21:20). In drawing this contrast Jesus describes himself as a 

“friend of sinners.” While the religious leaders see this title as a 

cut, Jesus seems to embrace it. Luke supports this position by 

moving directly into the incident with Simon, the Pharisee, and 

the sinfully immoral woman. 

Noticing the dynamics of Luke 7:31-35, Darrell Bock makes 

this comment:  

 

The mood of the passage calls for a choice and a response. In 

addition, the account sets up the following passage where a 

“sinner” comes to minister to Jesus, while the complainers 

continue to grumble about those with whom Jesus associates 

(7:35-50). Luke continually puts this question before his 

readers: Do you understand that Jesus is sent from God and 

that he is called to minister to sinners? Disciples should note 

the example.50 

 

Montoya adds, “The church can be guilty of the attitude of 

the Pharisees towards the sinners of their day. The Pharisees 

displayed an absolute lack of concern and compassion for those 

who were lost (cp. Luke 15:1-32). Christ taught compassion for 

the lost, and this includes the homosexual.”51 

Scott Davis encourages believers who want to be a friend of 

homosexual sinners like Jesus: “If we are to be like Jesus, if we 

are to reach out to the homosexual we know or the gay men and 

women we don’t know, we must not be afraid to be seen as 

friends of those whose lives have taken a wrong turn. The 

woman struggling with lesbianism needs God’s grace just as 

much as the rest of us thieves, gossips, slanderers, and 

fornicators.”52 

                                                 
50 Darrell L. Bock, Luke, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New 

Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994), 1:686.  

 
51 Montoya, “Church’s Response,” 238. 

 
52 Scott David, “Developing a Christlike Attitude Towards 

Homosexuality,” in God’s Grace and the Homosexual Next Door, 57. 
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One wonders if Jesus, known as a “friend of sinners,” would 

support an anti-homosexual bill that would prohibit even 

sharing a meal with a LGBT person.53  

 

1 Corinthians 5:9-11:  

Do Not Keep Company with the Sinning…Brother! 

 

According to a report on homosexuality by The Pew Forum 

on Religion & Public Life: 

 

People who named someone they knew personally (as a 

homosexual) generally had more favorable attitudes toward 

gay men and lesbians than did people who mentioned public 

figures. People who could not name any homosexual had the 

most negative opinions. 

 

A large majority of those interviewed say it does not make 

them uncomfortable to be around homosexuals. Overall 76% 

say they are not uncomfortable; 20% say they are. Discomfort 

is greater among older respondents (29% of people age 65 

and older), those living in rural areas (29%), conservative 

Republicans (30%), and highly committed white evangelicals 

(34% uncomfortable around gays and lesbians).54 

 

                                                 
53 The New York Times reports that the bill could make a person 

who even associates with a homosexual over a meal guilty of a crime. 

NY Times, nytimes.com, “World Briefing | Africa Nigeria: Bill Would 

Make Meeting With Gays a Crime,” <http://query.nytimes.com/gst/ 

fullpage.html?res=950CE4DF1531F931A25751C1A9609C8B63&scp=

1&sq=World%20Briefing%20Africa:%20Nigeria:%20Bill%20Would%

20make%20meeting%20homosexuals&st=cse> (accessed 22 March 

2010).  

 
54 “Part 1: Opinion of Homosexuals,” The Pew Forum on Religion & 

Public Life, 18 November 2003, <http://pewforum.org/Publication 

Page.aspx?id=645> (accessed 22 March 2010). While it is 

understandable that public displays of homosexual affection would 

make a believer feel uncomfortable, the LGBT person themselves 

should not be the reason for such discomfort. Would Jesus have been 

uncomfortable around such people?   
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It could be that this discomfort around sinners is driven by a 

desire for separation from sin. Paul addressed this issue in 1 

Corinthians 5: 

 

I wrote you in my letter not to associate with immoral people;   

I did not at all mean with the immoral people of this world, or 

with the covetous and swindlers, or with idolaters; for then 

you would have to go out of the world. But actually, I wrote to 

you not to associate with any so-called brother if he should be 

an immoral person, or covetous, or an idolater, or a reviler, or 

a drunkard, or a swindler-- not even to eat with such a one.  

 

Paul is clear and the passage needs no hermeneutical 

exercising to realize that this verse is not prohibiting association 

with a person who is an unsaved homosexual. David Garland 

writes, 
 

Paul does not intend for them to withdraw from the world 

into a godly ghetto. They are to live as shining lights amid a 

wicked and perverse generation (Phil 2:15) and must 

continue to have dealings with the world…. The gospel does 

not call Christians to retreat from the world but to witness to 

it. Christians are to be like salt, which does no good unless it 

comes in direct contact with what needs to be salted.55 

 

Craig Blomberg offers this observation of the church’s 

application of this teaching: “Paul’s overall contrast between 

association with non-Christian sinners and nonassociation with 

unrepentant Christian sinners has been almost exactly inverted 

in massive segments of the contemporary church…. so that we 

need not interact in any intimate way at all with non-

Christians!”56 Wilkins suggests, “It seems that not only do we 

                                                 
55 David E. Garland, 1 Corinthians, Baker Exegetical Commentary 

on the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2003), 186.  

 
56 Craig Blomberg, 1 Corinthians, The NIV Application Commentary 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 114.  
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not expect homosexuals to come to Christ, we like Jonah, don’t 

want them to come to Christ.”57 Michael Braun observes, “Sadly 

many Christians find fellowship with known adulterers and 

dishonest people more desirable than contact with a 

homosexual who may be crying out for help. In most churches 

today homosexuality has a greater stigma attached to it than 

greed and the love of money. This ought not to be so.”58  

The Corinthian church associated with the believing sinner 

and received a stirring rebuke by the apostle. If Paul were alive 

today, would the apostle offer a rebuke to the church who has 

spurned association with the immoral of this world (i.e., the 

homosexual)?   

 

1 Corinthians 5:12-13: Judgment Belongs to God 

 

The perception is that the church is too judgmental in 

regards to the homosexual. A recent Barna poll report the 

following: 

 
Today, the most common perception is that present-day 

Christianity is "anti-homosexual." Overall, 91% of young non-

Christians and 80% of young churchgoers say this phrase 

describes Christianity. As the research probed this perception, 

non-Christians and Christians explained that beyond their 

recognition that Christians oppose homosexuality, they 

believe that Christians show excessive contempt and unloving 

attitudes towards gays and lesbians.59   

                                                 
57 Tim Wilkins, “Preaching on Homosexuality: Taking a Road Less 

Traveled,” Preaching.com, <http://www.preaching.com/resources/ 

articles/11574736/> (accessed March 22, 2010). Italics are original.  

 
58 Michael Braun, “Such Were Some of You: A Christian Response 

to Homosexuals,” Fundamentalist Journal 4, no. 3 (1985): 24.  

 
59 Barna Group Report, “A New Generation Expresses its 

Skepticism and Frustration with Christianity,” <http://www.barna 

.org/barna-update/article/16-teensnext-gen/94-a-new-generation-

expresses-its-skepticism-and-frustration-with-christianity?q=homo 
sexuality> (accessed 10 March 2010). 
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It is biblically proper for those outside the church to 

recognize that the church believes homosexuality is a sin. This is 

not being judgmental. It is simply a fact, and it is a fact that the 

church cannot shy away from holding and communicating. 

However, as Albert Mohler has observed, “Outside the walls of 

the church, homosexuals are waiting to see if the Christian 

church has anything more to say, after we declare that 

homosexuality is a sin.”60 The church has communicated fairly 

well that the homosexual is the object of God’s wrath. Even 

homosexuals who have never darkened the entrance to a church 

understand that biblical fact because it has been painted on 

placards and shouted at their parades. But this is communicated 

not with compassion and sorrow but with loud condemnation. It 

is true that the judgment of God falls on every sinner (Rom 2:2), 

but must it be communicated with a bull-horn?   

As it concerns the church’s response to the homosexual, 

could we not follow Paul’s example in 1 Corinthians 5:12-13a?   

 

For what have I to do with judging outsiders? Do you not 

judge those who are within the church? But those who are 

outside, God judges. Remove the wicked man from among 

yourselves.  

 

Harold Mare summarizes the apostle’s teaching for the 

church: “Here Paul teaches that though it is logical for the 

church to exercise spiritual discipline over the members in its 

                                                                                                      
 

60 Albert Mohler, “No Truth Without Love, No Love Without 

Truth,” Thursday, 23 April 2009, <http://www.albertmohler.com/ 

2009/04/23/no-truth-without-love-no-love-without-truth/> 

(accessed 26 March 2010). God did destroy Sodom and Gomorrah with 

fire and the destruction of those cities does serve as an example “to 

those who would live ungodly” (2 Pet 6). However, their example is to 

ALL sinners, not simply those who practice homosexuality.  
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fellowship, it is not for the church to judge the present unsaved 

society.”61   

There is little sense for the church to judge and condemn 

society since Jesus taught that his mission to the world was not 

to judge but to save it (Jn 3:17). Jesus demonstrated this with 

the Samaritan woman at the well. This promiscuous woman was 

without a doubt an immoral sinner. And although Jesus points 

out her sin creatively, he does not begin with an advertisement: 

“God hates the adulteress and you are going to hell!” Jesus came 

to save her and others (John 4:4). Divine, terrible judgment is 

assured for all sin but it is delayed (1 Thess 1:10; 2 Tim 4:1; Rev 

20:12-15). The unsaved homosexual, cheater, drunkard, liar, 

thief, glutton, gossip, or the  proud, or the greedy, will not 

inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor 6:9-10; Rev 21:8). Only those 

sinners who have accepted the gospel will enjoy God’s presence 

and escape future judgment.  

So to follow Jesus’ and Paul’s example the church is to share 

the gospel with all sinners. However, does the church always 

start its invitation to come to Jesus with divine condemnation 

and divine judgment? No—the perception is that the church 

shares its message in this manner only with the homosexual. I 

have not heard of Christians protesting outside of a fast food 

chain to the unsaved gluttons who enter shouting to them that 

the wrath of God is upon them! It is no wonder that the church is 

perceived as judgmental by LGBT people (and younger 

evangelicals who sense the incongruence). It is an 

overstatement because not every church is guilty; however, the 

church needs to tone down its rhetoric as it concerns the sin of 

homosexuality and turn up its compassion for those who are 

without Christ. Has the church forgotten that such were some of 

us? (1 Cor 6:11). 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
61 W. Harold Mare, “1 Corinthians,” in The Expositor’s Bible 

Commentary, ed. Frank E. Gabelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976), 

10:220. 
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Mark 12:28-31: Getting Back to Basics: Loving your Neighbor 

 

John MacArthur states, “The contemporary church has been 

so inundated with pro-homosexual literature and advocacy, that 

it has in many cases lost both the ability to discern such 

disgraceful iniquity and the resolve to fight against it.”62 What is 

the church to fight against? Is she to fight against sinners? I 

thought Jesus came to seek and to save sinners (Luke 19:10). 

What is gained by the militaristic vocabulary except to position 

the homosexual as the enemy?63 Has the church lost sight of its 

mission to seek all sinners? Is its new mission in the 21st century 

to view sinners as the enemy that need to be fought against?   

The second greatest commandment as uttered by the Savior 

is not to fight against the transgressors but to love one’s 

neighbor who is a sinner (Mark 12:28-31):  

 

And one of the scribes came and heard them arguing, and 

recognizing that He had answered them well, asked Him, 

"What commandment is the foremost of all?” Jesus answered, 

"The foremost is, 'Hear, O Israel! The Lord our God is one 

Lord; and you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, 

and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all 

your strength.’ "The second is this, 'You shall love your 

neighbor as yourself.' There is no other commandment 

greater than these."  

 

                                                 
62 John MacArthur, “God’s Word on Homosexuality: The Truth 

about Sin and the Reality of Forgiveness,” MSJ 19, no. 2. (Fall 2008): 

156; emphasis added.  To be fair, MacArthur probably has the 

homosexual political agenda in his crosshairs and not the individual 

homosexual.  But one is not certain. This lack of clarity highlights the 

need for the church to communicate clearly what “we” are “fighting” 

against. The church should not be adding to the perception that 

evangelicals hate homosexuals.  

 
63 If I am mistaken in my theological observation and the 

homosexuals are truly the enemy, then I am called to follow Luke 6:27-

36: love your enemies. In either case love is the church’s responsibility. 
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William Lane captures both the object of this second 

greatest charge and the motivation to live out such a 

commandment: “A wholehearted love for God necessarily finds 

its expression in a selfless concern for another man which 

decides and acts in a manner consistent with itself. In the 

second commandment God addresses men as they are, sinners 

who love themselves, and claims them as such for love to the 

neighbor.”64  

Luke defines the concept of “neighbor” as anyone in need, 

even one who is hated and that without limitations (Luke 10:25-

37). Surely, the person who is gay, who is working beside you, 

living besides you, or shopping beside you is your neighbor. In 

this case a believer’s responsibility is to love that one regardless 

of his or her sin.65 

Philip Yancy relates the story of Pastor Ed Dobson of Grand 

Rapids, Michigan. Dobson had become concerned about the 

AIDS problem in the city and met with some gay leaders and 

volunteered the services of church to them. Yancy writes, 

 

Although Dobson’s belief in the wrongness of homosexual 

practice had not changed, he felt constrained to reach out to 

the gay community in Christian love…. In time Ed Dobson won 

the trust of the gay community. He began encouraging his 

congregation to provide Christmas gifts for people with HIV 

and to offer other practical means of assistance to the sick and 

dying…. One gay person said to Dobson, “We understand 

where you stand, and know that you do not agree with us. But 

you still show the love of Jesus, and we’re drawn to that…. Ed 

Dobson once said to me, “If I die and someone stands up at my 

                                                 
64 William L. Lane, The Gospel According to Mark (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1974), 433.  

 
65 Surely, a believer’s commitment of loving one’s neighbor may be 

questioned when he is in the shadow of a placard that states, “God 

hates fags.”   
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funeral and says nothing but, ‘Ed Dobson loved homosexuals,’ 

I would feel proud.”66 

 

These select verses and personal testimony point to a more 

loving (and biblical) response to the homosexual than 

protesting, boycotting, imposing a death penalty, or even 

affirming the sin.  

 

A Believer’s Response to Homosexuality Guided by Love 

 

 If a believer or church would like to reach out in love to 

those who are homosexual, the following list may provide a 

biblically based starting point: 

 

1. Do not label a person by his or her obvious sin. What 

other people who need the gospel, do we commence our 

gospel presentation by identifying them by their sin?  

“Hey, glutton, you need to get saved!” “You, adulterer, 

you need to repent!” “Boss, you are a tax cheat and 

under the wrath of God!” “Yo, porn watcher, you are a 

degenerate and need Jesus!” 

 

2. No jokes at a sinner’s expense. You never know who is 

listening and that they may be struggling with same-sex 

attraction or caught in the sin itself. In that moment 

when everyone is laughing, the sinner realizes that he 

(or she) cannot trust you to help—only make fun. 

Mohler reminds the church, “The tragic fact is that every 

congregation is almost certain to include persons 

struggling with homosexual desire or even involved in 

homosexual acts.”67  

 

                                                 
66 Philip Yancy, What’s So Amazing about Grace? (Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan, 1997), 169. 

 
67 Albert Mohler, “Courage and Compassion on Homosexuality.”  
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3. Love each person. 

 

a. Look for ways to meet neighborly needs. If they 

do not have any needs, let them meet yours! Go 

and ask him to borrow a tool, or tap into her 

expertise. 

 

b. Invite them over for dinner, dessert, or a 

barbecue or accept their invitation to join them. 

Sin (even homosexuality) is not contagious.68  

 

c. Pray for them and ask them for specific prayer 

requests on a regular basis.  

 

d. Ask them questions about their lives. Take an 

interest in them as people and not their sin. 

Montoya suggests, “The church can 

misunderstand what it means to be in the world 

but not of it. We may think that it means for 

Christians to have absolutely nothing to do with 

homosexuals. The Bible speaks of the opposite. It 

shows that it is unavoidable and in many ways 

necessary to associate with homosexuals if we 

are to present the gospel to them.”69 

 

4.  Share the gospel with them as you would with any 

unsaved person. MacArthur writes, “Compassionately 

but firmly speaking the truth to unsaved sinners, 

                                                 
68 Zahniser and Boyd cite a study which “found no evidence of a 

‘contagion’ effect in situations that involved much greater contact that 

what we are discussing here” (Zahniser and Boyd, “Work of Love,” 

223). However, a believer should keep in mind Paul’s admonition in 1 

Corinthians 15:33: “Do not be deceived: ‘Bad company corrupts good 

morals.’" 

 
69 Montoya, “Church’s Response,” 238.  
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whatever their predominant sin might be, is a primary 

part of what it means to love the lost with a true love.”70   

 

5. Volunteer at a clinic, hospice, or hospital ward that is 

ministering physically to those who are stricken with 

AIDS. A number of homosexuals die alone because they 

have been rejected by friends and family because of 

their sinful lifestyle choices.  

 

6. Create a safe environment in the church for parents, 

family, and friends to share their heartache over family 

members they love who have embraced this sin. Give 

parents permission to love their homosexual child.   

 

7. Do not demonize the homosexual.71 The church does not 

need any more devils.  

 

8. Realize that the homosexual is not the enemy of the 

church, nor is he or she the worst of sinners (Luke 13:1-

5). the homosexual is a victim of our enemy: Satan. 

 

9. Remember that before Christ, we were just like them: 

indulging the lust of our flesh. “Among them we too all 

formerly lived in the lusts of our flesh, indulging the 

desires of the flesh and of the mind, and were by nature 

children of wrath, even as the rest” (Eph 2:3).  

 

10. Expect sinners to sin. I expect the cheater to cheat, the 

liar to lie, the thief to steal, and the homosexual to 

practice sexual immorality. I do not expect sinful people 

                                                 
70 MacArthur, “God’s Word,” 156.  

 
71 Kevin DeYoung and Ted Kluck, Why We’re Not Emergent: (by 

Two Guys Who Should Be) (Chicago: Moody, 2008), 44. 
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to act like believers.72 I do expect believers to seek not 

the healthy but the sick just like Jesus (Matt 9:10-13). 

 

11. While there is a need to affirm that homosexuality is sin, 

we must equally affirm with the same zeal that any 

sexual activity outside of marriage displeases God and is 

an affront to him.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

As I contemplate the issue of the church’s response to the 

homosexual, I find it interesting that a church like the first-

century Corinthian church with all its divisiveness, immorality, 

theological uncertainty (even concerning the resurrection) 

could possibly reach homosexuals with the gospel. Once 

converted, these “sinners” were named as members (1 Cor 

6:11). I wonder what the Corinthian church would think of the 

responses of churches such as the Westboro Baptist Church or 

actions of denominations such as the Southern Baptist with 

their boycott of Disney concerning homosexuals. I also wonder 

how many of our churches twenty centuries later that boast a 

firmer theological foundation than the Corinthians did could 

also boast of a church membership who counts as its members 

those have been saved from and have forsaken a same-sex 

lifestyle. My fear is that our churches will not count many if our 

response to the homosexual is not governed by Jesus and his 

word. 

Jonathan Merritt pleas with believers: “Now is the time for 

those who bear the name of Jesus Christ to stop merely talking 

about love and start showing love to our gay and lesbian 

neighbors. It must be concrete and tangible. It must move 

                                                 
72 For the sake of the argument, let’s say that criminalization, 

protest, or the boycott drives homosexuality back into the closet or 

even causes some to jettison the lifestyle. If getting a homosexual to 

leave that lifestyle is the highest good of the church, then what is the 

need of the gospel?  
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beyond cheap rhetoric. We cannot pick and choose which 

neighbors we will love. We must love them all.”73 

 

 
 

                                                 
73 Jonathan Merritt, “An Evangelical’s Plea: ‘Love the Sinner,’” USA 

Today, 20 April 2009, <http://web.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail?vid=3 

&hid=101&sid=4869448d-76ca-40bf-88f1-d6eb0caae653%40sess 

ionmgr114&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#db=aph&A

N=J0E024255826209> (accessed  20 March 2010).  
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